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This most recent update of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan builds on 

the knowledge gained and projects completed over the last fourteen years to develop a more 

comprehensive strategy to protect Canandaigua Lake and its surrounding watershed from 

existing and emerging threats. national, state and local research have all documented that the 

watershed area surrounding the lake plays a critical role in the overall water quality of the lake. 

Therefore, protection at the watershed level is vital in protecting all that a healthy Canandaigua 

Lake ecosystem provides the region.

municipal surveys have documented 

time and again that the 

Beauty and quaLity of 

Canandaigua Lake 

is, without question, one of the main reasons 
most people live in or visit the region

Canandaigua Lake is one of new York’s 

eleven renowned finger Lakes, which 

are nestled between the glacially-carved 

rolling hills that are iconic to this part of 

new York state. state and local research 

have documented that Canandaigua 

Lake continues to be a high quality water 

resource (see Water Quality section). 

municipal surveys have documented time 

and again that the beauty and quality of 

Canandaigua Lake is, without question, one 

of the main reasons most people live in or 

visit the region.

This most recent update of the Watershed 

plan makes the protection and restoration of 

critical areas a major area of focus utilizing 

a wide array of strategies. some examples 

of these critical areas include: wetlands, 

shorelines, streamside/roadbank buffer areas, 

floodplains, forested areas and other areas that 

filter and reduce stormwater runoff. protecting 

and restoring these critical areas provides 

substantial beneficial services to individuals 

and the overall community within and beyond 

the watershed boundaries. 

map of the finger Lakes region in Central new York.
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These critical land areas are our natural assets and therefore 

are considered our natural Capital due to the stream of 

economic and quality of life benefits these areas provide to 

the greater public. natural Capital is defined as “consisting of 

those components of the natural environment that provide 

a long-term stream of benefits and services to individual 

people and to society as a whole” (Costanza et. al, 2010). 

natural Capital areas can range in size from an individual 

one-thousand square foot rain garden/stream buffer to the 

landscape scale one-hundred plus acre forests. protecting, 

restoring and enhancing the functional value of these natural 

Capital areas utilizing the five main management approaches 

of research, education, open space protection, restoration 

and regulation are identified throughout the implementation 

section.

Canandaigua Lake is considered a major economic engine to 

the region based on the ecosystem services that a healthy lake 

and watershed provides the region. The natural Capital of the 

watershed provides the following ecosystem services to the 

region: 

•  High quality drinking water supply for approximately 
70,000 people that has low water filtration costs and 

ultimately low water supply rates.  higher quality raw water 

reduces the potential for contaminants/pathogens to get 

through the filtration process. 

•  Major recreation and tourism destination that includes 
boating, sailing, kayaking, canoeing, sightseeing, fishing 

and swimming; generating millions for the region each 

year.  The latest estimates from deC show that the lake 

is 23rd most fished waterbody in new York state with an 

estimated $2.3 million dollar boost to the local economy 

from fishing in the lake.  

•  The value of the lake-influenced tax base is over $1 billion 
helping to reduce the overall local/school and county 

tax rate. The market based assessed value for shoreline 

property is over $11,000 per foot of shoreline in some 

areas. numerous studies have linked the market value of 

shoreline properties to the quality of the lake that those 

properties adjoin. 

•  Numerous municipal surveys have documented that 
the beauty and quality of Canandaigua Lake is without 

question, one of the 

main reasons most 

people live in or 

visit the region. in 

addition, these surveys 

also document that 

residents place a great 

value on protecting 

the water quality of 

Canandaigua Lake. 

These surveys are 

buttressed by the 

actual population increases that are occurring around 

Canandaigua Lake, which is counter to the overall 

population trend in the genesee finger Lakes region.

Based on this list that drives our economic and social well-

being, it is obvious that the natural capital of the watershed 

contributes greatly to the economy and overall quality of 

life. if the watershed ecosystem remains in good health, 

then the region can expect a high rate of return from the 

natural Capital that is provided. people truly do come here 

for our unique area and there will be a high demand for 

these services as long as the natural capital is protected and 

enhanced. Canandaigua Lake is not only a financial driver 

for communities within the watershed, but also improves 

the quality of life for local residents through its beauty and 

intrinsic value. for these reasons, Canandaigua Lake is 

considered the lifeblood of this region.

naTural CaPITal: 
consisting of those 
components of the 
natural environment 
that provide a long- 
term stream of benefits 
and services to 
individual people and to 
society as a whole 
Costanza et. al, 2010
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Watershed PLanning over tiMe

Watershed protection has been a community focus since the 

late 1980s, when community leaders and county agencies 

formed the Canandaigua Lake Watershed task force 

with the goal of raising awareness about the issues facing 

Canandaigua Lake. in 1994, the task force developed the 

state of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed, a comprehensive 

inventory of the watershed that identified potential pollution 

sources and provided recommendations to improve and 

protect the Canandaigua Lake 

ecosystem. from this report, the 

task force asked the fourteen 

municipalities that are within 

the watershed or that draw water 

from the lake, to come together 

to review the recommendations 

and to ultimately take the lead on 

implementing these strategies. 

The task force was successful 

in this Call to action by gaining 

municipal involvement and 

leadership in the planning 

process. in 1998, the municipalities received a grant from 

the new York state department of state to hire a consultant 

to work with the municipalities and other interest groups 

to develop these recommendations into a formal Watershed 

management plan. in 1999, the Watershed plan was 

finalized and the 

fourteen municipalities 

adopted the plan, 

agreed to a funding 

formula to distribute 

the costs of Watershed 

program and formed 

the Canandaigua Lake 

Watershed Council 

through intermunicipal 

agreement to lead the 

partnership effort in 

implementing this comprehensive watershed strategy. 

The Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council is now in its 

15th year of existence in implementing the comprehensive 

watershed protection program. The Watershed Council 

consists of the fourteen watershed and water purveying 

municipalities (towns of Canandaigua, Bristol, south 

Bristol, potter, naples, gorham, italy, middlesex and 

hopewell, villages of newark, palmyra, naples and 

rushville and the City of Canandaigua), with each 

municipality sending their chief elected official or other 

elected municipal board member to Watershed Council 

meetings. The Watershed manager, who is overseen by the 

Council, is responsible for recommending and implementing 

management decisions approved by the Watershed Council 

along with coordinating with all the various partners. 

The Watershed Council provides a 

base level of funding to support the 

watershed program through a fair 

share formula that equitably divides 

the costs of the program among 

the fourteen municipalities. The 

Watershed Council and its member 

municipalities have been successful 

in obtaining over $1 million in grant 

funding through various agencies 

including nYs dept. of state and nYs 

dept. of environmental Conservation 

to help implement many priority 

actions that will be highlighted 

throughout this plan update. Through successful grants 

and wise spending the total municipal contributions to the 

Watershed Council has only increased by 4% in fourteen 

years. The intermunicipal agreement that brings the 

municipalities together has been reaffirmed every five years 

since 2000, most recently in 2014. 

Based on the intermunicipal leadership of the program, the 

Watershed Council has also received the prestigious nYs- 

deC environmental excellence award and the epa Clean 

Water partner for the 21st Century award based on the 

intermunicipal success of the program. 

The Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council in 2005

The Council received the first annual environmental 

excellence award in 2004 from deC Commissioner 

erin Crotty.
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Pa r t n e r s

LoCaL LeveL:

• Finger Lakes Community College 

•  Ontario and Yates County Soil and Water 
Conservation districts, 

•  Ontario and Yates County Cornell 
Cooperative extension, 

•  Ontario and Yates County Planning, 

•  Ontario and Yates County Information 
services, 

•  Ontario and Yates County Public Works/
highway departments

• Ontario County Water Resources                   
   Council.

regionaL LeveL:

•  Finger Lakes Land Trust, 

•  Finger Lakes Institute 

•  Genesee Finger Lakes Regional Planning 
Council 

state/federaL LeveL:

•  Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
(deC), 

•  Dept. of Health (DOH) 

•  Dept. of Transportation (DOT)

•  Natural Resource Conservation Service/
farm service agency

•  The Nature Conservancy

•  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

The projects completed either by or in 

partnership with these entities over the 

last decade will be highlighted throughout 

the plan along with the future potential 

partnerships to complete the strategies 

identified in this comprehensive update of 

the Watershed plan.

PartnershiP aPProaCh

although the Watershed Council was established to lead 

the watershed protection effort, no single entity can provide 

comprehensive protection of the lake. Continuing and enhancing 

the partnerships with the wide range of organizations will be what 

ultimately make this effort successful. 

in addition to the Watershed Council, there are two other entities 

that share the first three words (Canandaigua Lake Watershed) in 

their names and play an instrumental role in the watershed program’s 

success: The Canandaigua Lake Watershed Commission and the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed association. 

The Watershed Commission consists of the five municipal water 

purveyors (City of Canandaigua, villages of newark, palmyra and 

rushville and town of gorham) that are required to implement 

the state health Law derived Watershed rules and regulation to 

protect the water supply. These regulations focus mainly on onsite 

Wastewater treatment systems, but also have a general pollution 

clause. They employ a full time Watershed inspector to make sure 

the rules and regulation are implemented. The Watershed inspector 

and Watershed program manager partner on many activities and 

investigations to make sure pollution sources are eliminated. 

The Watershed association is a citizen advocacy organization that 

provides the non-governmental voice in Watershed management. 

They have over 800 members and have passionate volunteers along 

with part-time paid staff. They help  to fund specific components 

of the protection effort with a specific emphasis on education. 

The association also helps to co-fund implementation projects. 

in addition, they play an important role in lobbying for specific 

legislation to be approved by local municipalities.

a wide spectrum of additional organizations at the local, regional and 

state/federal levels are integral to the comprehensive watershed effort.  

marcus Whitman eco-school program participating in the naples Creek Willow planting program.
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the Watershed eduCation PrograM

The Canandaigua Lake Watershed association and 

Watershed Council have worked together since 2006 to co-

sponsor the Watershed education program, which provides 

watershed-focused curricular enrichment activities and 

workshops to the three school districts within the watershed: 

naples, marcus Whitman and Canandaigua. Combined, the 

program’s environmental educators teach nearly 2,000 k-12 

students each year about the Canandaigua Lake watershed, 

the relationship between land use/stormwater runoff and 

water quality, ways to prevent water pollution and the 

importance of a healthy aquatic ecosystem. additionally, 

the program’s mini-newsletter is published twice a year and 

is sent home to families with updates on lake issues, such 

as, stormwater management, aquatic invasives, and tips for 

preventing water pollution around landowner’s homes, such 

as proper fertilizer use and application. 

storM drain Marking PrograM

CLWa and the Watershed Council also partner on the 

storm drain marking project, which works with local 

schools and youth service groups to place markers on storms 

drains within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed boundaries. 

This project is critical to educating the public on the direct 

connection between stormwater runoff and lake water 

quality.

These two stewardship programs are just two of the many 

examples of the types of collaborations that exist within the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed community and should serve 

as models for future stewardship initiatives.

Watershed eduCation

fostering a community focused on watershed stewardship 

requires strong partnerships and effective collaboration 

between all stakeholder groups ranging from individual 

citizens to municipalities to community organizations 

to regional/state entities. Watershed education is a key 

component to generating support for the strategies that need 

to be implemented by these stakeholder groups. here in 

the Canandaigua Lake watershed, we are fortunate to have 

those strong community relationships and many successful 

stewardship initiatives are centered on education, outreach 

and service activities. 

getting information out to the general public and raising 

awareness about water quality issues and solutions is vital 

to protecting the Canandaigua Lake watershed. Through 

these stewardship activities, we are creating a community 

of individuals who are informed about water quality threats 

and care about protecting the Canandaigua Lake watershed. 

described next are two specific projects that highlight the 

type of partnerships and collaborations that are working 

towards creating a community dedicated to watershed 

stewardship:

Children installed the storm drain markers throughout the watershed.

sharon radak of the Canandaigua Lake education program discussing water-

sheds with kids using the enviroscape. 
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The existing plan and this comprehensive update embody 

the principles of integrated watershed management and 

adaptive management, focusing on multiple aspects to 

protect not only the lake, but also all of the tributaries and 

lands within the watershed that contribute to the overall 

lake health. key to implementing the plan is collaboration, 

partnership and stakeholder involvement from existing 

agencies, organizations and individuals. The plan seeks to 

protect, improve, and sustain the environmental resources 

and all of the important services these ecosystems provide, 

while continuing to provide high quality drinking water and 

recreation for the surrounding communities.

Water quality protection in the Canandaigua Lake 

Watershed is achieved by the following management 

approaches: research, education, restoration/remediation, 

open space protection and regulation.

researCh

a comprehensive monitoring program documents the 

health of the lake and its tributaries and helps to identify 

sources of pollution. Computer modeling is also used and 

has the ability to estimate pollution sources and loads. 

Where possible, research also helps measure the success of 

management.

eduCation

empowering citizens to be stewards of the watershed 

is essential, as approximately 90% of the watershed is 

privately owned. education prevents seemingly insignificant 

actions of an individual from accumulating across the 

watershed into a larger problem. also, citizen involvement 

and investment in the watershed bolsters support for 

management activities. 

restoration/reMediation

The most efficient management is pollution-prevention of 

existing resources. however, restoration and remediation 

are essential tools to reverse past damage and to mitigate 

the impact from new impacts. This category includes stream 

stabilization projects, wetland creation projects, stormwater 

retrofits, and other approaches to provide tangible water 

quality improvements. 

oPen sPaCe ProteCtion

permanent protection of sensitive areas can provide critical 

water quality protection 

and can be achieved 

through partnerships with 

land owners, municipalities, 

land trusts and state 

agencies. in particular, 

the finger Lakes Land 

trust plays a critical role 

in protecting open space 

in the watershed. They 

have made numerous land 

acquisitions and easements 

throughout the watershed. 

They have developed an open space strategy entitled: “a 

vision for the Canandaigua Lake Watershed” to help guide 

and prioritize their land protection efforts.

reguLation

Land use regulations such as zoning, subdivision, site 

plan review, building codes, stormwater and floodplain 

management, onsite wastewater and are just a few ways 

municipalities can ensure development and human 

activity minimally impact the lake. These regulations are 

particularly important for reducing non-point source 

pollution. The municipalities have primary land use 

control in new York state. The Watershed Council provides 

assistance to the municipalities in developing regulations 

and technical assistance in implementing regulations.

integrated Watershed ManageMent aPProaCh

integrated Water resourCes management

integrated water resources management (iWrm) is the 

coordinated planning, development, protection,

and management of water, land, and related resources 

in a manner that fosters sustainable economic 

activity, improves or sustains environmental quality, 

ensures public health and safety, and provides for the 

sustainability of communities and ecosystems.

operationally, iWrm approaches involve applying 

knowledge from various disciplines as well as the 

insights from diverse stakeholders to devise and 

implement efficient, equitable, and sustainable solutions 

to water and development problems.

-american Water resources association
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2.  ChArACTErISTICS OF ThE LAkE ANd 

WATErShEd

overvieW

Canandaigua Lake is the third largest of the finger Lakes in terms of volume, containing about 
433 billion gallons of water. The lake is 15.5 miles long, averages 1.1 miles wide, and a maximum 
of 276 feet deep. The lake itself covers about 10,553 acres making it the fourth largest in terms of 
surface area. The mean elevation of the Canandaigua outlet(s) is 688 feet above sea level.

Canandaigua Lake 
Watershed faCts

•	 Lake Length: 15. 5 miles

•	 average Width: 1.1 miles

•	 Maximum depth: 276 feet

•	 Mean Lake surface elevation: 688 feet 

•	 volume: 433 billion gallons

•	 hydraulic retention time: 13.4 years

•	 deC Water quality Classification: aa, ts

•	 Water Level Control: Canandaigua outlet 

and feeder Canal—35 cfs/day

•	 shoreline Length: 36 miles (97% privately 

owned)

•	 subwatersheds: 34

•	 estimated total Length of tributaries: 

350 miles

•	 Watershed Land Cover: forested 

(42%), agriculture (30%), residential/

Commercial (10%), Wetlands (5%)

•	 highest Point in Watershed: gannett 

hill (2,256 feet above mean sea level)

•	 Major Municipalities within Watershed: 

12

•	 Water Purveyors: 6 (City 

of Canandaigua, Palmyra, 

newark, gorham, rushville 

and Bristol harbor)

Canandaigua Lake Watershed shoWing 
LandsCaPe reLief
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outfLoWs:

Canandaigua Lake is drained by two outlet channels. The 

eastern channel, is called the Canandaigua outlet, is the 

main flood control channel that flows through Lagoon park. 

The western channel, the feeder Canal, was excavated by 

the City in the early 1900s to convey treated wastewater 

downstream from the City of Canandaigua converging with 

the natural outlet between County road 46 and County 

road 4. The City of Canandaigua was given the authority 

to manage the flow from the lake in 1886 and has control 

gates on both channels (feeder Canal and outlet). a flow 

of 35 cubic feet per second is required in the feeder Canal 

in order to properly assimilate the wastewater discharges 

from the City Wastewater treatment plant and other plants 

downstream.

¥f¤

¥f¤

Feeder Canal Gate

Outlet Gate

seasonaL Lake Changes:

seasonal changes occur in the lake. The lake levels vary 

due to the balance of inflows, outflows and evaporative 

losses along with outlet gate management by the City of 

Canandaigua. The levels are highest in the spring due to 

rain and snowmelt events. The levels then decline through 

the summer and fall, reaching the lowest level in the winter. 

additionally, the lake’s temperature profile changes through 

the seasons. The lake is thermally stratified during the 

summer, i.e. has a layer of warmer water floating above a 

layer of colder water. during the fall, typically between late 

november and early december, the lake “turns over”, where 

it is fully mixed again. during most winters, large ice-free 

zones help keep the lake stay well mixed and prevent the 

lake from thermally stratifying during the winter. however, 

in 2014 extensive ice cover caused the lake to freeze and to 

stratify through the late winter months.

infLoWs:

most of the water reaching the lake arrives from the 

surrounding watershed through the vast network of 

watercourses. principal streams flowing into Canandaigua 

Lake include: West river, naples Creek, menteth gully, 

seneca point Creek, tichenor gully, sucker Brook, deep 

run Creek, fall Brook, and vine valley Creek. The 

watershed also has over a hundred smaller tributaries that 

enter directly into the lake.  The watershed area has been 

broken into 34 subwatersheds and direct drainage basins for 

study and management purposes. 

outlet gates , located behind Wegmans, in the closed position

Location of the feeder Canal and the main outlet gates
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soiLs

Canandaigua Lake has a wide array of soils and topography 

that if not managed properly, can have significant impacts on 

water quality. understanding soils is critical in undertaking 

land management practices such as new development, 

agriculture, road construction and wastewater treatment. 

at the north and south ends of the lake, in the City of 

Canandaigua, hopewell, and naples, are broad bans of 

lacustrine silts and clays. Close to the south end of the 

lake is a swamp deposit, characterized by unoxidized 

organic materials (muck) and alluvial deposits in the 

lake bed. a large area of glacial till deposits is present 

on the moderately sloping hillsides at the north end of 

the lake in the towns of Canandaigua and gorham. 

small inclusions of till moraines, in which the till 

has been somewhat sorted, appear in the towns 

of Canandaigua and gorham. further south 

in the watershed, the towns of south Bristol, 

middlesex, italy and naples have large areas 

of exposed bedrock (less than 1 meter of soil 

cover), particularly associated with the Bare, 

south, east, hatch, gannett and West hills.

The following maps 

document hydric soils and 

the infiltration capacity of 

the soil.

hydriC 
soiLs

¯
Source: Soils data from NRCS

0 2 4 6 81
Miles

 

Legend

Non-hydric

Hydric
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hydroLogiC soiL grouP

“a“ soiLs: soils with low runoff potential 

(very high infiltration). These soils have high 

infiltration rates and consist chiefly of deep, 

well drained to excessively well- drained sands 

or gravels.

“B“ soiLs: soils having moderate infiltration 

rates, consisting chiefly of deep, moderately 

well drained soils with somewhat coarse 

textures.

“C“ soiLs: soils having slow infiltration rates 

consisting chiefly of soils with a layer that 

slows downward movement of water, or soils 

with moderately fine to fine textures.

“d“ soiLs: soils with high runoff potential 

(very low infiltration rates), consisting chiefly 

of clay soils with a high swelling potential, 

soils with a permanent high water table, and 

shallow soils over nearly impervious material.

hydroLogiC soiL 
grouP

¯
Source: Soils data from NRCS

0 2 4 6 81
Miles

 

Legend

A

B

C

D
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soiL erodiBiLity

soils differ in how susceptible they are to 

erosion.  a soil’s erodibility is affected by many 

different factors, including its texture and 

structure. The map below shows soil erodilibity 

for ontario and Yates Counties.

¯
Source: Soils data from Ontario and Yates County Soil Survey.

0 2 4 6 81
Miles

 

Legend

 

Low
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0 to 15%

15 to 25%

25 to 50%

>50%

Percent Slopes

toPograPhy

The topographic variation changes from the north to 

the south within the watershed.  The southern half of 

the watershed is characterized by higher elevations, 

reaching 2,256 feet above mean sea level along the 

western edge (at gannett hill). The hillsides are 

glacially scoured by steep ravines. The watershed is 

bisected by the northern extent of the appalachian 

plateau. traveling north, the topography gradually 

flattens out, with the northern area characterized by 

much lower elevations and slopes. 
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Data for these maps was provided by the Ontario 
County Planning Department, the Canandaigua Lake 
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Land use/Land Cover

Canandaigua Lake has many different human dominated 

land uses and natural land cover within its watershed 

boundaries. detailed land use/land cover classifications are 

available for the entire watershed as a result of the work of 

dr. Bruce gilman, Watershed Council and ontario County 

planning. Watershed land cover falls into the following 

categories: forested (42%), agriculture (30%), residential/

commercial (10%),  and wetlands (5%). The land cover map 

clearly shows that land use/land cover is a mosaic of patterns 

in the watershed.

forested areas in the watershed are found primarily on 

steeper slopes in the southern half of the watershed. These 

areas also have shallow soils that are prone to erosion. 

maintaining a forested cover is key to protecting water 

quality by reducing runoff and sediment. today, little old 

growth forest remains in the watershed. The present forests 

consist of second and third-growth stands of the native tree 

species, and much is in an early stage of succession. 

about 30% of watershed land is in some form of active 

agriculture and is concentrated along the north and east 

sides of the watershed with pockets of agricultural land use 

throughout the rest of the watershed. The current higher 

profits for row crops such as corn and soybeans along with 

an influx of mennonite farmers have opened up more land 

than had been used in recent years. 

residential development is concentrated in the City of 

Canandaigua, villages of naples and rushville, various 

hamlets and Bristol harbour. in addition, a high density ring 

of residential development hugs the lake’s shoreline, creating 

a suburban corridor around the lake with over 50% of the 

land within 500 feet of the lake in some form of residential or 

commercial land cover. residential development continues 

to grow and development trends include the development of 

“difficult” sites (steep and wet), summer cottage conversion 

to year-round use, redevelopment of sites (demolish existing 

structure and re-build), and development of woodland 

and lake-view parcels. The town of Canandaigua and to a 

lesser extent gorham is experiencing substantial population 

growth extending from the City of Canandaigua. 

Wetlands are a particularly important land cover due to 

their many beneficial functions, especially protection of 

water quality. Current wetlands make up approximately 

5% of the watershed and are only a fraction of the historic 

extent in the watershed, as many were filled and/or drained 

for development and agriculture. The 1,500 acres of hi 

tor marshes at the south end of the lake are a significant 

resource to the watershed. The wetlands at the north end 

of the lake were lost to development in late 1800s and early 

1900s. 

Commercial/industrial development covers less than 1% 

of the watershed concentrated in the City of Canandaigua 

and the village of naples. however, these sites can pose 

significant threats if not managed properly.
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The land classification is based on aerial imagery from 2004.

Ground truthing was completed by Dr. Bruce Gilman. Some 

updates were made to residential areas in 2013. Land cover was 

classified using the Natural Heritage Classification System 

and then generalized for the purpose of this map.

This land cover data was produced by the Canandaigua Lake 

Watershed Council, Finger Lakes Community College and the 

Ontario County Planning Department. 
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fish and WiLdLife

diverse fish and wildlife populations provide residents 

and visitors with tremendous opportunities for nature 

study, hunting, fishing and trapping. The Canandaigua 

Lake watershed encompasses a wide variety of habitats 

which support diverse wildlife communities. habitats 

range from wetlands to large blocks of unbroken forests to 

successional lands. game species found in the watershed 

include deer, turkey, goose, pheasant, grouse, squirrel, 

rabbit, coyote and fox. many non-game species such as 

song birds, hawks, falcons, owls and occasionally ospreys 

and eagles visit and are now residing in the watershed. 

Wetlands in the watershed are important habitats that 

support waterfowl, mink, muskrats, beaver and amphibian 

production. 

The lake’s fisheries are important for ecosystem balance 

and recreational opportunities. The lake trout is the 

primary cold water game fish in Canandaigua Lake and 

is supported primarily by stocking, but also includes a 

19% natural reproduction rate as documented in 2009 

by deC region 8 fisheries. rainbow trout provide an 

excellent tributary fishery in naples Creek and a fair to 

good lake fishery. rainbow trout were introduced from 

the western us. today, a naturally reproducing population 

is being maintained in the lake, with naples Creek as 

the single significant spawning tributary for the fishery. 

naples Creek has become a very popular and productive 

fishing site. stocked domestic brown trout also provide 

a significant contribution to the fishery and add species 

diversity. The historic lake trout-cisco association has been 

replaced by the association between lake trout, brown 

trout, and rainbow trout with alewife and rainbow smelt. 

The alewife and rainbow smelt populations have declined, 

due in part to the impact of Zebra and now Quagga 

mussels.

The lake also supports many warm water fish species. The 

smallmouth bass fishery is excellent and the rocky-gravelly 

substrate, an essential element for spawning success of 

smallmouths, is moderately abundant. Largemouth bass 

and chain pickerel are found in good numbers at both 

the north and south ends of Canandaigua Lake. rooted 

aquatic plants there provide excellent habitat for these fish. 

Yellow perch, bluegills, sunfish, and rock bass are available 

along shoreline weedbeds throughout the summer. The 

West river, at the lake's south end, provides an excellent 

fishery for largemouth bass, black crappies, and brown 

bullheads. Yellow perch continue to provide a popular 

fishery throughout the entire year. 

source: a strategic fisheries management plan for 

Canandaigua Lake, Thomas L. Chiotti, Bureau of fisheries, 

division of fish and Wildlife, nYsdeC, march 23, 1981 

with updates by peter austerman- written communication, 

2013.

two story fish community.

Chain pickerel

Largemouth Bass

Yellow perch

Bluegill

Lake trout

smallmouth Bass
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MuniCiPaL Boundaries

There are 15 municipalities and 4 counties 

within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. most 

of the watershed lies within Yates and ontario 

Counties, with small areas within Livingston 

and steuben Counties. municipalities that cover 

the largest area in the watershed are the town 

of Canandaigua (16,096 acres, 16.0%), the town 

of gorham (17,625, acres, 17.5%), the town of 

middlesex (18,496 acres, 18.4%), and the town 

and village of naples (19,304 acres, 19.2%). 

PoPuLation

many people work, live and play in the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed.  Based on spatial 

data layers and data from the 2010 Census, it 

is estimated that approximately 23,000 people 

live in the watershed, with approximately 

14,000 housing units, showing that many of 

these homes are second or seasonal residences.  

population has increased over the last ten years 

most significantly in the town of Canandaigua 

(over 30%- see graph from 2011 town of 

Canandaigua Comprehensive plan).  This 

growth is counter to the overall trend in upstate 

new York and helps to document that people 

enjoy all that this area offers. however, with the 

increasing population comes water pollution 

challenges that need to be properly managed.

MuniCiPaLities in the Watershed
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The pollutants 
of concern for 
Canandaigua 
Lake include:

•	 sediment

•	 phosphorus

•	 nitrogen

•	 toxic 
substances

•	 pathogens

•	 deicing salt 

3.  WATEr QuALITy OF ThE 

LAkE ANd ITS WATErShEd

Even small pollutant discharges 

can have negative impacts on a 

cumulative basis.

sediment discharge from a 
development site. 
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With every storm event, water that doesn’t infiltrate into the ground will travel across the 
landscape into a drainage ditch, stream, or lake shoreline. This runoff can pick up pollutants 
such as sediments, phosphorus, bacteria, oil and grease, litter, dog waste, heavy metals and more. 
ultimately, these pollutants can find their way into adjacent waterbodies, diminishing their water 
quality.

Canandaigua Lake serves as a catch basin for runoff and 

pollutants delivered directly to it via pipes (point source) 

and those washed from the surrounding watershed into 

tributaries or groundwater (non-point source).  Therefore, 

the quality of the lake is influenced by human activities 

that degrade the quality of runoff within the 109,000 acre 

watershed.  understanding the water quality conditions 

in the lake and its tributaries is important for developing 

an effective, efficient and scientifically-based watershed 

management program. 

The deC- priority Waterbodies List (pWL) and 

associated nYs Water Quality Classification are broad 

characterizations of the potential threats and water quality 

status of each water body in new York state. Canandaigua 

Lake is classified as an aa (ts) water body and is considered 

threatened (see side bar for more information). in order to 

more thoroughly understand the water quality threats to the 

lake, a comprehensive monitoring program is needed. 

over the last two decades, the Watershed Council and 

its partners have conducted a comprehensive in-lake and 

tributary sampling and monitoring program to better 

understand the overall quality of the lake and the stream 

systems that drain to the lake. Lake research coupled with 

watershed-wide stream pollutant monitoring and follow-up 

investigations for sources of environmental degradation are 

essential steps in managing water quality and sources of 

pollution. 

The long term water quality monitoring program results 

along with state deC priority Waterbodies List analysis 

identifies the lake as a high quality water resource that is 

relatively pollution-free. however, the tributary analysis also 

documents the impacts of human-intensive watershed land 

uses that can have cumulative long term implications if not 

managed properly. 

the Waterbody inventory/priority 

Waterbodies List (pWL), prepared by the nYs 

deC, is a statewide inventory (database) 

of new York state waterbodies which 

characterizes water quality, the degree to 

which water uses are supported, progress 

toward the identification of water quality 

problems and sources, and activities to 

restore and protect each individual 

waterbody.

nYs deC Classification: Canandaigua Lake 

(aa, ts),  

aa= designate Best use for drinking Water 

supply,  

ts= trout spawning area 

nYs deC, through its Waterbody inventory/

priority Waterbodies List, did not find any 

impairments to Canandaigua Lake. however, 

it classifies the lake as threatened because 

of its high quality resource value and the 

need to provide additional protection for 

now and the future.
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The pollutants of concern for Canandaigua Lake include 

sediment, phosphorus, nitrogen, toxic substances, pathogens 

and deicing salt. runoff from rain and snowmelt carry 

these pollutants from the land, through the tributaries and 

down to the lake, causing episodic pulses of high pollutant 

loading into the lake. The Watershed Council utilizes this 

information in the selection of watershed best management 

practices (Bmps), and to assist local municipalities in policy 

decisions designed to protect water quality.
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While certain aspects of lake quality have been studied since the early 1900’s (Birge and Juday 
1914, 1921) and in the 1970’s (eaton and kardos 1978), overall scientific research efforts had been 
sporadic. to gain a more thorough understanding of modern lake water quality, monitoring has 
been conducted since 1996 by dr. Bruce gilman of finger Lakes Community College (fLCC). 
annual reports and presentations have documented the quality of the lake each year as well as 
trends over this nearly 20 year timeframe. 

The lake sampling and monitoring program consists of 

monthly visits, april through november, to six locations 

(two mid-lake and four near shore sites) within the lake. The 

two mid-lake stations are in the center of the lake off deep 

run and seneca point and several water quality measures 

are recorded. Water clarity is assessed as secchi disk depth. 

a water quality profile from the surface to a maximum 

depth of 55 meters is completed for temperature, dissolved 

oxygen, ph and conductivity. in addition, an integrated 

water column sample is collected for chlorophyll a analysis 

back in the fLCC laboratory and grab samples are collected 

at three different depths (2, 25 and 50 meters below the 

surface) for determination of total phosphorus concentration 

at Life sciences Laboratory. The four near shore stations are 

sampled for chlorophyll-a and total phosphorus are located 

just offshore at hope point, vine valley, fall Brook stream 

and the West river.

a total of 80 phosphorus samples and 48 chlorophyll-a 

samples are collected and analyzed each year, as well as in-

lake monitoring that yields sixteen water quality profiles.   

across nearly two decades of lake water quality sampling 

and monitoring, the health of Canandaigua Lake has 

remained good to excellent. This conclusion is based on 

the results of measuring various parameters: water clarity, 

dissolved oxygen, ph, temperature, chlorophyll-a, and total 

phosphorus. The 2013 data and long-term trends for each 

parameter are summarized below.

3.1  IN-LAkE WATEr QuALITy MONITOrINg 

PrOgrAM

dr. Bruce gilman collecting an integrated sample for 

Chlorophyll-a analysis.
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Canandaigua Lake 
in-Lake saMPLing sites

fB - fall Brook

hp - hope point

dr - deep run

sp - seneca point

vv - Wine valley

Wr - West river
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Water CLarity

This parameter addresses 

the mid-day depth of light 

penetration in the surface 

waters of a lake. it defines 

the thickness of the surface 

zone where photosynthesis 

(primary production) can 

occur. it is measured with a 

circular disk composed of alternating black and white 

quadrants and is recorded as the secchi disk depth (m). 

The reading approximates the depth where five percent 

of the initial surface sunlight remains. This is the 

compensation level, or threshold for photosynthesis, for 

most aquatic plants. in the finger Lakes, it is estimated 

that all surface light is gone at between two and three 

times the secchi disk depth reading. Lake water clarity 

is influenced by suspended sediment and planktonic 

organisms as well as weather conditions, especially cloud 

cover, at the time of sampling.

during 2013, monthly water clarity at the two mid-lake 

stations began with exceptional readings approaching 

14 meters, and ended with clarity exceeding 15 meters, 

an all-time record for the years of the sampling and 

monitoring program. Lower clarity during the late spring 

and early summer months of 2013 were associated with 

sudden storm events delivering suspended sediment to 

the lake through tributary streams. These same storms 

delayed the end of month sampling by several days into 

the first week of the following month. Lower clarity 

during the summer months of 2013 were associated with 

higher density of suspended planktonic organisms in the 

upper zone (epilimnion) of the lake.

The long-term monthly means for lake water clarity 

follow a similar pattern, highest in spring and fall, 

but without as strong a monthly difference as in 2013. 

The recent increases in lake water clarity in april and 

november may be related to recent changes in lake 

biota, especially the invasion and establishment of large 

populations of quagga mussels (Dreissena bugensis) that 

filter feed on algae.

The long-term annual means for water clarity fall in the 

range of 5.6 to 9.2 meters. The low annual reading in 

2011 was affected by an exceptionally low secchi disk 

reading of 2.6 meters during the month of april when 

clarity readings have historically been much higher. The 

april 2011 reading correlated with a major series of storms 

that caused substantial sediment loss and flooding. The high 

annual reading in 1999 resulted from every monthly value 

exceeding 8 meters, even during the summer months when 

clarity is typically lower. That year may represent when zebra 

mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) reached maximum carrying 

capacity in the lake, followed by a lake-wide population 

collapse in 2001.

long-term mean annual  
water clarity 

lake clarity (2013)

water clarity (1996-2013)
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Water teMPerature: 

perhaps no other single natural factor has 

as strong an influence on the limnology of 

Canandaigua Lake as temperature. nutrient 

solubility, water density, water circulation 

patterns, photosynthesis and biological 

respiration are all directly regulated by 

changes in water temperature. on any 

given day, water temperature helps describe 

the heat content of the lake expressed in 

Centigrade degrees (̊ C). heat content is 

important to water circulation patterns in 

the lake (e.g., seiches and fall turnover or 

mixing events), stability of lake stratification, 

prediction of the extent of winter ice cover, 

metabolic rate of lake organisms, buoyancy 

afforded to the planktonic community, 

and overall habitat diversity within the lake basin. 

patterns in lake temperature through the water 

column document the depth of the summer 

warm water zone at the surface (epilimnion) and 

the remaining cold water zone near the bottom 

(hypolimnion). 

monthly water temperature profiles for 2013 are 

typical for all years of record. at both the deep 

run and seneca point mid-lake sampling stations, 

water temperatures are nearly isothermal through 

the water column in april but begin to stratify 

soon thereafter as some sunlight striking the lake 

is transformed to heat that will produce warmer 

and less dense surface waters. The strongest 

stratification is observed in late summer when the 

lake basin contains two volumes of water, the warm 

epilimnion and the cold hypolimnion, separated 

by a thermocline (15-20 meters deep) that prevents 

them from mixing at this time of the year. surface 

water heat content is gradually lost to the atmosphere 

during the fall months so that by december the lake 

is again isothermal and winds can produce a fall 

turnover event. Canandaigua Lake usually has only a 

fall turnover, so it is classified as a warm monomictic 

lake. When complete ice cover forms during severely 

cold winters, the lake will also winter stratify 

beneath the ice and have a spring turnover. Then it 

would be classified as a dimictic lake. 
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average summer surface water temperatures, calculated as 

the mean of surface water temperatures during the end of 

June, July and august at both mid-lake stations, have shown 

a variable but gradual increase over the years of record.  

fitting a trend line to the data reveals a 2.6 ˚C increase since 

1996 thus providing local documentation for the extent of 

recent climate change in western new York. Water bodies 

are thought to be less susceptible to local weather changes 

and, therefore, a better monitor of the degree of global 

warming.  trends of warmer surface water are thought to 

alter biological relationships among lake organisms, often 

leading to conditions that favor blue-green algae within the 

phytoplankton community. This trend will continued to be 

monitored. 
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Water dissoLved oxygen

oxygen is essential for the respiration of 

all aerobic aquatic life forms including 

plants, invertebrates and fish.  This 

parameter measures the oxygen present 

as small gas bubbles (o2) dissolved in 

the lake water.  The solubility of oxygen 

in water is inversely related to lake 

water temperature.  Cold water has 

the potential to hold greater amounts 

of dissolved oxygen (do).  absolute 

content of do is measured as parts 

per million (ppm) or its equivalent, 

milligrams per liter (mg/L).  relative 

content of do is measured as percent 

saturation.  values near 100% saturation 

are preferred for good lake health.

gases have low solubility in water, and for dissolved 

oxygen maximum amounts are about 14.6 

mg/L.  Cold water fish species like trout 

require a minimum do of 7 to 8 mg/L.  

Warm water fish species like bass are more 

tolerant but still require at least 5 mg/L.  

dissolved oxygen levels are influenced by 

replenishment rates (contribution from 

aerated tributary streams, surface exchange 

with the atmosphere, oxygen production 

from aquatic plant photosynthesis, wave 

action) and consumption factors (respiratory 

demands of all lake organisms, amount 

of oxygen demanding wastes, rate of 

decomposition).  if do levels drop to less 

than 1 mg/L, the lake water is termed 

anoxic, temporarily trapped plant nutrients 

are released from bottom sediments and 

undesirable anaerobic microbes may dominate.  such 

conditions have not been observed in Canandaigua 

Lake.  

dissolved oxygen was available throughout the water 

column at all 2013 monitoring times and often was at or 

near 100% saturation, ideal conditions for the survival 

of aquatic life.  Because do levels often increase with 

depth below the surface, Canandaigua Lake exhibits 

orthograde dissolved oxygen profiles.  in recent years, 

including 2013, some months at both mid-lake stations 

have a slight oxygen depression associated with the 

thermocline.  it is believed this may be the result of increased 

respiration, possibly by quagga mussels or forage fish, that 

are feeding on the plankton rain that drops down to this 

density barrier.  monitoring at deep run can reach the 

bottom of the lake (about 55 meters deep at this station 

with a 60 meter cable on the water quality probe) when 

the lake surface is calm.  another slight oxygen depression 

has been recorded near the lake bottom probably resulting 

from microbial respiration of organic waste products that 

accumulate there.

Seneca point diSSolved oxygen
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Water ph:

The water ph is known by scientists as the negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration.  it may be thought 

of as a measurement of the acidic components found in the lake water.  These components may be derived from 

atmospheric processes (normal rainfall and acidic precipitation), natural watershed erosion of soil and bedrock 

minerals, and through the respiratory processes of aerobic aquatic life.  The neutral point for lake water ph is a value 

of 7.00, with lower numbers indicating acidic conditions and higher numbers indicating alkaline conditions.  The 

watershed of Canandaigua Lake is underlain by calcareous shales, limestones and slightly alkaline glacial deposits 

that served as the parent materials for modern soils.  over thousands of years of natural erosion, the lake has acquired 

buffering compounds from the watershed and, as a result, the lake water has a stable, slightly alkaline ph.  The finger 

Lakes region receives acidic precipitation, but lake buffers absorb the acids and eliminate the strong effect they might 

otherwise have on water ph.  

The 2013 lake water ph was always above the neutral point of 7.00 due to the water’s high buffer capacity and, in fact, 

the 2013 average ph based on numerous measurements through the water column was 8.63.
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Water ConduCtivity: 

This parameter measures the ability of water to 

support an electrical current. it is strongly 

influenced by ionic concentrations (Ca++, 

mg++, na+ and k+) and water temperature. 

data are expressed as micromhos/cm or its 

equivalent, microsiemens (μs/cm). addition 

of suspended sediment from storm runoff and 

human caused watershed erosion activities 

will temporarily increase conductivity. Lake 

seiches, waves and currents that re-suspend 

bottom sediments may also locally increase 

conductivity readings.

during 2013, lake water conductivity 

readings ranged between 370 and 390 μs/

cm, values that generally reflect the calcium 

(Ca++) concentration of the water. for this reason, 

Canandaigua Lake is called a hard water lake.
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ysi in-situ Water quaLity 
Monitoring ProBe

This probe is used to create lake profiles 

of temperature, dissolved oxygen, 

conductivity and ph.

van dorn saMPLer

This sampler is used to take grab samples at 

different depths in the lake. The water is then 

analyzed for nutrients. 
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Water ChLoroPhyLL A: 

This parameter is based on a plant pigment 

(chlorophyll a) found in all types of 

phytoplankton including green algae, diatoms 

and cyanobacteria, commonly called blue-

green algae. This algal pigment is essential 

for capturing certain wavelengths of sunlight 

used in the photosynthetic production of 

organic molecules that become the basis of 

growth in lake ecosystems. The concentration 

of this pigment estimates algal abundance 

and, therefore, indicates aquatic plant growth 

conditions. data are measured in micrograms 

per liter (μg/L) or its equivalent milligrams per 

cubic meter (mg/m3). 

in 2013, chlorophyll a concentrations were 

low at the beginning of the growing season 

but reached a peak of 6 μg/L in the warm waters of mid-

summer. The dominant surface alga during this time 

period was the blue-green algae, Microcystis aeruginosa.

a close inverse relationship exists between water clarity and 

chlorophyll a concentrations in lake water. for 2013, declines 

in water clarity were associated with increase in algal 

abundance during april, may, June and July. improving 

clarity corresponded with declining algal abundance in 

september, october and november.

Compared to all previous years, mean annual algal 

abundance at the two mid-lake stations in 2013 was the 

highest for the years of record, reaching a value of 3.86 μg/L. 

This value falls below a threshold of human health concern 

(10 μg/L). however, slight increases in algal levels 

increases the cost for filtering water, negatively 

impacts swimming and other recreational and 

aesthetic uses. The value was strongly influenced by 

chlorophyll a concentrations measured at the end of 

July, presumably during the peak of the Microcystis 

aeruginosa bloom. our citizen volunteers also 

identified a substantial decrease in the weekly 

secchi disk measurements (3-4 meters on average) at 

various locations on the lake during this timeframe, 

further correlating this algal bloom.  

Like most blue-green algae, Microcystis is distasteful 

to and regurgitated by quagga mussels during their 

filter feeding. as a direct result of this selective 

herbivory, blue-green algae have been observed to dominate 

in lakes that dreissenid mussels have invaded. future 

sampling of mussels and chlorophyll a will reveal if this 

trend continues.
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most algae do not impact human health, however, certain 

blue-green algal species (including Microcystis aeruginosa) 

have strains that are capable of producing toxins. When the 

concentrations of these algae are high, as evidenced by a 

visible scum layer, they can pose a risk to human, pet, and 

wildlife health. The health threat depends on the type of 

toxin produced and level of exposure, and symptoms can 

range from skin rashes to liver and neurological problems.

it is well understood that increased nutrient loading from the 

surrounding watershed directly enhances algal abundance. 

however, other research around the country is aimed at 

determining what conditions trigger the development of 

toxins in these algae. a recent hypothesis suggests the ratio of 

phosphorus to nitrogen may play an important role. toxins 

are released when algal cells die, so application of algaecide 

is not an appropriate in-lake management technique. federal 

or nYs guidelines on safe concentrations of blue-green algae 

have not yet been formally established, though they are under 

development.

in 2013 and previous years, Canandaigua Lake has 

experienced months with increased chlorophyll a levels 

and algal abundance dominated by blue-green algae. a 

case study occurred in late august of 2013. secchi disk 

readings dropped below 3 meters, raw water turbidity at 

the City of Canandaigua Water treatment plant doubled 

(algae based) and samples examined microscopically 

by dr. Bruce gilman documented that Microcystis 

aeruginosa was the dominant algae in the water. The 

doh and deC were notified and samples were sent to 

dr. greg Boyer of sunY-esf. The concentrations of 

microcystin, a toxin produced by Microcystis, were not 

high enough to be considered a public health concern. 

Both the increasing dominance of quagga mussels and 

watershed phosphorus delivered to the lake during runoff 

events have created conditions for blue-green algae to 

continue to thrive in the phytoplankton community. 

minimizing phosphorus use in the watershed may be the 

only manageable way to curtail blue-green algae levels in 

the lake. Continued testing for blue-green algal toxins will 

be a priority. 

nuisance aquatic vegetation has affected boating and 

swimming in some areas of the lake, particularly along 

the southeastern shore line and near tributary mouths 

into the lake. in recent years, there are more calls from 

lakeshore residents about aquatic weeds impacting their 

use of the lake. The accumulation of nutrient-enriched 

sediment from the surrounding watershed significantly 

contributes to this problem, along with other factors such 

as dreissenid mussels cycling nutrients from the water 

column into the benthic zone, thus fertilizing bottom 

substrates and promoting aquatic vegetation growth in 

shallow waters along the shore line.
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Water totaL PhosPhorus: 

nutrients are substances that promote biological growth 

in lake water. several elements are considered essential, 

but the critical macro-nutrients in lakes are phosphorus 

and nitrogen. phosphorus is often considered the limiting 

factor for biological productivity in freshwater ecosystems 

and the element most responsible for increasing aquatic 

plant and algal growth. it is estimated that one-pound of 

phosphorus entering a phosphorus limited waterbody can 

generate 500 pounds of plant life (both algae and aquatic 

plants). phosphorus is required for the synthesis of cellular 

energy compounds like adenosine triphosphate (atp). 

major sources of phosphorus include agricultural fertilizers, 

urban/suburban stormwater runoff, residential wastes and 

decomposition of natural organic material. 

phosphorus is present in both inorganic and organic 

molecules, including particulate and dissolved forms. total 

phosphorus (tp) includes dissolved and particulate forms. 

it is expressed as parts per billion (ppb) or its equivalent, 

micrograms per liter (μg/L). state and federal research have 

suggested a desirable threshold for oligotrophic lakes at less 

than 10 μg/L. tp concentrations that exceed this threshold 

tend to see significant increases in algae and aquatic plants. 

sampling across the finger Lakes region correlates with this 

threshold, where lakes that tend to have greater than 10ug/L 

have higher levels of algae and aquatic plants.  

up to ten percent of the tp is likely to be found in a dissolved 

form known as soluble reactive phosphorus (srp). most 

phosphorus is biologically absorbed by aquatic organisms 

or temporarily bound to bottom sediments from which 

it is released back to the water if benthic anoxia occurs. 

during rapid growth of aquatic plants, all of the srp 

can be absorbed. Then, lake processes would slow until 

phosphorus again became available through biological decay 

and recycling, lake bottom release and/or watershed runoff 

contributions. recycling of phosphorus in small lakes has 

been estimated to be a matter of days to weeks while for 

larger lakes it can take months. 

also a macronutrient, nitrogen contributes to protein 

synthesis in lake organisms. nitrogen compounds commonly 

enter lakes through fertilizer runoff and biological decay. 

decomposition processes release ammonia (nh3), which 

may be	harmful to aquatic life in high concentrations. in 

most lakes, ammonia is oxidized to inorganic nitrite (no2) 

and then nitrate (no3). Their combined measure is expressed 

as milligrams of nitrogen per liter (mg n/L) and levels 

exceeding 10 mg n/L suggest pollution from anthropogenic 

sources. 

in 2013, the total phosphorus concentrations varied by 

sampling location (near shore vs. mid-lake stations) as well 

as by depth below the surface. in Canandaigua Lake, the 

mid-lake stations (deep run [dr] and seneca point [sp]) are 

sampled at 2 meters, 25 meters and 50 meters below the lake 

surface. in 2013, they had consistently low tp concentrations. 

The same finding was reached for the near shore stations 

that are not located near a tributary stream (site off vine 

valley swim beach [vv] and site north of hope point near 

the City of Canandaigua Water treatment plant [hp]). The 

near shore stations associated with perennial stream mouths 

(West river [Wr] and fall Brook [fB]) had high mean total 

phosphorus for the year. The West river station is influenced 

by land use/land cover patterns in the West river sub-basin 

of the lake watershed including agricultural lands in the 

middlesex valley, an extensive wetland complex in the high 

tor wildlife management area, and residential activities in the 

village of naples. on a regular basis, the highest tp readings 

are detected at the West river near shore station. Likewise, 

the fallbrook station is influenced by agricultural lands in 

the town of gorham as well as commercial developments 

along the routes 5 & 20 travel corridor. The lake-based tp 

data corroborates the priority stream ranking based on 

data generated in the tributary sampling and monitoring 

program and emphasizes the direct connection between best 

watershed management practices and overall lake health. 

understanding this relationship is the basis of holistic lake 

management.
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total phosphorus concentrations vary monthly due to 

changing levels of biological absorption by lake organisms 

as well as differing watershed contributions based on 

storm runoff conditions and growth status of watershed 

vegetation. for the years of record, overall lake water tp 

ranges between 5 and 8 μg/L from april to november, with 

the highest concentrations occurring during the months of 

september and october. This corresponds with the end of the 

growing season in the watershed when plants are senescing 

and contributing organic matter to the lake. This impact is 

magnified where the watershed touches the lake, that is, along 

the shore line where autumnal spikes in tp are evident. shore 

line tp has a monthly average of 8.6 μg/L while mid-lake tp 

averaged only 4.4 μg/L. in the deeper waters of the mid-lake 

stations, the effect is diluted and seasonal patterns are not 

evident. variations in lake water tp during the summer may 

be related to pulses of phosphorus recycled as some lake biota 

die, decay and are then replaced by others. This is called a 

seasonal species replacement concept and is best known for 

occurring in the zooplankton community of lakes.

annual trends in mean tp are variable 

and although 80 samples are analyzed 

each year, a full understanding of the 

causes behind these trends have proven 

elusive due to the many complex factors 

interacting to form the pattern. despite 

these wide fluctuations in tp, fortunately 

it has never exceeded the threshold of 10 

μg/L so the lake to date does not appear 

to be negatively impacted by nutrient 

eutrophication as observed in other nearby finger Lakes. 

however, slight increases in phosphorus levels can have 

significant impacts to water quality by increasing algae and 

aquatic weed growth. 

in 2008 there was concern that the long term trend for 

phosphorus was going to continue to increase. The results of 

2010 and 2011 showed record low levels of phosphorus. These 

record low levels of phosphorus correlate with the discovery 

of and major population increase in quagga mussels. a team 

of deC, fLCC and Watershed Council staff inventoried 

the dreissenid mussel populations and found that quagga 

mussels were the dominant mussel and had largely replaced 

zebra mussels. Quagga mussels filter feed more than zebra 

mussels, are able to reproduce at a faster rate, potentially live 

longer, and can grow on more substrates. The theory is that 

the growing population of quagga mussels are temporarily 

sequestering phosphorus through their increased filter feeding 

of algae, then returning the nutrients through their feces to 

the benthic zone.
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other in-Lake Water quaLity 
issues

hydroCarBon PoLLution

in 2010, the Watershed Council partnered with sunY 

esf Chemistry professor dr. John hassett and a doctoral 

student to study the impacts of boats at the north end of 

Canandaigua Lake. samples were collected during times 

of heavy and light boat traffic and analyzed for numerous 

components of hydrocarbons. The results documented a 

clear and distinct increase of several of these hydrocarbon 

parameters during heavy boat traffic days near the kershaw 

swim Beach area, with some pollutant levels getting close 

to the state water quality thresholds during the busiest 

weekends. The information was used to help document the 

impact that boat traffic can have on water quality as part 

of an overall boat carrying capacity study for Canandaigua 

Lake and the need to adopt revised docks and moorings 

regulations.

The summer of 2012 discovery of a tar-like substance at 

kershaw swim Beach at the north end of Canandaigua Lake 

brought the issue of toxic substances to the forefront of water 

quality protection within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. 

The City and Watershed Council consulted with dr. John 

hassett to analyze the contaminated material collected. it 

was determined that the material was a heavy oil, most likely 

a crankcase oil based on estimation of the history of filling 

(1920s and 1930s). to remediate this problem, the existing 

sand beach was excavated down to the native clay layer and 

replaced with new, clean sand. monitoring wells were put in 

place for continued assessment of water quality in the area. 

it is important to point out that the 2010 hydrocarbon 

testing program documented the correlation with boat traffic 

as the main cause of the elevated levels of hydrocarbons, not 

the buried contaminated material. however, based on the 

close proximity of the contaminated material to the lake, 

there was possibly some low level contamination of the water 

column. Based on the success of the remediation project, the 

nYs doh allowed the kershaw park swimming area to be 

opened for the 2013 season on memorial day weekend as 

normally scheduled. periodic monitoring of the beach will 

occur by the City, doh and deC.
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The us epa estimates that nationwide, over 80% of the remaining water pollution problems are 
from non-point sources. in the Canandaigua Lake watershed, that percentage is higher because 
few industrial and municipal wastewater treatment facilities discharge to the lake. 

national and nY state level water quality research has demonstrated that most non-point 
sources of pollution are carried into our waterways during precipitation events (i.e. rain or snow 
melt). 

our local tributary water quality sampling program has 

verified that in the Canandaigua watershed, the vast majority 

of nutrients, bacteria and sediment entering the lake occurs 

during storm/melt events. Based on the comprehensive water 

quality sampling program, tributary water quality varies 

across the watershed. understanding differences among 

tributaries helps highlight pollutant hotspots and sources of 

pollution to the lake. 

Between 1997- 

2010, water 

quality samples 

were collected 

in 17 streams 

during 55 

storm events 

and 48 baseline 

conditions 

and analyzed 

for total 

phosphorus, 

total suspended 

solids and 

nitrate-nitrite. 

These 17 streams 

represent 79% 

of the total 

watershed drainage area. 

in 2002/2003 multiple rivulets within three direct drainage 

basins (Lincoln hill, Butler road and Cottage City-see map), 

representing an additional 10% of the total drainage area, were 

sampled on multiple occasions. The results from the direct 

drainage analysis demonstrate that these smaller rivulets 

with similar land use characteristics contribute comparable 

concentrations of nutrients and sediment to the lake. 

streams contributing significant pollutants to the lake 

have been studied through segment analysis to further 

understand the sources of pollution. in addition, water 

quality analysis also 

occurs at specific 

locations of suspected 

pollution sources, such 

as failing septic systems 

and development sites, 

to document levels of the 

pollutants associated with 

these land uses. 

Between 2011-2013, 

watershed staff used the 

monitoring information 

to conduct visual/

photo inspections of 

specific subwatersheds 

or land areas during 

storm events that could 

cause significant runoff 

issues. Water quality 

monitoring and visual inspections in combination have 

been integral in identifying individual areas and/or drainage 

pathways causing water quality problems for more targeted 

management.
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storM event saMPLing resuLts  

and disCussion

The 55 storm/melt events sampled span a broad cross section 

of precipitation/melt events from minor storm events to 

large runoff events. This comprehensive set of samples helps 

to reduce the major variability that can occur with the 

grab sampling method. grab samples are one snapshot in 

time for that stream in that particular subwatershed. every 

storm event and even every sampling year is different based 

on a multitude of factors. it is important to understand 

these variables when drawing conclusions because they can 

substantially affect sample results for an individual storm 

event or even an individual year. some of the major variables 

in storm event grab sampling include:

•  Time of year—time of year- 
similar sized storm events can 

yield very different results based 

on the time of year. evapo-

transpiration rates and ground 

conditions (frost) are just a couple 

factors that change throughout 

the year and impact results. 

•  Time sampled within a storm 
event—sampling during the 
“first flush” or early part of storm 

can yield very different results 

then sampling during the later 

stages of a storm event (figure 2-1). 

some storm events begin later in 

the evening and sampling crews are not able to sample 

until the early morning hours for safety reasons. it takes 

approximately 5-6 hours to get around the watershed 

and sample each of the streams and possibly complete a 

segment analysis. This amount of time can significantly 

impact the validity of comparing results among streams. 

•  Antecedent moisture conditions—pre-existing soil 
moisture during a precipitation event can have a major 

influence on the amount of runoff. Questions that should 

be researched are when it rained previously, what are 

moisture conditions in the ground? The impact that the 

level of soil moisture has on runoff amounts can be seen 

by comparing to storm events: august 31, 2005 and april 

2-3, 2005. on august 31, 2005- the remnants of hurricane 

katrina came through our area and a total of 3 inches of 

rain fell over 24 hour period. Based on our water balance 

model, only 2% of that rain or 0.07 inches of runoff ended 

up as streamflow. on april 2-3, 2005 a rain event with no 

snow cover totaled 2.15 inches with 86% of that rain or 1.85 

inches of runoff ending up as streamflow. soil moisture 

levels was the major factor that dramatically increased 

runoff.  

•  Storm intensity, duration, and amount—a one inch rain 
event over 12 hours vs. 2 hours not only impacts the 

amount of runoff but also the timing of pollutants in the 

stream and the timing of when the sample is taken. a 

three inch rain event can yield very different results than 

a 1 inch rain event. in addition, during melt events there 

is a tendency to have a substantially greater snow pack in 

the hills during the main spring melt which will increase 

runoff rates and thus 

pollutant loads.

•  Time of 
Concentration 

(tc) for each 

subwatershed—the 
tc is the time it 

takes for the whole 

subwatershed to 

be contributing to 

stream flow during 

a runoff event. The 

tc is unique for 

each subwatershed 

and can impact the 

pollutant loading at 

the time of the grab 

sample.

•  Different precipitation amounts/intensities throughout the 
watershed on a particular event—there is one constant in 
a rain event…no two areas in the watershed receive the 

same amount of rain or the same intensity of rain. These 

differences make it difficult to interpret results among 

subwatersheds for the same event. We use multiple rain 

gages and visual observations to try and understand the 

level of variability throughout the watershed. 

•  Temporary land use change and timing of sample—
temporary land use changes such as fall plowing, manure 

spreading/fertilization and winter wheat cover rotation 

can have substantial impacts on the concentrations of 

pollutants from agricultural land. 
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These are all important limitations of the grab sampling 

program that need to be understood when drawing 

conclusions. The monitoring program utilized is not 

capable of detecting subtle changes or year to year trends in 

streams. as described in makarewicz’s 1997-2000 report, the 

sampling design started sixteen years ago does not allow us 

to scientifically document annual trends in the data. “trend 

analyses would require sampling the discharge of streams 

continuously with appropriate nutrient sampling during 

events and baseline conditions.” to document year to year 

trends on 17 streams would require automated sampling and 

flow equipment at each site and a much higher frequency 

of sample analysis. The costs to do this on a yearly basis 

would easily exceed $100,000. all variables would still 

not be accounted for, thus still requiring some estimation 

and assumptions in the interpretation of the data that is 

collected.

even with these limitations, there is great value in the 

grab sampling program. The large data set sampled 

over the last 12 years helps to reduce the variability, and 

consequently provide us a high level of confidence that 

the long term averages and rankings reflect an accurate 

estimate of the nutrient, sediment and bacteria levels in 

these subwatersheds. it also allows us to document long term 

changes in trends and to identify areas where we need to 

work in subwatersheds to identify potential sources of the 

higher concentrations.

although the current sampling program does not provide 

reliable year to year trends, it does allow us to observe trends 

that are maintained over multiple years. The sampling 

program also allows us to prioritize streams based on 

multiple events and years of sampling. finally, it allows us 

to make rough comparisons between the results from our 

streams to national research. 

these	figures	show	a	generalized	pollutograph	demonstrating	the	variability	of	concentrations	
throughout	a	storm	event	and	the	variability	of	precipitation	amount	and	intensity	during	a	
storm	event.
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BenChMarks:

table 2.1 in the nYs stormwater manual (2010) lists the 

national median Concentrations for Chemical Constituents 

in stormwater. This data came from the comprehensive 

national urban runoff program (nurp) that sampled 

urban type streams across the united states during storm 

events during the late 1970s. The results from the nurp 

study document that the median concentration of total 

phosphorus (tp) was 0.26 mg/L, total suspended solids 

(tss) was 54.5 mg/L, and nitrate/nitrite concentrations was 

0.53 mg/L. although there are multiple variables involved 

with comparing these concentrations to our sampling effort, 

the nurp study provides a decent benchmark to use as a 

guide when comparing watershed streams to national level 

research. 

national research has documented that urban type streams 

usually have elevated levels of phosphorus, sediment, 

nitrates, and bacteria when compared to streams with rural 

land cover, so if we come close to these levels there is cause 

for concern. also, the nurp study was completed back 

in the 1970s and early 1980s when many of the treatment 

technologies for point sources of pollution were being 

upgraded and most of the non-point source pollution control 

techniques were not in place. Therefore, the levels reported 

in the nurp study should be higher than the sample data 

collected within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed during 

the 1997-2010 timeframe.

subwatershed		 	 total	 total	
number	 tributary	 phosphorus	(mg/l)	 suspended	solids	(mg/l)	 nitrate-nitrite	(mg/l)

t-1	 sucker	brook	 0.221	 131.2	 1.47

t-2	 tichenor	gully	 0.185	 151.2	 1.06

t-3	 menteth	 0.154	 225.1	 0.56

t-4	 barnes	gully	 0.157	 233.0	 0.36

t-5	 seneca	pt.	 0.219	 268.0	 0.50

t-27a	 cook’s	pt-	mouth	 0.198	 248.4	 0.39

t-7	 grimes	ck.	 0.118	 141.3	 0.49

t-8	 eelpot	ck.	 0.201	 353.7	 0.91

t-9	 reservoir	ck.	 0.205	 256.8	 0.78

t-10	 tannery	ck.	 0.144	 167.2	 0.24

t-12	 naples	ck-	245	 0.208	 309.6	 0.52

t-13	 l.	west	r.-	sunnyside	 0.087	 75.1	 0.57

t-17	 vine	valley	 0.237	 280.3	 1.26

t-18	 fisher	gully	 0.161	 362.5	 0.61

t-19	 gage	gully	 0.224	 271.2	 4.18

t-20	 deep	run	 0.187	 222.4	 2.74

t-21	 fall	brook	 0.144	 153.8	 2.23

long	term	average	concentrations	based	55	storm	event	samples.
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rankings:

grab samples are snapshots in time and a few samples that 

are either substantially higher or lower can skew averages 

(even with many samples). Therefore, the long term average 

data is supplemented by providing a long term average 

ranking of each of the individual storm events. each of the 

55 storm events are ranked from 1 (lowest concentration) 

to 17 (highest concentration) and then averaged. This 

ranking approach was used in order to try to reduce the 

impact of extremely high or low individual storm event 

results that are outliers and may be skewing the raw average 

data. additionally, the ranking approach documents which 

streams are more consistently high or low regardless of the 

event intensity and grab sample timing. 

The ranking approach is used for each of the parameters. 

finally, a cumulative ranking is also provided for the long 

term average ranking for phosphorus, tss, nitrate/nitrite 

and fecal coliform. This cumulative ranking provides an 

overall stream pollution index for the subwatershed.

PoLLution index 

to create an overall pollution index, the rankings from 

the phosphorus, nitrogen, tss, and baseline fecal coliform 

concentrations were averaged for each stream. The higher 

pollution index in these streams corresponds to high 

rankings for multiple pollutants. sucker Brook, vine valley, 

deep run, fall Brook and eelpot Creek are in the upper tier 

of the overall pollution ranking index. 

subwatershed	 							total	 				nitrate/		 total	 fecal	 stream	 								
number														tributary	 phosphorus	 					nitrite	 suspended	solids	 coliform	 average

t-1										sucker	brook	 						12.4	 			11.8	 9	 17	 12.6	

t-2										tichenor	gully	 							9.2	 			10.1	 8.6	 7	 8.7	

t-	3									menteth	 							7.6 	 			7.1	 9.1	 6	 7.5	

t-4										barnes	gully	 								5.3	 			3.8	 6.2	 9	 6.1	

t-27a						seneca	pt.	 							10.3	 			6.9	 10.1	 10	 9.3	

t-7										cook’s	pt-	mouth								9 	 			5.2	 9.9	 13	 9.3	

t-8										grimes	ck.	 								4.4	 			5.9	 7.0	 	 5.8	

t-8										eelpot	ck.	 								10	 			10.7	 12.3	 	 11.0	

t-9										reservoir	ck.	 								9.6	 				9.2	 9.4	 	 9.4	

t-10								tannery	ck.	 								6.3	 			1.9	 8.8	 	 5.6	

t-12								naples	ck-	245	 								9.9	 			7.3	 11.7	 12	 10.2	

t-13								l.	west	r.-sunnyside			6.3	 			5.6	 3.6	 5	 5.1	

t-17								vine	valley	 								10.6	 			10.8	 8.4	 16	 11.5	

t-18								fisher	gully	 									7.2	 			5.9	 6.7	 8	 6.9	

t-19								gage	gully	 									9.6 	 			16.1	 6.6	 11	 10.8	

t-20								deep	run	 									9.3 	 			14.1	 8.2	 14	 11.4		

t-21								fall	brook	 									7.4	 			13.3	 8.2	 15	 11.0	
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Legend

Low (0.24 - 0.70 mg/L)

Medium (0.70 - 1.40 mg/L)

High (1.40 - 4.18 mg/L)

Nitrate/Nitrite Stream Concentrations

Source: Stream samples were collected 

during 55 storm events from 1997 to 2010. 

¯ 0 1.5 3 4.5 60.75
Miles

Legend

Low (75.1 - 150.0 mg/L)

Medium (150.0 - 250.0 mg/L)

High (250.0 - 362.5 mg/L)

Total Suspended Solids Stream Concentrations

Source: Stream samples were collected 

during 55 storm events from 1997 to 2010. 

¯ 0 1.5 3 4.5 60.75
Miles

Legend

Low (0.087 - 0.137 mg/L)

Medium (0.137 - 0.195 mg/L)

High (0.195 - 0.237 mg/L)

Total Phosphorus Stream Concentrations

Source: Stream samples were collected 

during 55 storm events from 1997 to 2010. 

¯ 0 1.5 3 4.5 60.75
Miles
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triButary BaseLine saMPLing:

Baseline sampling shows a consistent pattern between the 1997-1999 dataset and the 2007-2008 dataset. There was a decrease 

in the baseline nitrate levels at gage gully of approximately 0.5 mg/L from the 1997-1999 to 2007/2008. This is consistent with 

the reduction in storm event nitrate concentrations. overall averages still document that fall Brook, deep run, gage gully, 

eelpot and sucker Brook are all substantially over the 0.53 mg/L benchmark that is referenced in the nYs stormwater manual 

report. 
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triButary ChLoride:

Chloride is a corrosive substance that may be found in water as a result of 

the application of de-icing agents to watershed highways as well as from 

natural leaching of bedrock salts. Chloride concentrations are expressed 

in parts per million (ppm) or its equivalent, milligrams per liter (mg/L). a 

critical threshold of 250 mg/L is thought to be damaging to sensitive stream 

and lake organisms.

major tributary streams to Canandaigua Lake have been sampled since 

1990 as part of an environmental science class 

at fLCC. Larger streams are sampled at multiple 

locations and the determination is made 

following the standard methods procedure. The 

fLCC class work was expanded to honeoye Lake 

tributaries in 1999 allowing for a contrast with an 

adjacent watershed.

Water samples from the tributary streams have 

routinely been collected during the last week of 

february and they provide a snapshot of chloride 

concentrations during that small time period. 

on any given day, concentrations are influenced 

by road salt application rates, frequency of recent freeze-thaw cycles and 

stream flow volumes. initial road surface runoff will increase tributary 

chloride levels but prolonged watershed runoff events may produce a 

chloride dilution effect in the streams.

every year, certain streams register high chloride levels and the 2014 data 

fit that pattern. sucker Brook (t1 in the chart), 

flowing through the City of Canandaigua, has the 

greatest highway mileage in its subwatershed and 

consequently has high chloride concentrations. 

Cook’s point stream (t27) also has high chloride 

levels due to the amount of salt applied to steep 

roads within its subwatershed. Barnes gully 

(t4), hick’s point stream (t6 ), tichenor point 

stream (t2) and menteth gully (t3) often contain 

moderate levels of chloride. With little development 

in their subwatersheds, Conklin’s gully (t11) and 

Clark’s gully (t16) have the lowest concentrations 

of chloride. Levels in the lake, estimated from 

samples collected in the lake outlet at kershaw 

park average about 50 mg/L, well below the critical 

threshold of 250 mg/L. annual patterns since 1990 may reflect severity of 

the winter season for any given year. it is interesting to note that beginning 

in the year 2000, chloride levels exhibited greater yearly fluctuation as 

compared to the previous decade. That same pattern was also observed 

in the honeoye Lake tributaries suggesting a regional, rather than local 

phenomenon, may be responsible.
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shoreLine ProPerty infLuenCe:

The tributary/direct drainage monitoring program is very useful in understanding what is entering the lake from the 

surrounding watershed. however, one limitation with the program is that it cannot account for the runoff that directly 

enters the lake from the dense ring of residential properties that surround much of the 36 miles of shoreline of the lake. 

The overwhelming majority of precipitation landing on these 1,500 plus properties will not enter a stream or rivulet where 

pollution levels can be measured before eventually entering the 

lake. upland sources of pollution may be reduced by wetlands 

and in-stream processes, but lakeside pollution can only diluted 

by the lake itself. in lake dilution of pollution is not a solution. 

one method to estimate the shoreline-ring pollution impact is 

to compare the land use/land cover of the adjacent shoreline 

area (within 500 feet of the lake) to a tributary with similar land 

cover that is actively sampled. When looking at the land cover 

statistics, the City portion of the sucker Brook subwatershed is 

most similar the shoreline land cover/land use.  The tributary 

and stressed stream analysis information identifies sucker 

Brook as having some of the highest nutrient and bacteria 

concentrations. in addition, pollutant modeling and national level research have also documented that these suburban 

watersheds with higher impervious cover produce other contaminants such as heavy metals, pesticides and hydrocarbons. 

The area of land within 500 feet of the lake equals approximately 2,200 acres. although this area is only 2% of the watershed, 

its proximity and pollution loading makes it a high priority area for protection and management. 

ConCLusion:

Canandaigua Lake continues to remain a high water quality resource. The active Watershed 
management work of the Watershed Council and all its various partners have kept the levels of 
phosphorus and other contaminants at low levels. 

as identified in the Canandaigua Lake Watershed plan (olvany, 2000), non-point sources of pollution 
are the major source of concern in the Canandaigua Lake watershed. although there are two small 
wastewater treatment plants (rushville, Bristol harbour) discharging from point sources, the vast 
majority of pollution comes from non-point sources.  no single non-point source contributes the vast 
majority of pollution to Canandaigua Lake. however, it is the cumulative effect of all non-point sources 
that ultimately does impact the quality of Canandaigua Lake. higher concentrations of a specific 
pollutant can reveal which streams have the greatest likelihood of being impacted by human activities 
that need to be mitigated. a management plan utilizes this information to devise a strategy to reduce 
the source of pollution. The following implementation section utilizes this information to devise a 
strategy to reduce the source of pollution. 

Agriculture

1%

Barren/Mineral

1%

Commercial

2%

Forest

40%

Open Water

2%

Residential

48%

Successional

4%
Wetland

2%

Land use Within 

500 feet of the 

Lake

May 15, 2014 storm event
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STRATEGIES
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4.  WATErShEd MANAgEMENT 

IMPLEMENTATION STrATEgIES

since its formation in 1999, the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council has coordinated the 
implementation of the endorsed actions identified in the existing Watershed plan. The 2000 
Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan provided a substantial list of actions to implement 
to provide comprehensive level protection. The plan has served as an effective framework to guide the 
implementation of projects utilizing the five management approaches: 

research, education, restoration/remediation, open space Protection & regulation

substantial progress has been made on those actions. in addition, actions were implemented that went 
beyond actions identified in the Watershed plan based on new information and ideas. highlights of the 
progress that has been obtained over the last fourteen years is summarized in this section and organized 
under the five management approach categories. 
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researCh

research is the foundation for watershed management.  it 

provides insight on existing conditions in the watershed and  

helps evaluate the effectiveness of management practices. 

•		1997-2012: monitored 55 storm events in 17 tributaries, 

completed direct drainage studies on subwatersheds 22, 33 

and 34. since 2001, Watershed manager collected tributary 

samples and assisted on Lake sampling. partners included: 

sunY Brockport (tributary sampling program from 1997-

2000), fLCC- Bruce gilman tributary chloride sampling 

(1996- present), Watershed association and Watershed 

inspector

•  Conducted stressed stream analysis on several streams 

including sucker Brook, fall Brook, vine valley. also con-

duct visual inspections of watersheds during storm events. 

partners included: sunY Brockport, fLCC, Watershed 

association and Watershed inspector

•   Watershed Council completed Boat Carrying Capacity 

study for Canandaigua Lake that reviewed the current peak 

boat usage on the lake and developed recommendations 

based on four different methodologies

•   dr. Bruce gilman of fLCC implements the Lake 

monitoring program from 1996-present. Watershed 

Council provides funding and assists in the implementation 

of the Lake monitoring program.

•   Watershed Council obtained funding to complete map of 

the City storm sewer system including the drainage areas 

that influence each outlet. partnered with City to complete 

project.

•   Watershed Council obtained funding, hired an rit grad 

student and provides coordination for the natural Capital 

study. partners include Watershed association and dr. 

Bruce gilman fLCC.

•   Land cover mapping of the entire watershed utilizing the 

natural heritage Classification system. partners: fLCC 

(Bruce gilman), County planning, rit interns, Watershed 

Council and fLLoWpa.

•   Watershed Council obtained grant funding for the 2006 

Lidar contour mapping of the Yates County portion of the 

watershed- to match the ontario County mapping.

•   Watershed Council funded and assisted Bruce gilman in 

completing macrophyte study- started initial investigation 

at potential hydrilla hotspots (Boat Launches and 

marinas).

•   Watershed Council provided substantial assistance on 

Water supply study as part of the City Water supply 

permit- Completed mass Balance model/report, three year 

Canandaigua outlet monitoring and report along with 

assisting deC on completing part iii of the eaf. 

•   Watershed Council partnered with iagt to complete non-

point source pollution model through iagt.

Bruce gilman of fLCC monitoring the lake water quality. 

Counting Quagga and Zebra mussels by deC, dr. gilman, and 

the Watershed Council. 

PrOgrESS SuMMAry     
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eduCation

The success of the watershed program relies on the support of 

local citizens.  actions by individuals contributes to improved 

watershed conditions.  Therefore, education is a keystone to 

the watershed program. 

•			Watershed Council created and installed new Watershed 
boundary signs on local/county and state roads.

•   Watershed association and Council partner on the ongoing 
storm drain marking program.

•   Wide array of educational publications and presentations

•   Watershed Council Co-funds the Watershed education 
program with Watershed association that utilizes two 
certified teachers to work in three school districts across 
the watershed to go over the science of watersheds and 
what individuals can do to protect the watershed.  The two 
organizations won the 2011 friend of education award 
from the Canandaigua City school district.

•  Watershed Council Co-authored Lawn and Landscape 
management policy with Chris dorn (City parks- retired, 
and russell Welser CCe) for the City of Canandaigua 
parks department that establishes a model for other 
municipalities and commercial applicators to follow.

•   Watershed Council has conducted presentations at many 
watershed conferences across the watershed and the state 
educating the public on watershed issues and documenting 
the intermunicipal success of the program.

•   Watershed Council developed and installed four 
educational kiosks around the lake that review the 
importance of Watershed management, stormwater 
impacts and threats and what individuals can do.

•   Watershed Council is currently completing a substantial 
upgrade to the Watershed Council website to more 
comprehensively display and interact with the public. 

honduras exchange program meeting
with the Watershed program.

eco school built onanda kiosk. 

atwater meadows shoreline planting with Canandaigua 

tennis team.
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restoration
implementation of watershed management practices provides tangible 
improvements to water quality.  it is a goal to maximize restoration 
efforts and focus on practices that are efficient, effective and provide a 
public benefit

•   sucker Brook dredge project: removed over 8.4 million pounds 

of slightly contaminated sediment from a section of sucker Brook 

between parrish street and 5 and 20 Bypass. material was brought 

to landfill and used as daily cover. Watershed Council coordinated 

the project and partnered with County, town and City to complete 

project. improved water quality and reduced potential upstreaming 

flooding. grant funding through dos.

 •   Watershed Council hired mrB to complete a comprehensive stormwater model 

of sucker Brook Watershed. partnered with town, City and school district. 

grant funding through dos. 

•  Watershed Council designed solution, provided funding and hired contractor to 

complete 400 foot sod/grassed waterway to minimize massive agricultural field 

erosion- eliminated 30 tons of erosion each year.
sucker Brook before (upper left) and 

after (above) dredging. 

Canandaigua school district flooding Canandaigua school district stormwater wetland

erosion on a farm field (left)

sediment running into the lake 

(below)

grassed waterway completed to 

reduce erosion (right)

•   Created two- acre stormwater 

wetland on Canandaigua school 

district property- peal st. 

stormwater wetlands created 

to solve flooding problems at 

primary school- 17 classrooms 

flooded on two occasions. 

partnered with town, County, 

school and City. grant 

funding through dos. project 

was done in partnership 

with town, county and City 

forces- with major cost reductions 

achieved.

grassed waterway was installed to prevent erosion and filter 
runoff. 
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•  town of Canandaigua created the deuel road stormwater 

management facility in partnership with the local farmer and 

Watershed Council to reduce flood related damage to deuel 

road. 

•  Watershed Council designed and provided funding for 

middlesex highway garage bio-retention area in partnership 

with the highway department and Watershed association.

•  Watershed Council authored and administered an efC green 

infrastructure grant for the City owned antis street parking 

Lot Bio-retention project. The Watershed Council assisted the 

City in installing the plantings. The City provided the labor and 

equipment to complete the project at a much lower cost than if 

the project was completed by a private contractor.

47

middlesex highway department Bio-retention area

deuel road erosion problems

antis street - before (left) and with a bio-retention project in action (above) 
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•  Watershed Council Coordinated deep 

run outlet dredge project between private 

landowner, contractor and ontario County. 

The project improved flow into the lake. The 

delta had forced the flow along the public 

beach and directly at the intake pipe for the 

town of gorham.

•  Watershed Council obtained funding and 

coordinated the sunnyside road drainage 

study and Culvert project- obtained grant funding 

and permits.

•  Watershed Council designed and managed the 

deep run/gorham Water treatment plant stream 

stabilization project.

•  Watershed Council designed 

and coordinated the fall Brook/ 

Canandaigua Country Club stream 

stabilization project (1,200 feet 

both sides). partnered with town of 

Canandaigua highway department to 

complete work.

•  Watershed Council assisted in grant 

applications to obtain $60,000 for 

village of naples sanitary sewer study/

design- partnering with village and Watershed 

Commission.

•  Watershed Council provided design and permit 

assistance on several fema projects (Bills road, 

shoreline stabilization projects, culvert sizing and 

replacement).

•  Creation of village of rushville Walking trail and 

stream stabilization along West river. Watershed 

Council assisted in obtaining grant funding and 

volunteer assistance in trail clearing. partnered with 

gorham, rushville and ontario County to complete 

project.

•  Watershed Council partnered with highway 

departments on numerous road bank stabilization 

projects.

•  YmCa bio-retention facility- Watershed Council 

obtained grant funding, coordinated efforts and 

provided the in-kind assistance to work with county, 

town and city forces to build the bio-retention area. 

substantial cost savings for the YmCa.

deep run before dredging with 

significant sediment deposits at the 

outlet (left).

deep run dredging in progress 

(below).

fall Brook at the Canandaigua Country Club before (left) and after stabilization (right)

YmCa bio-retention facility
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•  menteth Creek/goodale road partnership with farmer, 

nrCs and fish and Wildlife service partners program to 

restore 1,000 + feet of stream using logs, vegetation and 

some stone.

•  Watershed Council obtained funding and provided 

technical assistance for stormwater/ streambank 

stabilization work at outhouse town park and Civic 

Center- 1,500 feet of vegetative stream stabilization and two 

stormwater ponds near Civic Center to solve drainage and 

parking issues. partnered with town, City and Civic Center.

•  Watershed Council authored grant application for 

middlesex salt storage Barn. partnered with Yates soil and 

Water and middlesex.

•  Watershed Council partnered with landowners to complete 

vine valley stream stabilization projects at two locations 

where major erosion was occurring.

•  Watershed Council purchased stream arch culverts 

and currently loans them for use in timber harvesting 

operations.

•  ontario and Yates County soil and Water Conservation 

districts have been able to bring in over $2 million over the 

last 14 years to complete numerous farm level agricultural 

best management projects to protect water resources. 

ontario and Yates County soil and Water Conservation 

districts are considered leaders throughout new York 

state. Watershed Council provided some limited local cost 

share funding assistance through monitoring program and 

general funding for to help defray the local farmer share 

and encourage farmer participation.

•  Watershed Council obtained $120,000 grant to assist City of 

Canandaigua in its purchase of a street sweeper.

•  Watershed Council obtained funding and has started 

coordinating work on Canandaigua Lake Water trail 

project. partners include ontario County tourism, finger 

Lakes Land trust, and others.

•  Watershed Council worked with several partners to create 

the Lagoon park habitat restoration plan. provided 

significant planting assistance and applied for two grants to 

help pay to implement the plan. partners include: Botanical 

society, City, Watershed association, soil and Water and 

fLCC students.

outhouse town park 

stream stabilization 

project utilizing 

willow wattles.

high efficiency street sweeper removing collected material 

from City streets.
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•  Watershed Council assisted with the 

onanda park/Barnes gully dredging project 

and Boat Launch stabilization in partnership 

with the town of Canandaigua.

•  deC and trout unlimited completed 

substantial stream bank stabilization 

projects in naples Creek to promote fish 

habitat and protect water quality. Watershed 

Council participated in the Willow planting 

project.

•  Watershed Council coordinated the atwater meadows 

shoreline stabilization project where 100 feet of 

deteriorated wall was falling into the main channel for the 

nearby townhouse communities. partnered with town, 

City and hs tennis team to remove the wall and install 

a more natural combination of rock and vegetation to 

stabilize and restore this area.

•  Watershed Council partnered with ontario 

County public Works and highway 

department to complete the grimes Creek/

County road 36 bank stabilization project- 

350 feet. grant funding purchased the stone 

and plantings that were utilized.

•  kershaw park remediation project: 

Watershed Council provided technical 

assistance, helped to organize dr. 

John hasselt’s water quality analysis and 

public outreach for the kershaw Beach 

remediation project.

•  Completed several sucker Brook stream 

restoration/stabilization projects in City: 

north of parrish street (400 feet), ellis place 

(250 feet), gibson street (100 feet), and 

West avenue (250 feet). Watershed Council 

coordinated the projects, obtained permits 

and partnered with County,town and City 

to complete the projects. grant funding 

through dos. 

50

parrish street stabilization

stream bank before stabilization stream bank after stabilization

parrish street area before

atwater meadow project
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oPen sPaCe ProteCtion
open space is disproportionately important for water quality, providing 
benefits such as flood protection, increased infiltration, water filtering, and 
reduced erosion. 

•  finger Lakes Land trust developed: “vision for the Canandaigua Lake 
Watershed” in 2010 as an open space protection plan for the watershed. 

•  finger Lakes Land trust has acquired numerous properties and conservation 
easements throughout watershed totaling close to 900 acres. They have also 
provided project assistance on numerous projects. Watershed Council and 
other partners provided seed funding to finger Lakes Land trust for open 
space acquisition in gorham, middlesex and naples.

•  town of Canandaigua and town of gorham have dedicated open space 
funds to protect high priority lands which have been utilized on several 
locations. 

•  nature Conservancy obtained land adjacent to hi-tor (parrish flats 
road) and transferred it to nYs. They also manage other land within the 
watershed.

reguLation

Local regulations help ensure watershed protection is implemented and 

enforced. There has been substantial progress in the watershed in the adoption 

of laws that balance land use and water quality protection.  

•  Watershed Council provides stormwater development reviews 

and inspection assistance in various towns in partnership with 

local Code enforcement officers and Watershed inspector.

•  Watershed Council promoted and obtained adoption of en-

hanced phosphorus treatment requirements in the town and 

City of Canandaigua.

•  Watershed Council partnered with ontario County and other 

entities to assist municipalities in updating docks and moor-

ings Law in 2002 and 2010.

•  Watershed Council created Land use sub-committee that de-

veloped model laws for stormwater management, steep slopes 

and water course protection.  partnered with County  plan-

ning and genesee finger Lakes regional planning Council.

•  Watershed Council developed ms4 notice of intent programs 

and provide technical assistance for both the City and town 

of Canandaigua to meet and exceed ms4 requirements.

•  south Bristol adopted a steep slope Law with assistance from the Water-

shed Council.  town of middlesex is in the final stages of developing a steep 

slope Law with Watershed Council providing assistance. 

•  obtained grant funding and helped to coordinate the work to create a gis 

based onsite Wastewater system database for the Watershed inspector

•  gorham and south Bristol adopted onsite wastewater system inspections at 

the time of property deed transfer.  other municipalities are considering the 

law.
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The 2014 Watershed Management Plan builds on the knowledge 
gained and projects completed over the last fourteen years to develop 
a more comprehensive strategy to protect the lake and its surrounding 
watershed from existing and emerging threats. The strategies outlined 
in this update continue the original goals of providing high quality 
drinking water and recreational enjoyment while protecting the 
ecological integrity of the lake and its watershed. This updated Plan 
maintains many of the existing programs and approaches of the 
existing Plan while supplementing it with new strategies and actions 
to more comprehensively meet the current and future challenges in the 
watershed. 
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These existing and emerging threats and 
trends have the potential to significantly 
impact the water quality of Canandaigua 
Lake by increasing phosphorus and other 
pollutants of concern in the lake, increased 
intensity and duration of algae blooms, 
aquatic weed growth, increased difficulty 
for filtration of drinking water and potential 
beach closures. 

it is critical for the watershed community 
to work together to combat these potential 
future threats that are emerging as water 
quality trends throughout the finger Lakes 
and great Lakes regions. We are extremely 
fortunate to be able to enjoy Canandaigua 
Lake and all the benefits the lake’s healthy 
ecosystem has to provide. Canandaigua Lake 
is our community’s most important natural 
resource, one that we need to work together 
to preserve and protect for us and future 
generations. 

existing and eMerging threats

in the past decade, numerous emerging threats and 

trends have created the need to update our watershed 

management plan in order to properly meet the goals of 

our watershed strategy, including :

•  substantial development in the watershed creating 
increased populations and impermeable surfaces

•  More intense use of the shoreline area
•  New invasive species with the potential for additional 

species such as hydrilla

•  Harmful Algal Bloom potential
•  MS4 regulations
•  Legacy pollutants at the North end of the lake
•  Need for more local management of onsite wastewater 

systems

•  Changes in our local climate creating more intense 
rain events, prolonged droughts and other ecosystem 
impacts

•  Building on more sensitive/steep slope sites
•  Increasing boat use of the lake
•  Increased aquatic vegetation growth
•  Pharmaceutical/personal care products in wastewater
•  Shifts in crops grown that allow for more erosion 

(soybeans and corn) along with changes in 
agricultural ownership to populations less willing to 
accept government support.

•  Potential hydrofracking operations in the watershed, 
water withdrawal supporting hydrofracking 
elsewhere, use of hydrofracking brine as deicing agent 
and transport of hydrofracking wastewater on roads.
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Long-term, effective management strategies are outlined in the following 
section of the management plan to achieve this goal and include actions 
that individuals can take to improve water quality, recommendations for 
municipalities to adopt and projects that community organizations can 
collaborate on. recommendations are based on the following thirteen 
management categories: 

4.1    new and existing development

4.2    Lawn and Landscaping Practices

4.3    Municipal roads and highway facilities

4.4     stream and shoreline Management

4.5    Wetlands and floodplains

4.6    Wastewater Management

4.7    agriculture

4.8    in-Lake issues: invasive     

          species, harmful algal 

          Blooms and fish kill               

          Management

4.9    recreation

4.10  Lake Level Management 

4.11  forestry 

4.12  Mining and natural gas     

          extraction

4.13   Chemical Contamination 
Prevention

maintaining and enhancing the high water quality of this watershed requires a multifaceted approach that applies to the 
entire watershed and successful implementation of a combination of actions that draw from each of these management 
categories. no one action alone will protect the Canandaigua Lake watershed. embedded in each of the management 
category recommendations are actions that rely on research, restoration/remediation, protection, education and 
regulation approaches.

at the end of this chapter, a table summarizes each strategy and also provides the following information:

•  Management approaches utilized to implement strategy: research, education, restoration/remediation, open space 
management and regulation

•  Timeframe
•  Potential Partners
•  Cost
•  Evaluation Criteria

Watershed ManageMent Categories
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rain falling on a natural landscape will seep into the ground and will generate very little runoff. 

however, when natural landscapes are converted into development, the rain falls on impervious 

surfaces, such as roads, roofs, driveways, parking areas, and compacted manicured lawns. 

instead of infiltrating into the ground, the rainfall accumulates on these hardened surfaces and 

becomes stormwater runoff. stormwater runoff picks up these human signatures deposited on 

our landscape and transports them via pollution highways such as road ditches, culverts, storm 

drains and streams ultimately to Canandaigua Lake. 

the issue
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4.1 ExISTINg ANd NEW 

dEvELOPMENT

having	as	little	as	

of	the	watershed	in		
impervious	cover	can		
negatively	impact	streams.	

arnold	and	gibbons	1996	

10%	

antis street before bio-retention areas

antis street bio-retention area
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national, state and local water quality research studies 

have documented that stormwater discharges from 

impervious surfaces are a substantial concern because 

of the high concentration of pollutants that are found in 

these discharges including fertilizers, pesticides, sediment, 

automobile fluids, bacteria, dog waste and more. stormwater 

also contributes to flooding and enhanced stream bank 

erosion by both greatly changing the timing and increasing 

the amount of water entering the streams. having as little 

as 10% of the watershed in impervious cover can negatively 

impact streams (arnold and gibbons 1996). 
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Building Footprints

The building footprints
spatial data was provided 
by Ontario and Yates
Counties.

existing deveLoPMent

existing development that occurred prior to the late 1980s 

typically had no post-construction stormwater regulations 

in place to slow and filter the runoff produced by areas that 

are developed.  areas in the watershed where stormwater 

runoff from impervious cover/manicured lawns does not 

go through any stormwater treatment includes: most of the 

City of Canandaigua, the 36 miles of shoreline development 

and the numerous other villages, developments hamlets 

and single lots of the watershed. only the more recent 

larger developments within the last 20 years receive some 

stormwater management through the routing of stormwater 

into detention/retention ponds before entering the lake.  

Therefore, the vast majority of the stormwater runoff 

generated by existing development in the 109,000 acre 

watershed goes into the lake unfiltered. 

Land use Within 

500 feet of the 

Lake

Agriculture

1%

Barren/Mineral

1%

Commercial

2%

Forest

40%

Open Water

2%

Residential

48%

Successional

4%
Wetland

2%

This map provides the general 
location of buildings in the 
watershed. note that the map 
exaggerates the spatial coverage of 
buildings.

The building footprint spatial data 
was provided by ontario and Yates 
Counties.

BuiLding footPrints
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neW deveLoPMent

The Canandaigua/ontario County area is experiencing new 

development at a much greater level than in most other areas 

of upstate new York.  This is having multiple positive impacts 

on the economy. however, runoff from new construction 

can negatively affect the water quality of the lake both during 

the construction process and after the development has been 

completed.  

The actual construction process often requires excavation, 

digging, and soil stockpiling.  soil becomes exposed to rainfall 

and is no longer anchored by vegetation, making it prone 

to erosion.  pollutants that can be discharged during the 

construction process include: sediment, phosphorus, nitrogen, 

pesticides, hydrocarbons, oil and grease, concrete truck 

washout, construction chemicals and construction debris.  on 

a per acre basis, sediment discharge from a construction site 

has been documented to be 10 times greater than typical agricultural land and 1000 

times greater than forest land (us-epa).  proper oversight of these developments is 

critical.  

The watershed program assists the respective municipalities and deC in inspecting construction 

sites during dry weather and storm event conditions to determine if their stormwater plan is 

working or not.  When deficiencies or water quality violations occur; the municipalities and deC 

have utilized stop work orders, fines and holding up additional building permits to force developers 

to meet the regulations. 

second, the post construction built out environment converts open space into developed land, 

increasing stormwater runoff and the various pollutants associated with development. state and 

local regulations have been enacted to reduce the impact from new development.  even with 

these regulations 

in place, there is 

still a net negative 

impact from new 

development on water 

quality.  Therefore, it is 

imperative to go beyond 

these requirements 

to provide a greater 

level protection for 

Canandaigua Lake.

on	a	per	acre	basis,	
sediment	discharge	from	
a	construction	site	has	
been	documented	to	be	10	
times	greater	than	typical	
agricultural	land	and	1000	
times	greater	than	forest	
land	us-epa
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Modern soLutions:

due to the impact of stormwater runoff on water quality, the federal government 

through the Clean Water act, has put into place stormwater regulations (municipal 

separate storm sewer system- ms4) on local municipalities based on population. 

in 2013, the City and portions of the town of Canandaigua have now been 

included as regulated ms4s.  ms4s are populated areas that collect stormwater 

and discharge it to surface water.  The “ms4” areas of the watershed will be 

mandated to implement various measures (six minimum control measures) to 

reduce the impact from existing development to the maximum extent practical.  

however, the ms4 area is only a small portion of the watershed.  Therefore, 

implementing many of these actions across the entire watershed will help to 

reduce the impacts from existing and new development.  

green infrastruCture (gi) is an umbrella of design 

techniques that seek to mimic pre-development hydrology. By 

encouraging rain to seep into the ground where it falls, 

green infrastructure harnesses the landscape’s natural 

ability to slow runoff and filter out pollutants. Low 

impact development (Lid) designs utilize many of the 

green infrastructure techniques, but gain additional 

benefits through thoughtful design and planning. 

in contrast to traditional stormwater management, 

which collects and transports stormwater to a large 

stormwater pond; Lid and gi focuses on managing 

stormwater on an individual parcel of land in addition 

to the landscape level approach. 

techniques include rain barrels, downspout diversions, 

bio-retention areas/rain gardens, pervious pavement, 

vegetated swales, wetland and floodplain expansion, green street 

and parking lot design, green roofing, urban tree planting, minimizing the area 

disturbed for construction, utilizing grassed swales, reducing impervious surface 

coverage, along with many more approaches. 

residentiaL 

Land Cover 

in the Watershed

antis street parking Lot- bio-retention areas
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a.  partner with the City and town of Canandaigua 

along with the City of Canandaigua school district 

in complying with and exceeding the spdes permit 

requirements for municipal separate storm sewer 

systems (ms4s). specifically assist in developing 

their annual reports, stormwater management 

program plans and in implementing the six 

required minimum Control measures. Wherever 

possible, implement these measures across the entire 

watershed area.

B.  The City and town of Canandaigua have adopted 

enhanced phosphorus treatment standards for 

new development in the watershed. encourage all 

municipalities to adopt these standards for new 

development (see City and town websites for actual 

law).

C.  Continue and enhance the partnership between the 

Watershed program and municipalities in reviewing 

development plans and inspecting construction sites. 

d.  assist municipalities to inventory all stormwater ponds 

on existing developments both within and outside of 

the ms4 area and determine if maintenance is needed. 

Consider enhancements to the existing ponds that will 

increase the level of water quality treatment.

e.  Work with partners, such as soil and Water, to host 

training events for code enforcement officials, developers/

contractors, site plan reviewers and municipal employees 

on stormwater and erosion control regulations and Bmps. 

f.   increase public awareness about the impacts from 

stormwater runoff and the use green infrastructure 

techniques by distributing educational publications to 

watershed residents and public outreach efforts 

g.  Continue and enhance the highly successful storm drain 

marking program in partnership with the Canandaigua 

Lake Watershed association.

h.  partner with various entities to work with planning 

Boards and Zoning Board of appeals on important items 

to consider when reviewing plans/variances. important 

questions that need to asked and analyzed relate to: 

 •  reviewing whether the entire upstream drainage area 
was considered when conveying flow, 

 •  what are the potential downstream impacts of the 
proposal, 

 •  what are the cumulative impacts to granting approval/
variances across the watershed, 

 •  have the hardship thresholds truly been met.

strategies

1.  inCrease MuniCiPaL efforts to Better Manage storMWater froM 

existing and neW deveLoPMent

59

students installing storm drain labels.
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a.  improve regulatory protection for: steep slopes, water 

courses, floodplains, shorelines and wetlands. model laws 

have been produced to protect steep slopes and water 

courses. 

B.  incorporation of green infrastructure, low impact 

development and urban forestry designs into local laws 

and site plan review requirements for larger developments 

and single lot development along  

the lake. 

C.  develop standards for the maximum impervious surface 

coverage allowed on the developable portion of a parcel 

instead of the entire parcel, minimum parcel width of 100 

feet along shoreline and numerous additional techniques.

a.  encourage municipalities and Land trusts to prioritize open space 

projects to protect highly important lands such as streamside/gully 

areas, filter strips along roads, and wetland expansion/restoration 

projects. 

B.  Continue and enhance the use of green infrastructure and stormwater 

retrofit projects on municipal properties and private land where the 

public benefit outweighs the private benefit. green infrastructure 

projects have been implemented on antis street parking Lot, YmCa, 

Canandaigua primary school, finger Lakes Community College 

(wetland weir) and deuel road along with several other sites.

C.  Consider an incentives program for green infrastructure and Lid 

designs on existing and new development that could include expedited 

permitting, density upgrades, stormwater fee discounts (if applicable), 

tax credits, rebates, and awards. This strategy will require more 

research before implementation.  

d.  develop funding mechanisms for new green infrastructure projects, 

including stormwater management fees, grants, banking and credit 

systems. utilize funds to implement green infrastructure measures 

in another part of the watershed in order to reduce the net negative 

impact on lake water quality from new development.

2.  MuniCiPaLities and Watershed CounCiL shouLd Partner With County and 

regionaL PLanning entities to enCourage More CoMPrehensive Land use 

PLanning at the LoCaL LeveL through aPProaChes that:

3.  exPand the use of green infrastruCture ProjeCts on PuBLiC and Private 

Land aLong With utiLizing LoW iMPaCt deveLoPMent designs on Both neW 

and existing deveLoPMent

60

inadequate erosion 

and sediment control 

measures on the uphill 

portion of this steep 

slope development 

caused significant 

sediment to leave the 

site.

YmCa bio-retention area.
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excessive use or improper application of lawn fertilizers and pesticides on all properties in 

the watershed can have a negative impact on water quality. The application of fertilizers and 

pesticides near our shoreline, watercourse areas, road ditches and other water runoff conduits 

can have the greatest likelihood of getting into Canandaigua Lake. as land uses within our 

watershed continue to shift towards more urban and residential use, management of lawn 

fertilizers and pesticides becomes increasingly important in protecting and preserving water 

quality. 

the issue

4.2 LAWN ANd LANdSCAPINg 

PrACTICES

61

LaWn fertiLizers

urban and suburban runoff has been a major source of phosphorus and other 

nutrients within the Canandaigua Lake watershed: one pound of phosphorus 

entering our waterways can result in 500 pounds of aquatic plant growth! increased 

phosphorus along with the impact of Quagga mussels can create a situation 

where we see more intense harmful algal Blooms, that can cause serious health 

problems, such as liver and neurological issues. 2013 saw increased blue green 

algae in the late summer with secchi disk readings below 3 meters. in addition, 

increased aquatic plant growth has been documented throughout the 36 miles 

of shoreline area. This entire process of nutrient loading of phosphorus and the 

negative impacts on water quality is known as eutrophication and can have long 

term negative impacts on our use and enjoyment of the lake. 

PestiCide use

pesticide application can result in environmental contamination through diverse 

pathways. some pesticides are persistent for long periods of time and collect in the 

tissue of plants and animals. predators feeding on smaller prey accumulate these 

persistent pesticides. Those organisms higher up in the food chain bioaccumulate 

these toxins to a level that can alter reproductive success or cause other chronic 

toxicity problems. many questions remain about the synergistic or combined 

effects of multiple toxins and pesticides interacting in a lake environment. due to 

the substantial human health and environmental considerations, prudence dictates 

that the input of these chemicals into the lake should be minimized as much as 

possible. 

one pound of 

phosphorus entering 

our waterways can 

result in  

500 pounds 

of aquatic plant 

growth

the numbers above represent the nutrient 

concentrations in the bag of fertilizer- nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium. residents need to 

be educated to look at the middle number and 

make sure it is zero. 
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strategies

1.  iMProve eduCationaL PrograMs to reduCe fertiLizer  

and PestiCide use in the Watershed

a.  partner with Watershed association, Cornell Cooperative 

extension, and soil and Water Conservation districts 

to better coordinate and enhance educational outreach 

regarding lawn and landscape practices. The most recent 

2012 dos grant will be utilized to comprehensively 

update our educational materials. in addition, utilize a 

wide array of promotional and distribution approaches 

to connect with our constantly changing and increasing 

watershed population.

B.  promote the nYs deC fertilizer ban to the public. make 

the general public and commercial businesses aware 

of the key components of the law (www.dec.ny.gov/

chemical/67239.htm,) including:

 –  the application of any fertilizer on lawns or non-

agricultural turf is prohibited between december 1st and 

april 1st, 

 –  fertilizers containing phosphorus are not permitted 

unless clear deficiency is shown by soil testing or on new 

lawns

 –  no fertilizer spreading within 20 feet of a water body or 

on paved surfaces

C.  promote the City of Canandaigua’s 2010 turf and 

Landscape management policy (tLmp) as a policy 

for other municipalities and commercial/educational 

institutions to adopt. The policy identifies how the City 

minimizes their use of fertilizers and pesticides through 

proper irrigation, aeration, overseeding, mowing, soil 

testing and fertilizer application strategies along with 

limiting pesticide application to an average of once every 

5 years. 

d.  update Watershed Council website with easily accessed 

integrated pest management (ipm) information and 

links, including the Cornell Cooperative extension’s office 

as a “hotline” resource.

e.  partner with ms4 municipalities to distribute educational 

materials regarding ipm strategies.

f.  The Watershed association, as a citizen group, should 

consider developing a lake friendly lawn care company 

standard and work with lawn care companies to meet that 

standard. in addition, homeowners should be encouraged 

to talk with their commercial landscapers to follow the 

City’s policy of limiting pesticide usage to once every 5 

years instead of 4-5 times a year.

g.  encourage the use of rain gardens, native vegetation, 

downspout disconnection, rain barrels, cisterns, natural 

stream/shore buffers and other green infrastructure 

techniques.

2.  Monitor streaMs and the Lake  

for PestiCides

a.  partner with the deC and usgs to conduct a baseline 

water quality study for pesticides in the lake and consider 

monitoring tributaries.

3.  ProPer disPosaL of househoLd 

CheMiCaLs

a.  unused pesticides and household chemicals need to be 

properly disposed of to prevent surface and groundwater 

contamination. Work with the ontario County to hold 

more frequent household hazardous waste collection days 

to accept unused pesticides  

(see Chemical Contamination section for more details).

Use Phosphorus-Free Lawn Fertilizer  
 It’s the Law!

Most lawns in New York State do not need additional phosphorus for 

healthy growth. When you use fertilizer containing phosphorus for your 

lawn, the rain can wash it into streams, lakes and reservoirs. Fertilizer 

in water can create excess algae, plant growth and green scum that:

• Interfere with boating and swimming 
• Harm fish populations 
• degrade drinking water quality

How do you know if you are using  
phosphorus-free fertilizer? 

  

Phosphorus runoff poses a threat to water quality.  Therefore, under New York law (effective January 1, 2012),  

phosphorus-containing fertilizer may only be applied to lawns or non-agricultural turf when:
• A soil test indicates that additional phosphorus is needed for growth of a lawn or non-agricultural turf.
   or

• The fertilizer is used for newly established lawns or non-agricultural turf during the first growing season.

Visit http://www.dec.ny.gov for more information.
New York STATe DepArTmeNT of eNvIroNmeNTAl CoNServATIoN

Look for the zero.
Check the fertilizer bag for a set of three numbers;  
they represent the percentage of nitrogen, phosphorus  

and potassium. The number in the middle should be a “0.”

12-0-15
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4.3 MuNICIPAL rOAdS ANd  

hIghWAy FACILITIES

63

roadside	ditches		
can	contribute	

sediment	from	a	single	mile		
of	ditch	before	erosion		
damage	is	observable		

cornell	local	roads	program

30 tons	

the issue

road systems, highway facilities and their associated management can have major 

impacts on water quality and quantity by impacting the natural flow patterns within the 

watershed. They can also have ecological impacts by fragmenting the landscape. finally, 

road side ditches can act as pollution highways by transporting polluted runoff directly to 

streams and the lake in a very efficient manner.

There are approximately 400 miles of public roads, at least 180 miles of private roads and 

6 municipal/dot highway facilities in the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. additional 

private roads and driveways are built each year, making roads an on-going problem. The 

specific concerns associated with roads and highway facilities for the Canandaigua Lake 

watershed include roads and road side ditches, deicing salts, highway facility runoff, and 

private roads and driveways. 
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roadside drainage systeMs 

roadside drainage systems include: ditches, gutters, catch basins and culverts. These 

unintentionally impact hydrology and water quality. The roadside drainage network 

intercepts both road runoff and water from the surrounding landscape. The ditches 

then move the water and any associated pollutants rapidly to the stream networks. in 

doing so, roadside ditch networks: 

•  Act as a pollution highway for pollutants

•  Reduce the landscapes natural ability to filter pollutants and recharge groundwater, 

•  Contribute to higher peak and total flows in streams, and

•  Affect stream geomorphology and stability

roadside ditches, especially those that are not vegetated or are not artificially 

hardened, also contribute to the sediment pollution. according to the Cornell Local 

roads program, roadside ditches can contribute 30 tons of sediment from a single 

mile of ditch before erosion damage is observable and the loads from severely eroding 

ditches are obviously much higher!

de-iCing saLts

de-icing salts are widely used throughout the watershed in the winter months to 

keep our roads safe for travel. however, high salinities in runoff are associated 

with damage to vegetation and macro-invertebrates, disruptions to fish spawning, 

potential interference with the chemical and physical characteristic of the lake, 

degradation of groundwater quality, damage to pavement, and corrosion of 

metal bridges, cars and plumbing.  

MuniCiPaL highWay dePartMent faCiLities

municipal highway department facilities can be sources of 

hydrocarbons, trace metals, salts and other pollutants if 

improperly designed or managed. all highway facilities 

located in the watershed now have covered salt storage 

areas.

Private roads and driveWays

improperly built and maintained private roads and 

driveways can cause many of the same issues as 

public roads. many of these private roads/driveways 

are dirt/gravel roads can be a significant source of 

sediment, eroding during storms.

roads in the Watershed

The Canandaigua Lake 

Watershed has 

496 miles 
of roads
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a.  highway officials should work with county engineers, soil and Water 

Conservation districts and the Watershed Council on proper culvert 

sizing and the necessary environmental permits. These entities can help 

review the design storm, the material, shape and length of the culvert, the 

slope, the allowable head, erosion control, and natural channel alignment. 

B.  Work with county highway associations to host Cornell Local roads 

program training events for highways officials within the Canandaigua 

Lake Watershed. Localized training will allow the program to be catered 

to the specific needs of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. 

C.  Continually work on available grants for road and roadside ditch 

management with local, county and state highway officials.

d.  discourage ditch cleaning unless absolutely necessary. develop a ditch 

design and maintenance checklist for highway officials to encourage:

 –  mowing rather than scraping to increase capacity

 –  if scraping is necessary, schedule the work during the growing season and 

follow it immediately with hydroseeding to reduce erosion

 –  avoid v-shaped ditches; preventing over-ditching; utilizing a vegetated 

buffer between the land and the roadside ditch

strategies
1.  inCrease aCCess to eduCationaL resourCes and  

teChniCaL suPPort for LoCaL highWay offiCiaLs

a.  The Watershed manager and inspector will continue to 

regularly communicate with highway superintendents 

regarding roadside ditch erosion to identify new 

and existing erosion risks and to prioritize areas for 

increased management. 

B.  stabilize the identified highly 

eroding roadside ditch banks. 

roadside ditch banks should be 

stabilized with vegetation whenever 

possible. however, rock rip rap 

solutions may be necessary on 

severely eroding banks that have 

slopes exceeding 8%.

2.  reduCe roadside ditChes as a sourCe of 

sediMent PoLLution

potential for major roadbank erosion.

undersized and difficult for fish passage- needs to be 

embedded.
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a.  Continue to work with dr. Bruce gilman of fLCC in the monitoring the lake and its tributaries for salt concentrations to 

identify problem areas.

B.  ensure proper salt/sand mixing and loading. These areas should be indoors or contained. encourage the continued 

calibration of salting trucks and the sensible salting requires sensible driving educational program.

a.  ensure all facilities include proper monitoring, storage, clean up, and disposal of chemicals, proper floor drain design and 

maintenance.

B.  document that spill and leak prevention and response practices are in place and staff is adequately trained. verify bulk 

storage of fuel and other chemicals meet deC regulations. 

C.  treat stormwater runoff from highway facilities utilizing bio-retention areas or other filtering practices. utilize the town of 

middlesex bio-retention area as a model.

a.  encourage landowners to provide on-site management/

infiltration of stormwater runoff from impervious cover 

through green infrastructure. see the new and existing 

development section for more detailed information. 

B.  Where appropriate, encourage the use of cross culverts 

and levelers to discharge flow from roadside ditches into 

open fields, wetlands, forests, and storm water ponds 

creating diffuse rather than long concentrated flow paths. 

it is vital that water is not diverted from the natural flow 

path thus causing problems elsewhere. 

C.  utilize existing outreach to educate landowners on the 

hydrologic connectivity between roadside drainage 

network and streams. The storm drain marker program 

is one opportunity to make that connection in suburban 

areas. 

4.  reduCe the iMPaCt of de-iCing saLts on triButary Water quaLity

5.  ProPerLy Manage storMWater runoff and sPiLLs at MuniCiPaL 

highWay dePartMent faCiLities

3.  Break, Where PossiBLe, the direCt hydroLogiC ConneCtion froM the 

LandsCaPe to the roadside ditChes to the streaM netWork

66major storm caused the water to overtop dug road in naples and cause major damage and 

tremendous cost.  a proper culvert was installed to handle the flow and debris load.

undersized culvert caused substantial road bank 

flooding and re-routing of water.
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4.4 WATErCOurSE ANd ShOrELINE 

MANAgEMENT—PrOTECTINg ThE WATEr’S 

EdgE

grimes gully, an example of a natural stream channel with little disturbance.
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although watercourse (natural streams, gullies ravines, ditches 

etc… ) and shoreline erosion is a natural process that occurs in 

all watersheds, human disturbances adjacent to these natural 

systems or even in the surrounding drainage basin can result 

in erosion rates hundreds of times greater than those seen 

in naturally stable systems. Land management along the 

water’s edge and increasing impervious surfaces in the 

surrounding watershed can have a disproportionately high 

impact on water quality and habitat health. removing 

natural vegetation along streams, gullies and shorelines 

enhances erosion and allows the more efficient transport 

of pollutants from adjacent land uses to streams and 

ultimately the lake. 

Watercourses and shorelines are directly 

connected to the lake, so there is no 

room for error. disturbing the banks 

of watercourses and shorelines leads 

to increased amounts of sediment, 

phosphorus and other pollutants 

being exported, as well as the loss 

of land and damage to property. 

many of the other management 

categories deal with reducing 

pollutants from getting into the 

streams and the lake. This section 

will focus on what we need to do at 

the water’s edge.

the issue
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in the watershed.  
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WaterCourses

The Canandaigua Lake Watershed contains an estimated 

350 miles of natural watercourses with over one hundred 

direct discharge points into the lake. Watercourses are like 

our arteries and veins, transporting approximately 1/3 of all 

precipitation (approximately 43 billion gallons of water per 

year) that lands in the watershed to the lake. obviously, the 

quality of water in these systems directly affects the health of 

the lake. 

healthy streamside vegetation reduces streambank erosion, 

filters out sediment and nutrient pollution, provides wildlife 

habitat, regulates water temperatures, and supports aquatic 

food webs.  streams with severe streambank erosion and/

or a lack of natural streamside vegetation can contribute 

huge loads of sediment and pollutants to the lake. increased 

runoff from development and agricultural practices 

exacerbates these erosion problems. Thousands of residents 

in the watershed have a stream or gully on their property 

and therefore have a great influence on stream health and 

water quality. Their commitment to a healthy streamside 

will help reduce the potential of streams from becoming 

pollution highways.

project along sucker Brook- project completed with the town of Canandaigua installing toe stone protection and 

plantings on the upper two thirds of the creek.

Before

after
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Lake shoreLine

The lakeshore stretches 36 miles in length with 97% of the 

land privately owned- totaling over 1,500 parcels adjoining 

the lake with an assessed value close to $1 billion. The 

shoreline value is considered one of the highest in the nation 

with some areas of the lake assessed at $11,000 per foot of 

shoreline! The high water quality of Canandaigua Lake is 

obviously one of the main drivers that generates a large tax 

base for ontario County and the six municipalities thus 

reducing the overall tax rate. 

The shoreline area also provides critical habitat for fish, 

wildlife and aquatic plants. Water quality, for both people 

and wildlife, is affected by activities along the shoreline and 

within the overall watershed. While some erosion is natural, 

the removal of natural vegetation along the shoreline, 

installation of artificial walls that deflect wave energy, 

boating, and increased runoff all exacerbate the problem. 

establishing and protecting natural vegetation along 

shorelines can reduce shoreline erosion, provide wildlife 

habitat, improve fisheries, reduce noise pollution, provide 

privacy, and increase property value. 

to stop this erosion, shorelines were traditionally stabilized 

by hardening with vertical structures. however, these 

methods can harm habitat quality, create a barrier to wildlife 

movement, deflect wave action to cause erosion nearby and 

reduce water quality (nYs deC).

rock stabilization along an existing road was the only solution after the 

floods of 2011.  

an example of a natural shoreline.
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a.  Complete a comprehensive update of the master gis layer 

on streams within the watershed utilizing usgs stream 

stats, deC environmental mapper, field level knowledge 

and local gis datasets.

B.  Continue to conduct visual surveys of streamside and 

shoreline areas during and after storm events. focus will 

be placed on areas with known erosion problems, where 

land use/management has changed, and where there are 

citizen complaints. 

strategies
1. Monitor streaMBanks and shoreLines for erosion and LaCk of Buffers

71

2. ProteCt, restore and staBiLize streaMside areas

a.  utilizing gis, identify streamside and shoreline 

landowners throughout the watershed and provide 

educational resources on best management practices 

through mailings and field visits.

B.  Continue to partner with private landowners on stream 

improvement projects through funding and/or technical 

assistance when there will be a tangible public benefit. 

highlight the previously completed stabilization/

restoration projects on sucker Brook, vine valley, and 

naples Creek as success stories and examples for future 

projects. techniques to protect streambanks include 

vegetation plantings, rock rip-rap, in-stream rock 

diversions, and engineered solutions.

C.  encourage municipalities to use their open space funds to 

partner with landowners to establish critical streamside 

areas through conservation easements or purchasing 

land. Consider partnering with conservation groups to 

maximize funding and project success. 

d.  Work with farmers to use fencing to exclude livestock 

from streams, expand vegetated riparian buffers in fields, 

and to reduce the ditching of streams that run through 

fields and wetlands. see the agriculture section for more 

details. 

e.  encourage municipalities to adopt setback or overlay 

ordinances to reduce development in streamside areas. 

The Watercourse protection model ordinance for the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed is available for use. The 

law needs to include a definition of watercourse that 

references the federal and state definitions.

in some cases, rock is the only way to stabilize a streambank. 

however, vegetative solutions are also encouraged. 

vine valley stream project.

deC project on naples Creek.
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3. ProteCt shoreLine areas

a.  Work with local planning boards to enact laws that 

favor softer vegetative/rock approaches to shoreline 

management over hard solutions such as vertical walls. 

vertical walls transfer wave energy to adjacent properties 

exacerbating erosion issues.

B.  encourage municipalities to improve zoning 

ordinances to reduce imperious surface and limit new 

development within 100 feet of the lake. 

C.  encourage Zoning Board of appeals to refuse 

variances for stream and shoreline setbacks due to  

the cumulative impacts that individual variances 

create over time.

d.  encourage dock designs that do not contribute to 

water quality problems due to materials, maintenance 

or location. 

e.  ensure the uniform docks and moorings Law is 

uniformly enforced and variances are not granted 

throughout the six shoreline municipalities.

atwater meadows shoreline stabilization project.  project completed with the Canandaigua tennis team installing the plantings and coir rolls to 

stabilize shoreline.

example of a vegetated shoreline buffer.  photo from natural shorelines 

for inland Lakes, a publication produced by michigan sea grant and the 

michigan department of environmental Quality.
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STRATEGIES
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4.5 WETLANdS ANd FLOOdPLAINS

West river valley
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Wetlands and floodplains are critical natural Capital assets that provide vital ecosystem benefits 

to the Canandaigua Lake watershed and all its beneficiaries:

•  Reduce flooding and stream erosion by storing and slowly releasing stormwater 

•  Absorb nutrients, filter sediments and sequester some pollutants out of water 

•  Provide vitally important habitat to a wide array of fish and wildlife species

•  Help recharge groundwater

• Provide recreation and public enjoyment

•  Enhance the natural beauty of the region

the issue
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WetLand destruCtion and degradation

Currently, wetlands cover approximately 5% or slightly 

over 5,000 acres of the watershed. The us fish and Wildlife 

service and nYs deC have estimated that since colonial 

times, new York state has lost over 50% of its original 

wetland acreage, with development and agriculture as the 

two major land uses that have created this loss. development 

and agriculture play a large role in the Canandaigua Lake 

watershed so it is safe to estimate that our watershed has 

lost somewhere in the range of 5,000 acres of wetlands. 

although there is significant acreage in the state 

owned hi tor wetlands most of the wetland 

areas are privately owned. While federal 

and state regulations protect some wetlands, 

small and isolated wetlands along with wetlands 

on agricultural lands remain largely 

unprotected. protecting and expanding 

our wetland areas will help to mitigate and 

offset the negative impacts from existing 

and future human dominated land uses. 

WetLands

This map includes nYs deC wetlands and those 
identified by the natural Capital study. 

Wetlands cover 

approximately 5% or 

just over 5,000 acres 

of the watershed. 
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•  development in the floodplain, 

•  additional impervious surface in the drainage basin, 

•  increasing the efficiency of the drainage basin to shed water 
through the creation of ditches 

•  the creation of bottlenecks such as bridges and culverts. 

in addition, research by the usgs has identified that storm 

intensities have increased in the great Lakes Basin and 

may also contribute to increased frequency and intensity of 

flooding problems. Local observations by watershed staff, 

highway superintendents and others concur with this study. 

damaging floods can occur anywhere in the watershed, 

despite only a small portion of the watershed being in a 

fema mapped flood zone. in fact most of the flooding 

events that have occurred over the last few years have been 

outside mapped areas. 

humans have filled in watershed wetlands and floodplains, 

reducing their ability to provide store and treat flood flows. 

it is increasingly important that these systems are protected, 

restored and enhanced in order to help build resiliency 

against the impacts from human land use. 

fLoodPLain deveLoPMent

in terms of floodplains, only a small percentage of the 

watershed streams (mostly more urban areas) have 

floodplain mapping completed. The flood insurance rate 

maps (firms) were created by fema in the 1970s and 

1980s to identify locations that are at-risk for flooding. 

development over the last 40 years and flood events in non-

mapped areas of the watershed requires that these maps 

be updated to provide proper protection and regulation 

within the floodplain. Therefore, the current extent of 

floodplains in the watershed and their historic losses are 

largely unknown. however, we do know that during flood 

events, both mapped and unmapped streamside areas flood 

and structural damage occurs. in addition, floodplain filling 

has the unintended consequence of pushing flood waters 

downstream leading to increased flooding and erosion 

downstream and in the lake.

almost all watercourses, even the smallest gully, have 

the potential to have water flow exceed the capacity of its 

banks and thus flood adjoining areas. flooding is a natural 

event and will inevitably occur. These floods are typically 

only considered a problem when they cause damage to 

any development within the floodplain. The frequency 

and magnitude of flooding can be exacerbated by human 

activities such as: 
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naples Creek flooding parrish flats road during may 2014 storms
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Data Source: This map is 
based on FEMA floodplain 
maps.

Note: This map is intended 
for planning purposes only. 
The data layers do not have 
the accuracy to determine 
boundaries  on specific 
parcels. 

estiMated feMa fLoodzones
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a.  Complete the natural Capital project and utilize this 

information to increase public knowledge on the vast 

ecosystem services that wetlands, floodplains and other 

natural features provide the public. This will help bolster 

support for government programs on wetland and 

floodplain protection. 

B.  promote the use of municipal open space funds, grants, 

private donations along with existing incentives programs 

to protect, restore and create wetlands and floodplains. 

The Watershed Council, municipalities, nrCs, us fish 

and Wildlife service, Watershed association, Land trusts, 

ducks unlimited, national audubon, etc. should partner 

to complete these high priority projects. 

C.  encourage municipalities to proactively protect wetlands 

and floodplains through the adoption of local laws and/

or through the site plan review process. The Center for 

Watershed protection has published a model ordinance 

for wetland protection. The Canandaigua Lake Watershed 

Council produced a model stream buffer ordinance that 

could be adapted to include wetlands and floodplains. 

d.  Build partnerships with the Wetland trust and other 

organizations to encourage wetland mitigation banking 

projects in the watershed to increase the extent and 

valuable function of wetlands in the watershed. The first 

wetland mitigation project was started in the headwaters 

of hope point stream which outlets to the lake in close 

proximity to the intake pipe for the City of Canandaigua. 

This project should be used as a demonstration project 

for other mitigation projects. The goal would be to 

see a substantial net increase in wetlands within the 

Canandaigua Lake watershed.

1. ProteCt, restore and Create WetLands and fLoodPLains

strategies
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wetlands
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a.  ontario County is high on the list to get updated 

floodplain maps. however, the process has been delayed 

for years. Work with partners to get deC and fema to 

update flood zone studies and mapping. Complete the 

discovery process with fema and deC.

B.  encourage municipalities to adopt local laws that are 

beyond the minimum requirements for participation in 

the national flood insurance program. examples could 

include prohibiting development within the mapped flood 

zones, additional freeboard requirements on bridges, 

enforcing “no adverse effect” standards, incorporating 

cumulative impacts, instituting mandatory setbacks, 

etc. The nYsdeC model Local Law for flood damage 

reduction is available for adoption.

C.  host training events for local floodplain administrators 

(typically the Code officer) to enhance their ability to 

assess flood risks and enforce floodplain codes.

d.  encourage municipalities to participate in the 

Community rating 

system, which provides 

flood insurance premium 

discounts in communities that 

implement flood mitigation 

practices beyond the 

minimum requirements. This 

may become more economical 

due to increased premiums 

associated with the flood 

insurance reform act of 2012. 

 –  performing outreach 

programs to at-risk residents,

 –  providing residents with flood 

zone information on a case by 

case basis,

2. exPand fLoodPLain reguLations

 –  requiring new and improved structures located in special 

flood hazard areas to be elevated above the risk level,

 –  providing flood retention through open space 

preservation program

 –  increasing staff knowledge by enrolling select employees 

in fema training programs and requiring national 

certification in floodplain management.

e.  educate homeowners, even those located outside of the 

mapped floodplain, on flood risks, flood insurance, flood 

proofing and other flood protection measures to help 

reduce flood damages. many of the floods that occurred 

over the last few years were outside designated floodplain 

areas.
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flooding along menteth Creek near Canandaigua Lake.
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There are over 4,000 individual onsite wastewater systems serving residential and commercial 

properties and three centralized wastewater treatment facilities (village of rushville, Bristol 

harbor and hazlitt Winery) in the Canandaigua Lake watershed. When these systems and 

facilities are properly designed, installed and maintained; they are effective at treating regulated 

contaminants in human and industrial wastewater. however, if these individual systems or 

centralized facilities are not working properly, wastewater can contribute nutrients, pathogens 

and other contaminants to groundwater and surface water. even when properly functioning, 

these systems are ineffective in the treatment of many pharmaceuticals and toxic chemicals.

the issue
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4.6 WASTEWATEr MANAgEMENT

Data for the maps in this 
plan was provided by Ontario 
County and the Canandaigua 
Lake Watershed Council. 

CentraLized WasteWater CoLLeCtion and 

treatMent 

approximately 5%, or 5,000 acres, of the 109,000 acre 

watershed are served by centralized collection and treatment 

facilities (see map). The main areas that are served include 

the City of Canandaigua, ontario County’s Canandaigua 

Lake sewer district which covers the shoreline of the 

northern 1/3 of the lake and a few new larger subdivisions 

along middle Cheshire road and County road 11. 

Wastewater generated in the City of Canandaigua and the 

Canandaigua Lake sewer district flow to the Canandaigua 

Wastewater treatment plant and the treated effluent is 

discharged into the feeder Canal (outlet of lake) and does 

not enter the lake. The village of rushville Wastewater 

system discharges to the West river. Bristol harbor (private 

system) discharges to seneca point Creek. hazlitt Winery 

discharges to naples Creek. These facilities are regulated 

by nYs-deC under individual state pollution discharge 

elimination system (spdes) permits.

sanitary seWer systeMs
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onsite WasteWater systeMs

approximately 95% of the land area in the watershed is not 

served by centralized sewage collection and treatment. Thus, 

individuals living outside of these areas must provide their 

own onsite wastewater treatment system. The watershed 

has over 4,000 existing onsite wastewater systems, which 

includes conventional septic tank leach field systems, raised 

bed- sand filtration, aerobic treatment, holding tanks and 

several other technologies. 

These existing on-site wastewater systems must meet the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed rules and regulations 

(embedded in new York state public health Law) only 

after they fail or a point source “cheater pipe” is identified. 

however, the definition of failure is vague and typically 

defaults to a surface discharge of the onsite system or a 

sewage back-up into the residence. most systems that are 

inadequately treating wastewater do not manifest to the 

worst case scenario of surface discharge. Therefore, many 

systems that are not working properly go undetected for 

years and contribute elevated levels of pathogens, nutrients 

and other contaminants to groundwater and ultimately 

the lake. The highest priority systems that are inadequately 

functioning are those along the shoreline since there is no 

buffer or filtering before the groundwater flow from the 

wastewater system enters the lake. typical four bedroom 

houses can generate 600 gallons of wastewater per day. 

new onsite systems are governed by municipal code, the 

new York state department of health-geneva office, and 

the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Commission through 

the nYs public health Law, which includes appendix 75-

a.  These systems are designed with the latest standards. 

however, there are no real requirements that mandate 

maintenance of these systems, which is essential to the 

proper functioning of the onsite system and ultimately to the 

protection of water quality.

existing and new systems that are designed to have a 

capacity to treat more than 1,000 gallons a day are regulated 

by the deC. systems that are between 1,000 and 10,000 

gallons per day have little oversight by the deC, yet 

cumulatively can cause water quality problems. 

significant spdes permits are for the centralized treatment 

systems identified above and have strict water quality 

monitoring requirements. 
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the Canandaigua Lake Watershed CoMMission 

and the Watershed insPeCtor

The five municipal water purveyors in the watershed, 

the town of gorham, the villages of rushville, newark 

and palmyra and the City of Canandaigua, make up the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed Commission and have had a 

set of rules and regulations for the watershed since 1953. The 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed Commission relies upon the 

work of the Watershed inspector to help reduce the impacts 

of wastewater on water quality. The Watershed inspector 

provides thorough and consistent oversight to onsite systems 

throughout the entire watershed, keeping impacts of onsite 

systems to a fraction of what they could potentially be. 

in 2010 alone, the Watershed inspector conducted 50 

inspections of existing systems for deed/property transfer, 

reviewed dozens of plans for new systems, and conducted 

16 onsite meetings with property owners and engineers. 

additionally, he assisted with the tracking and maintenance 

of more than 250 non-traditional systems. The Watershed 

inspector’s work has identified potential sources of water 

quality impairments and helped fix them. for example, 55 

violations of onsite systems were found from 2005 to 2012 

and all were fixed. The Canandaigua Lake watershed is 

fortunate to have a full time Watershed inspector that has 

created and implemented a program that is used as a model 

for other watersheds in new York state. The Watershed 

inspector works with the nYs- department of health 

geneva office along with local code enforcement officers in 

the enforcement of the rules and regulations.

The Watershed rules and regulations are dated and have 

gaps that do not provide for comprehensive protection of 

the watershed. for many years, the Commission worked 

with new York state to update the rules and regulations. 

however, the state did not move forward on making these 

changes to the law. instead, the department of health 

encouraged the Watershed Commission to work with 

watershed municipalities to strengthen their own laws. Based 

on this new reality, the Watershed Commission adopted a 

more pro-active management approach; it restructured its 

bylaws to allow for implementation of actions not currently 

governed by the rules and regulations and more closely 

partnered with the Watershed Council to aid in watershed 

protection.

The goal of the following strategies is to move the inspection 

program to more of a management of onsite systems in 

the watershed. This is consistent with epa onsite system 

management recommendations. 

dye testing is one of many tools used to determine onsite wastewater 

system failures. 
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strategies

1.  enCourage MuniCiPaLities to strengthen onsite WasteWater systeM 

ruLes and reguLations

a.  encourage all watershed municipalities to adopt a local 

law that calls for the inspection of onsite wastewater 

treatment systems during the time of property deed 

transfer. as of 2013, the towns of gorham and south 

Bristol have adopted this law. This law needs to be 

updated to reference the inspection protocol established 

by the onsite training network. numerous other 

counties and municipalities require this throughout new 

York state.

B.  encourage municipalities to improve design requirements 

for new onsite systems and for repairs/upgrades to 

existing systems through the following:

 •  Require a minimum design flow of 150 gpd/bedroom for 
shoreline properties and 130 gpd/bedroom for all other 

properties.

 •  Prohibit a reduction in total trench length of innovative 
systems, such as atus, for shoreline properties. review 

total trench length for innovative systems for all upland 

properties.

 •  Require a minimum depth of the absorption system 
following atu or microbial inoculator generator of 2 

feet depth of usable soil.

 •  Partner with the Watershed Inspector to develop 
enforceable annual maintenance requirements for all 

enhanced treatment units.

 •  Ensure the required annual maintenance of all 
enhanced treatment units occurs, with records sent to 

the Watershed inspector at the time of maintenance 

and application of enforcement mechanisms when 

maintenance does not occur.

C.  Before granting building permits or going through the 

site plan review process, municipalities should verify the 

location and suitability of on-site septic systems through 

the Watershed inspector. 

d.  encourage municipalities to consider requiring an 

inspection every 5 years for onsite systems within 200 

feet of the lake and require all inspectors to use the 

standardized onsite training network (otn) inspection 

protocol. The Cayuga County health department 

requires a greater frequency of inspections at the lake and 

also requires periodic inspections throughout the county.

e.  Consider a local law that requires shoreline residences 

that are rented on a continual basis to verify that the 

maximum occupancy is also based on the hydraulic load 

to the onsite wastewater treatment system. 

f.  formalize the relationship between the Watershed 

inspector and the municipalities on implementation and 

enforcement of stricter onsite system codes.

digging up a failed onsite wastewater system. 
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2.  finaLize and Maintain a sPatiaL dataBase  

on onsite systeMs in the Watershed

a.  finish converting all records of onsite system locations, 

types and inspection results into a spatial database in gis. 

a spatial database of the onsite systems would assist the 

Watershed inspector and manager to target inspections 

and outreach and would aid in the tracking of onsite 

inspections,violations, and upkeep. 

a.  Continue to provide the department of state approved 

realtor workshops through the soil and Water 

Conservation district and Watershed Commission. 

specifically, encourage onsite system inspections prior 

to purchase and for alternative systems, encourage 

discussions of the annual maintenance agreement 

requirements.

B.  Conduct educational workshops for onsite system owners. 

all workshops will follow the onsite training network 

framework (otn). The current Watershed inspector is 

a certified instructor for the otn and could conduct 

trainings.

3.  eduCate LandoWners on ProPer  

onsite systeM use and MaintenanCe

B.  Work with property owners and authorized 

manufacturer representatives to track all enhanced 

treatment onsite systems. Work with local haulers 

and plumbers to improve tracking of maintenance 

for traditional septic systems.

C.  send educational mailings to onsite system owners, 

utilizing the gis database. information should include 

upcoming workshops, proper maintenance, and 

recommendations for inspections. 

d.  Conduct targeted outreach to enhanced treatment unit 

owners to ensure annual maintenance is performed. a list 

of these owners could be obtained from the new database. 

e.  Create a list of funding opportunities for economically-

disadvantaged onsite owners and distribute. The Bishop 

sheen foundation and the keuka housing foundation are 

two organizations that currently serve the watershed. 

peat moss alternative septic system.
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a.  provide technical assistance to the village of naples 

where appropriate. Currently, the village does not have 

a sewer or wastewater treatment facility. however, they 

hope to install a collection system and retrofit hazlitt’s 

wastewater treatment facility to allow treatment of 

municipal waste. The Watershed Council, the Watershed 

Commission, and numerous other stakeholders will 

provide technical guidance throughout the research and 

implementation process.

B.  provide technical assistance to the village of rushville 

where appropriate. The village of rushville has a 

collection system and wastewater treatment plant. They 

hope to conduct an inflow and infiltration study to 

determine where non-wastewater flow is entering the 

system during storm events. reducing i&i will help the 

system to function properly during storm events. 

C.  Work with municipalities on any future sewer collection 

system expansion and centralized wastewater treatment 

projects. 

d.  encourage ontario County to allow connection to out of 

district users along the existing sewer district boundaries.

5.  Continue and enhanCe CoLLaBoration BetWeen the  

Watershed PrograM and the deC for sPdes faCiLities.

a.  ensure the Watershed inspector has access to all spdes 

facility sampling data, including those that  

are not required by law to be publicly available.

B.  Coordinate enforcement and remediation of spdes 

permit violations with deC and doh.

6.  Prevent Water ContaMination froM 

disPosing PharMaCeutiCaLs and 

toxiC suBstanCes in toiLets, sinks and 

storMWater drains

a.  Continue to review the science on pharmaceutical, 

cosmetics, cleaning products and toxic substances in 

home wastewater and incorporate information into 

educational programs.

B.  partner with the various community groups that host and 

advertise pharmaceutical drop offs within the watershed.

C.  encourage additional household hazardous waste drop 

offs at the ontario County Landfill.

d.  encourage commercial sellers of pharmaceuticals, 

cleaning products, and toxic substances to post 

educational materials on proper disposal in their stores.

4.  iMProve and extend CentraLized WasteWater CoLLeCtion  

and treatMent Where aPProPriate

The NYS Troopers Office in Ontario 

County (on 332) now has a 24/7 secure 

pharmaceutical dropbox.
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agriculture is an important part of the Canandaigua Lake watershed, supporting the economy, 

providing local food sources, preserving open space, providing a reduced cost of community 

services and maintaining the rural character that makes this region so special. approximately 

one-third of the watershed land is currently in some form of agricultural production and 

includes dairies, beef cattle, vegetable production, vineyards and large amounts of corn. 

the issue
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4.7 AgrICuLTurE

agricultural operations can also be a significant contributor 

of sediment, nutrients, pathogens and pesticides to the 

Lake if the proper measures are not put in place both at 

the barnyard and field level. The inherent and necessary 

nature of working the land to grow our food requires that 

large areas of land need to be disturbed to plant various 

crops. agricultural fields can be particularly vulnerable to 

problems immediately after planting as traditional tillage 

practices leave the soil completely bare until crop emergence. 

as important, some of today’s higher value cash crops 

(corn, beans, and other vegetable crops) can also have little 

protection from erosion during the growing season- thus 

leaving these areas open to erosion for extended periods of 

time during the associated higher intensity storm events. 

Combined with these realities is that there are over a 350 

miles of streams and hundreds of miles of road side ditches 

that cross or run alongside agricultural land before entering 

Canandaigua Lake. Both streams and roads can act as 

“pollution highways”, efficiently transporting runoff and 

pollutants such as nutrients, sediments, pathogens and 

pesticides from a field or barnyard area directly to the lake. 

implementing a wide array of agricultural best management 

practices at both the farmstead and field level can greatly 

reduce pollutant loads from agriculture. 

Certain areas of the watershed are seeing an increase in both 

the number of farms and acreage devoted to agricultural 

production. Corn and soybean prices have allowed 

marginal lands to be profitable, thus encouraging additional 

production in the watershed. in addition, there continues to 

be an influx of mennonites to the region. This population 

does not traditionally participate in government programs. 

new approaches that meet the cultural requirements of the 

growing mennonite population need to be explored to try to 

reduce field level and barnyard area issues.
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existing PrograMs:

The soil and Water Conservation district and the natural resource 

Conservation service both provide financial and technical support to farmers 

to reduce erosion and protect water quality. The ontario and Yates County 

soil and Water Conservation districts have brought in over $2 million 

in nY state aem grant monies over the past 10 years. Both districts 

are considered leaders across the state in the implementation of aem 

programs. nrCs has been successful in gaining farmer participation in 

several federal programs including: environmental Quality incentives 

program, Conservation reserve program, and Conservation reserve 

enhancement program.

These two agencies utilize standardized agricultural best management 

practices, which are techniques aimed at reducing the environmental 

impact of agriculture while maintaining or increasing productivity. 

There is substantial farmer participation in the program, making the 

agricultural program in this watershed a leader in new York state. 

many of the projects that have been implemented over the last ten 

years focused on solving problems associated with barnyard 

areas or other areas where animals tend to concentrate such 

as heavy use laneways and fencing off streams. These have 

been high quality projects with tangible water quality 

benefits. some of the projects have focused on creating and 

implementing Comprehensive nutrient management plans to 

better manage the use of synthetic fertilizers and 

manure on farm fields. several projects have 

made substantial changes to reducing field 

level erosion.

however, based on the water 

quality monitoring program, visual 

observations during storm events, and 

communication between watershed, nrCs 

and district personnel; there are 

still significant field level runoff/

erosion issues that require 

enhanced management. The 

goal of the following strategies 

is to continue many of the 

existing programs and find new 

and innovative ways through public 

private partnerships to work with our 

agricultural community to promote 

field production and protect water 

quality.

agriCuLturaL 

Lands in the 

Watershed
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strategies

1.  ProMote and Partner on the PrograMs offered By soiL and Water 

Conservation distriCts and naturaL resourCe Conservation serviCe

a.  encourage farms through the sWCd and nrCs to adopt 

healthy soil management practices. soil health is achieved 

through a mixture of practices including reduced tillage, 

crop rotations and installation of a mixture of cover crops. 

a healthy soil will infiltrate more runoff water and have 

higher crop yields.

B.  explore avenues of communication and promote use 

of best management practices and projects that are 

compatible with the interests of the growing mennonite 

population in the watershed. 

C.  Continue to support the soil and Water Conservation 

districts and farmers in applying for grant funding. Create 

additional financial incentives to enhance  

farmer participation and improve grant competitiveness 

such as:

 •  Work with private donors to help fund a portion of the 
farmer’s share

 •  Where appropriate and public benefit can be easily 
identified, utilize Watershed Council funds to help pay 

for a portion of the farmer’s share on grant awards 

d.  encourage sWCd and nrCs to showcase the large 

number and geographic extent of best management 

practices implemented through maps and educational 

programs. in addition reinvigorate the voluntary 

agricultural program Committee, consisting of watershed 

farmers and the lake friendly farm program.

e.  encourage farmers to come into compliance with highly 

erodible Lands and tolerable soil loss requirements for 

their fields through best management practices. nrCs 

will play a critical role in assisting farmers to meet these 

requirements. 

f.  encourage Cafos and other operations that spread 

liquid manure on fields to take substantial precautions 

before applying within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. 

discourage winter spreading of manure and spreading 

when weather forecasts call for potential thunderstorms. 

encourage, Cafo operators, deC, sWCd and private farm 

planners to mandate liquid applications be incorporated the 

same day that it is spread. 

g.  encourage farmers to stay 100 feet away from watercourses 

and roadside ditches when spreading manure even if there 

is a vegetative buffer or same day incorporation. Current 

regulations require a 35 foot setback if there is a vegetative 

buffer and 15 foot setback if it is incorporated within 24 

hours.

h.  When farmers are unwilling to work within the 

standardized aem and nrCs programs or the project 

can’t meet their 25 year storm event design requirements: 

utilize private, Watershed Council and municipal funding 

to complete worthy projects that can provide some level of 

water quality protection. 

grassed waterway on an agricultural field, 
a technique used to reduce erosion
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a.  encourage municipalities to use their open space funds 

to protect critical streamside and roadside buffers, to 

separate active agriculture from these pollution highways. 

Consider partnering with conservation groups to 

maximize funding and project success. 

B.  Continue to promote various funding opportunities 

for vegetative buffers and distribute to local producers 

through nrCs, fsa and soil and Water Conservation 

districts.

C.  Work with farmers to reduce the ditching 

of streams through farm fields and wetland 

areas. ditching reduces the hydrological 

connection to the surrounding landscape 

which can increase downstream flooding and 

water quality impacts. if ditching is absolutely 

necessary for the farm operation, seed the 

banks immediately to reduce erosion. 

2.  ProMote Buffers BetWeen agriCuLturaL Lands and 

adjaCent streaMs and roadside ditChes
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d.  restore the hydrologic connection of streams to their 

wetlands that are downstream of farm field areas. utilize 

weir systems and shallow berms to maintain the base flow 

condition, but allow runoff to be temporarily captured by 

the wetland area during storm events in order to improve 

water quality and reduce downstream flooding. grant 

funds will be used in the sucker Brook watershed to 

enhance wetland systems to meet these goals. 

roads and streams cutting 
through ag lands can act as 
runoff pollution highways 
if not properly buffered and 
protected.

Lack of vegetated buffer between a field and a ditch. 
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STRATEGIES
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4.8 IN LAkE ISSuES: INvASIvE SPECIES, 

hArMFuL ALgAL BLOOM ANd FISh kILL 

MANAgEMENT

invasive species, harmful algal blooms and fish kills are caused by natural 

conditions combined with human influence. These issues can disrupt 

aquatic ecosystems and can impact human health. even when contributions 

from natural factors dominate over human factors, active management 

may still be necessary to protect the many uses of the lake. Changes in our 

climate can accelerate the spread of invasive species, intensify harmful algal 

blooms and create conditions that could increase fish die off events. 

the issue
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invasive	species	are	
plants	and	animals	
that	occur	outside	
their	natural	range	
due	to	human	
influence	and		
cause	net	harm	to	
the	environment,		
the	economy	and	
human	health.
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invasive sPeCies

invasive species can enter the finger Lakes region through multiple 

pathways. The great Lakes Watershed has 4.2 million small boats, and 

Canandaigua Lake alone has over 4000 power/sail boats that may be used 

on other waterbodies. moving boats from waterbody to waterbody can 

move invasive species if they are not properly cleaned before each use. in 

addition, the canal system in the area and roadside ditches increase the 

connectedness of waterbodies, which facilitates movement of invasive 

species.  The Canandaigua Lake Watershed already has some established 

aquatic invasive species, but is threatened by many others (see table below). 

terrestrial species of concern in the area include giant hogweed, Japanese 

knotweed, purple loosestrife, garlic mustard, swallow worts, emerald ash 

borer, and hemlock wooly adelgid. a much larger list of invasive species can 

be found at http://www.nyis.info/index.php?action=israt. 

once invasive species are established and widespread, they are nearly 

impossible to eradicate. some management techniques can lessen the 

impacts of the established invasive species. however, preventing the 

establishment of new invaders is key. additionally, early detection of new 

arrivals provides the opportunity to manage the species while eradication is 

still possible. rapid response to a new arrival also helps minimize the spread 

of the invasive species. 

EsTabLishEd PoTEnTiaL

Zebra mussels hydrilla

Quagga mussels European frogbit

asian clams brittle naiad

Eurasian watermilfoil bloody red shrimp

Water chestnut  Round goby 

Curly-leaf pondweed asian carp  
 (silver and bighead)

Fishhook waterflea Spiny waterflea
Mosquito fern Viral hemorrhagic septicemia 
 (Vhs) disease

Common carp

European rudd

Furunculosis disease

starry stonewort
Water Chestnut locations in the West river.
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fish die off

fish die offs are when large numbers of fish die in 

the lake over a limited amount of time. Both 2013 

and 2014 experienced a higher than average fish 

die off that caused concern throughout the lake 

community. die offs are typically natural, but can be 

exacerbated by human impacts. Based on the Cornell 

fish pathology Lab research and deC analysis, 2013 

was a perfect example of a combination of natural 

factors that can cause fish die offs in Canandaigua 

Lake including: spawning and post spawning stress 

along with quick weather/water temperature changes 

that can allow common fish bacteria (Furunculosis 

and Columnaris) to quickly move through the fish 

community.  

When high concentrations of dead fish remain in the 

lake, they can pose a threat to the health of people 

swimming. also, if the fish kill was caused by a 

disease, leaving the dead fish in the water can facilitate 

continued spread of the disease throughout the fish 

community. 
91

harMfuL aLgaL BLooMs

most algae do not impact human health. however, 

certain types of blue green algae (such as Microcystis), 

are capable of producing toxins. When the 

concentrations of these algae are high enough, they 

can pose a risk to human, pet, and wildlife health. The 

health threat depends on the type of toxin produced 

and level of exposure, but can range from skin rashes 

to liver and neurological problems. 

it is well understood that increased nutrient loading 

from the surrounding watershed directly impacts 

algae levels. however, research around the country 

is trying to determine what conditions trigger the 

development and release of the toxins in these algae. 

federal or nYs guidelines on safe concentrations 

of blue green algae have not yet been established, 

though they are underway. in 2013 and in previous 

years, Canandaigua Lake has experienced increased 

algal concentrations dominated by blue- green algae. 

in late august of 2013, secchi disk readings dropped below 3 meters, raw water turbidity doubled (algae based) 

and samples analyzed by dr. Bruce gilman documented that Microcystis was dominant algae in the water. The 

increasing dominance of Quagga mussels along with runoff events has created the conditions for blue-green algae 

to continue to dominate the algal bio-mass. minimizing phosphorus into the lake will be the only manageable 

way to curtail blue green algae levels.

long-term mean annual  
algal abundance
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an example of a fish kill on the lake.
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a.  partner with fLCC to be the liaison with the finger Lakes 

partnership for regional invasive species management 

(prism), the nY invasive species research institute and 

other local organizations to understand invasion risks.

B.  Continue and enhance the level of research for early 

detection of invasive species, partnering with fLCC, 

deC and other interested entities. hotspots such as boat 

launches and marinas should be monitored throughout 

the summer season. emphasis will continue to be placed 

on hydrilla, which was recently found in Cayuga Lake. 

The hydrilla task force on Cayuga Lake will serve as an 

example.

C.  Create a group of trained volunteers to monitor for 

invasive species, collaborating with the Watershed 

association, soil and Water, finger Lakes Community 

College, marinas, angler associations, and boating 

associations. The hydrilla hunter program on Cayuga 

Lake will serve as an example.

d.  Continue and enhance the current efforts to monitor and 

eradicate Water Chestnut from the West river.

1.  estaBLish an earLy deteCtion and raPid resPonse  

ProtoCoL for invasive sPeCies in Canandaigua Lake

strategies

hydrilla has not yet been found in Canandaigua Lake but is a great concern because it is found in the finger Lakes. 
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a.  promote the local coordination and leadership of the 

Watercraft steward program, which places invasive 

species educators/inspectors at boat launches throughout 

the finger Lakes. funding has been eliminated at the 

federal level. advocate to the state and federal government 

for permanent funding for the program. if funding is 

not reinstated than work at the local level with the fLi, 

Watershed association and fLCC to utilize local stewards 

at public launches. 

B.  put signage on boat cleaning techniques at all boat 

launches and at points of interest on the forthcoming 

water trail. The deC recommends checking for invasive 

species, cleaning visible mud, plants, and debris, draining 

all water from the boat and other equipment, drying the 

boat and equipment completely before use in another 

waterbody, and disinfecting the boat and equipment. 

2. Prevent the sPread of invasive sPeCies froM reCreation

C.  evaluate the need and feasibility of installing washing 

stations and invasive species disposal containers at boat 

launches and marinas. evaluate the Lake george park 

Commission invasive species program and determine if it 

can be adapted to Canandaigua Lake.

d.  Conduct outreach and education on invasive species to 

area residents. focus on lakefront property owners, public 

access points, angler groups, bait shops, pet shops and 

renters. utilize mailings, the Lake reporter, websites, and 

annual meetings.

Cleaning boats of aquatic vegetation is one way to stop the spread of invasive species.  photo from nYs deC
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a.  Work with deC, doh, local municipalities, and sunY-

esf to maintain and enhance an algal bloom monitoring 

protocol for toxins. This should include standardizing 

water sample collection methods, setting water quality 

thresholds for harmful algal blooms, and communicating 

with the public. 

B.  utilizing the growing body of scientific research, ensure 

watershed management is addressing factors that increase 

algal blooms, including nutrient inputs. multiple chapters 

in this management plan address these factors.	

a.  host a meeting with all relevant parties and review 

the 2013 and 2014 fish kill and determine if there is an 

appropriate level of government responsibility for fish kill 

response. include all municipalities, watershed program 

staff, nYs deC, nYs department of health, ontario and 

Yates County emergency management, ontario and Yates 

County public health, and ontario County Landfill.

B.  determine thresholds for governmental involvement in 

fish kill management. Before thresholds are exceeded, 

develop a plan for fish collection and disposal. Locate 

centralized sites for collecting fish from the public, 

trucks for hauling the fish from collection sites, and 

final disposal or composting sites for the fish. establish 

agreements with the necessary parties prior to fish kills.

C.  develop educational materials for the public on safe fish 

collection and disposal, thresholds for reporting fish kills 

to deC, and angling practices that reduce the spread of 

fish diseases. 

3. deveLoP ProtoCoL for Monitoring and Managing harMfuL aLgaL BLooMs

4. deveLoP a fish kiLL aCtion PLan

94

dead fish in 2013 washing up along the north shore of 

Canandaigua Lake.
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4.9 rECrEATION
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Thousands of area residents and tourists are attracted to Canandaigua Lake for sightseeing, 
swimming, fishing, and boating as well as enjoying its natural beauty. tourism and recreation 
associated with the lake bring in millions of dollars to the local economy each year. The natural 
capital provided by the lake is one of the main economic engines that drives the overall local 
economy. 

While recreation is a positive use of the lake for the community overall, overuse can have 
negative impacts including degradation of water quality, habitat impacts, increased conflicts 
of various uses of the lake, decreased boating safety, and noise and aesthetic impacts. specific 
concerns for Canandaigua Lake include congestion from boating, discharge of pollutants 
from marinas and boats, competing uses that decrease the overall quality of the recreational 
experience for more passive uses and limited public access points.

the issue
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Boating

Boating on Canandaigua Lake is extremely popular and 

includes the various activities of tubing/waterskiing, fishing, 

sailing, sightseeing, along with personal watercrafts/jetskis. 

The 2010 Canandaigua Lake peak Boat use inventory and 

Carrying Capacity report (olvany et. al.) documented 

that over 4000 power/sail boats have access to the lake 

with approximately 659 to 974 operating on peak use days 

(summer weekends). access points include two state boat 

launches, five commercial marinas, various lakeside town 

house/condo communities and over 1,500 parcels. The 

report, endorsed by the Watershed Council, recommends 

that the carrying capacity for boats on the lake, defined as 

the number of boats that can be operated on the lake without 

compromising the lake’s multiple uses, aesthetic enjoyment, 

natural beauty and environmental quality, should be in the 

range of 15 to 20 acres/ boat. in the northern 1/3 of the lake, 

the estimated boat density is approximately 5.7 to 7.9 acres/

boat during peak use times. The southern 2/3 of the lake, 

the boat density is approximately 19 – 27 acres/boat. The 

report does not recommend trying to actively reduce the 

current number of boats that can access the lake, but does 

recommend not increasing access for the more intensive uses 

of the lake such as power boating especially at the north end 

of the lake.

The growing population in the region will undoubtedly 

increase boat densities and increase congestion problems, 

including pollution, noise, waves, crowding, and 

infringement on privacy. Cumulatively, these impacts 

degrade the overall quality of recreational experiences and 

reduce compatibility among the many different types of use 

of the lake. reducing the impact of users on one another will 

improve recreational opportunities on the lake. 
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Water quaLity

Boating can contribute to water quality concerns in the lake. 

motorized boats, along with marinas and fueling stations, 

can contribute hydrocarbons and other motor fluids to the 

lake. a study in partnership with a sunY-esf doctoral 

student was conducted on the lake in 2010, comparing 

hydrocarbon levels prior to peak boating hours (morning) 

near kershaw Beach with water quality on the same day 

during peak boating hours (late afternoon). hydrocarbon 

levels were very low in the morning. however, water quality 

at peak boating times actually approached state pollution 

standards for some hydrocarbons. 

additional pollution issues associated with boating include: 

•  boat induced waves eroding shorelines and stirring up 
bottom sediment. 

•  A lack of public bathroom facilities leads to the use of the 
lake as a bathroom. 

•  boats can move invasive species into and out of 
Canandaigua Lake. once established, invasive species can 

be very costly and difficult to eradicate. 
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Marinas

marinas are a key access point for the public that do not own 

shoreline properties. They also provide a valuable service to 

the boating community through their sales, fuel stations, 

boat cleaning and repair business. There are 5 commercial 

marinas on the lake (2013) that provide service to the public. 

The main potential impacts from marinas include: fuel 

spills during filling operations, boat washing activities, fuel 

storage, and stormwater runoff from the impervious areas 

of the marina. it is critical that we work with our marinas to 

reduce their potential impact.

kershaw park on a busy summer day
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iMProving PuBLiC aCCess

over 97% of the Canandaigua Lake shoreline is 

privately owned. ensuring the public has access to the 

lake and the associated recreational opportunities is 

therefore a priority. The Watershed Council received 

a grant to partner with multiple organizations to 

build the Canandaigua Lake Water trail, which will 

increase use of the lake by canoe and kayakers. The 

Water trail will include mapped canoe and kayak 

routes and launching sites, along with the location 

of historic, cultural and ecological destinations near 

these routes. to initiate the water trail, two new non-

motorized public access points will be built, canoe and 

kayak routes will be mapped, and educational kiosks 

will be installed. 
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sWimming BeaChes

five public swimming areas are located around 

the lake including kershaw swim Beach at the 

north end, deep run and vine valley on the east 

side, and onanda and Butler parks on the west 

side of Canandaigua Lake. The town and City of 

Canandaigua parks and recreation departments 

generate revenue from day use and seasonal pass fees 

for access to the swim beaches at onanda park and 

kershaw, respectively. 

The July-september 2012 kershaw swim Beach closure 

during the clean-up of buried material resulted in lost 

revenue for the City of Canandaigua and impacted the 

hundreds of residents and visitors who typically utilize 

the beach for swimming access on a daily basis. swim 

beaches are important areas to continue to monitor 

for water quality as they provide access to literally 

hundreds of people around the lake on any given 

summer day.

•  Kershaw Swim Beach Remediation: The discovery of 
a tar-like substance at kershaw swim Beach at the 

north end of Canandaigua Lake during the summer 

of 2012 has brought the issue of toxic substances to 

the forefront of water quality protection within the 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed. Through a research 

partnership with dr. John hassett of sunY esf, 

the tar-like substance was identified as remnants of 

very old lubricating oil, possibly crank case oil,  in 

the bottom of the drums that were buried in this 

area back in the 1920’s. to remediate this problem, 

the existing sand beach was excavated down to the 

native clay layer and replaced with new, clean sand. 

monitoring wells were put in place for continued 

assessment of water quality in the area. 
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a.  periodically assess water quality in the kershaw swim 

Beach area utilizing the monitoring wells installed at 

the northeast corner of the remediation area. The City, 

deC, doh and Watershed Council will partner on this 

assessment.

B.  each of the respective operators of the public swimming 

beaches will continue to monitor water quality at their 

a.  develop Water trail plan for Canoes and kayaks 

and other non-motorized use of the lake. organize 

the Water trail Committee, which will include local 

municipalities, recreation groups, the finger Lakes 

visitor’s Connection, local businesses, the finger 

Lakes Land trust, the national parks service, new 

York state parks, and other interested entities. Work 

with the Committee to create and promote the use of the 

Water trail, including locating the routes, identifying 

destination points, installing new public access points 

and educational kiosks, creating Water trail maps, 

resolving infrastructure and legal issues, and distributing 

promotional materials.

B.  strictly enforce the number of boat slips allowed under 

the uniform docks and moorings Law and have periodic 

meetings with the six shoreline enforcement officers to 

ensure the law is being uniformly enforced. 

C.  encourage ontario and Yates sheriff’s office to increase 

enforcement of noise and speed violations. The speed 

limit is 20 mph at night, 45 mph during daylight and 5 

mph within 200 feet of the shoreline or any structure. 

d.  strictly scrutinize projects that would promote additional 

boat access, especially in the northern third of the lake, 

which would further exceed the peak Boat use Carrying 

Capacity of the lake.

a.  advertise the existing boat pump stations and possibly 

construct more pump stations along the lake shore.

B.  Consider constructing public docks for transient use 

access at the north end area to more easily access public 

restrooms and commercial facilities from the lake.

C.  encourage boat owners to keep engines in proper 

running order to prevent fuel and motor fluid leaks 

along with encouraging low impact uses in the West 

river and hi-tor Wetlands. utilize public boat 

launches to distribute materials to boat owners. 

d.  educate the public on how to prevent the spread of 

invasive species and fish diseases. see the invasive species, 

harmful algal Blooms and fish kill section for more 

details. 

areas, especially for elevated fecal coliform and blue-green 

algae levels. The Watershed Council can act as a local 

clearinghouse on this information and notify the deC 

and doh about elevated bacteria and/or algae in the lake. 

C.  Consider larger setbacks from public beaches for boaters, 

especially at kershaw Beach where hundreds of boats 

congregate on busy weekends.

1. ensure safe Water quaLity for PuBLiC sWiMMing BeaChes

3.  inCrease CoMPatiBiLity aMong 

different reCreationaL uses and 

iMProve safety

2.  reduCe the iMPaCt of Boating on Water quaLity 

and iMPortant eCosysteMs

strategies
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high tor Wetlands
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a.  verify that all marinas around the lake are meeting 

their multi-sector state pollution discharge elimination 

permit requirements.

B.  Work with the deC to conduct a workshop for marina 

operators and provide educational material on best 

management practices. specifically, address the following:

a.  support projects in the naples Creek Complex to 

protect and enhance fish habitat that sustain naturally 

reproducing lake trout, rainbow trout and other 

associated fishing opportunities. 

 • Fuel station maintenance and operation 

 • Facility cleaning and maintenance

 • Boat washing, specifically power-washing 

 • Boat maintenance activities

 • Lake-friendly winterizing 

 • Storm water management

C.  encourage marina owners to post educational material 

and/or host workshops for members on lake friendly 

boating practices.

B.  Complete study of the near shore littoral zone to identify 

high quality habitat areas and promote their protection to 

the public and fishing groups.

4. ensure Marinas are not ContriButing to Water quaLity ProBLeMs

5.  ProteCt iMPortant fish haBitat in Canandaigua Lake and 

the naPLes Creek CoMPLex

100

trout derby
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STRATEGIES

4.10 LAkE LEvEL MANAgEMENT

floods of 2011- deC boat launch- south end of the lake.
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With 10,553 acres of lake surface area and 

depths reaching 276 feet; Canandaigua 

Lake can hold up to 433 billion gallons 

of water. This may seem like an infinite 

resource, however relatively small changes 

in lake level can have impacts on the 

various users of the lake. potential impacts 

include: wetland/wildlife impacts on hi-tor 

wetland complex, recreational impacts on 

ingress and egress for boaters from docking 

systems and launches, flooding and erosion 

impacts along the shoreline and possible 

impacts to water supply withdrawal. 

Therefore, making sure the lake level is 

properly managed to meet these multiple 

uses is important.

the issue

102

Lake water flooding a low lying home during the floods of 2011.
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WaTER PuRVEyoR daiLy MaxiMuM 
 WiThdRaWaL
 (MiLLion gaLLons/day)

City of Canandaigua 6.0 (annual avg)

Town of gorham 1.5

Village of newark 4.0

Village of Palmyra 3.0

Village of Rushville 0.96

bristol harbor 0.255

Total 15.715

estimated	daily	inflows	in	millions	of	gallons		
to	canandaigua	lake	from	2000	to	2007	for	three	time	categories.

in-charge. substantial snowmelt or precipitation events 

may raise lake levels beyond the drawdown capacity of 

the outlets creating a substantial flooding situation (1972, 

2011). Conversely, droughts may reduce lake levels below 

the guide Curve, even with minimum flow through the 

outlets. Therefore, the City manages the lake level based on 

the guide Curve along with short and long term weather 

forecasts in mind.

The lake level on any given day is dependent on the balance 

of inflows to the lake and outflows from the lake. This 

balance changes throughout the seasons. The lake levels are 

highest in the spring due to rain and snowmelt events. The 

levels then decline through the summer and fall, reaching 

the lowest level in the winter to provide storage for the next 

year’s flows. 

The City of Canandaigua was given authority to manage 

the lake levels by the state of new York in 1886 and does 

so by opening and closing the outlet gates. The City of 

Canandaigua utilizes the guide Curve, which is a tool 

developed by multiple local, state and federal agencies in the 

1980s to balance the multiple lake level dependent uses. The 

guide Curve helps preserve high quality experiences for all 

users of the lake, balancing the needs of boating, fishing, 

swimming, habitat, and drinking water. The guide Curve 

calls for a lake level to range from  

686.90 to 688.5 feet above sea level or 1.6 feet throughout the 

year.

although the City has some control over the lake level 

during certain times of year, mother-nature is ultimately 
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The water purveyors 
each are allocated 
a daily maximum 
withdrawal.  These 
allocations ensure that 
public water supply does 
not have a significant 
impact on lake levels. 
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infLoWs

Water falls on the lake directly as precipitation (~2.7 feet). 

in addition, approximately 1/3 of the precipitation that falls 

in the watershed enters the lake through direct runoff and 

through the 100s of small and large streams and gullies that 

outlet to the lake. 

outfLoWs

Canandaigua Lake has two outlets. The Canandaigua outlet 

is the main outlet, which flows through Lagoon park. There 

are two flow control gates that are located behind Wegmans, 

which are utilized as the main flood control gates. over the 

last twenty years, the main gates are opened on average 110 

days per year. The feeder Canal is the second outlet and is 

a man-made channel (east of kershaw Beach) that connects 

to the Canandaigua outlet 1.5 miles downstream (north) 

from the lake. The deC mandates that flows in the feeder 

Canal are at least 35 cubic feet per second or 22.6 million 

gallons per day to dilute the treated outflow from the City 

of Canandaigua Wastewater treatment plant and other 

downstream wastewater treatment plants. Both the main 

outlet gates and feeder canal gates are controlled by the 

Canandaigua Wastewater treatment plant personnel.

in addition to the two outlets, water also leaves the lake 

through evaporation (2.2 feet of evaporation over a year). 

The majority of this evaporation occurs during the summer 

months. on hot summer days, the lake loses the equivalent 

of one inch of lake every 4-5 days (approximately 300 million 

gallons). 

The other outflow from the lake is through the use of the 

lake as a water supply for over 60,000 people. on average 

3.3 billion gallons of water is withdrawn from the lake for 

water supply purposes each year. five municipalities (City 

of Canandaigua, town of gorham, villages of newark, 

palmyra and rushville) along with Bristol harbour 

withdraw water from the lake, treat it and sell it to their 

customers including other municipalities in the region. 

104

approximate average Water Balance for Canandaigua Lake.
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ManageMent

Lake levels affect boating, fishing, swimming, aesthetics, 

habitat value, water quality, and its ability to provide drinking 

water. 

opening and closing the outlet gates is the primary human 

mechanism to control lake levels. The guide Curve indicates 

where lake levels are during a typical year and helps to 

promote high quality experiences for all users. for example, 

fall drawdown allows for storage of snowmelt in the spring 

and reduces the possibility of flooding, while levels are kept at 

a certain height during the summer for high quality boating 

conditions. 

The City will keep the level slightly above or below the guide 

Curve to account for the current and projected weather 

forecasts, antecedent moisture conditions and watershed 

stream flows. however, there are times that mother nature 

is in control of lake level such as during the late summer 

timeframe through the fall months. The following graph 

shows the average lake level over the last 20 years. during 

average summer precipitation conditions, the lake level 

typically dips below the guide curve and the City has no 

control of the lake level at that point.

The City of Canandaigua first controls lake levels by opening 

the feeder Canal gate. This gate can be opened to different 

levels to allow different amounts of water to flow through. 

When the lake levels needs to be lowered further to prevent 

flooding or increase storage, the gates to the main outlet are 

opened. 

Changes to water withdrawn for public water supply can also 

have a small impact on lake levels when compared to the 

impact of flows through the outlet gates. The water withdrawn 

for public water supply for the entire year is equivalent to 

opening the main outlet gates for just 10 days or 10-12 inches 

of lake level. on an average year, these gates are opened 

for 111 days. regulations for water supply withdrawal and 

implementing water conservation techniques can therefore 

have a small impact on lake levels.  

When the lake falls below certain thresholds, the City is 

required to implement drought management strategies for 

their water service area as detailed in the state environmental 

Quality review negative declaration for the City of 

Canandaigua Water supply permit modification. during 

drought periods, priority is given to water supply first, with 

the protection of habitat in the hi tor Wetland Complex, the 

Canandaigua outlet and shorelines areas, and recreational 

access to the lake also considered.
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outlet gates in the closed position

The feeder canal allowing the minimum flow out.
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a.  Continue to monitor lake levels daily. The City of 

Canandaigua Wastewater personnel are responsible for 

manually recording lake levels from the usgs-owned 

lake level gage, which is located at the City pier inside 

the City owned building. This information is then sent 

to noaa for uploading to their website during the work 

week. This is critical information for the multiple users of 

the lake.

B.  Continue to research the partnership with the City, usgs 

and noaa to establish a web link to gather continuous 

and instantaneous lake level readings and making these 

readings publicly-available on an easily accessible website. 

This system would allow the public much greater and 

easier access to this information. 

C.  Continue to use the guide Curve, weather conditions 

and institutional knowledge to manage lake levels. This 

system has proven successful, as flooding has been a rare 

occurrence and the drought management thresholds have 

almost never been exceeded. 

1. Continue to Manage Lake LeveLs using the guide Curve

strategies
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flooding along the lakeshore

the	guide	curve
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a.  assist the City of Canandaigua, as necessary to 

implement their drought Water use and Lake Level 

management strategy, as detailed below. 

B.  encourage the 5 other water purveyors to implement 

the drought Water use and Lake Level management 

strategy, as detailed below, when thresholds are exceeded. 

Currently, only the City of Canandaigua is legally 

obligated to implement these protocols.

C.  educate the public about the drought management 

protocol, why it is necessary and what they can do to 

conserve water.

2. iMPLeMent drought ManageMent ProtoCoLs When neCessary
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	 threshold	 action
	 (must	be	exceeded	for	at		 (levels	must	remain	above	threshold		
	 least	3	consecutive	days)	 for	3	consecutive	days	to	complete)

	 lake	level	drops	below	guide	curve	by	1	ft	or	more	 water	conservation	measures
	 	lake	level	drops	below	guide	curve	by	1.2	ft	or	more	 	reduce	feeder	canal	flow	to	25	cfs	(notify	dec	and		

monitor	dissolved	oxygen	level	weekly	in	outlet)
	 	lake	level	drops	below	the	guide	curve	1.5	ft	or	more	 •		reduce	feeder	canal	flows	to	20	cfs	(notify	dec	and		

monitor	by	dissolved	oxygen	level	in	outlet	twice	per	week)
	 	 •		initiate	the	alternate	source	supply	protocol
	 lake	level	of	686.40	ft	or	below	 •		institute	water	conservation	measures
	 	 •		reduce	feeder	canal	flow	to	25	cfs	(notify	dec	and		

monitor	dissolved	oxygen	levels	weekly)
	 lake	level	of	686.15	ft	or	below	 •		reduce	feeder	canal	to	20	cfs	(notify	dec	and	monitor		

dissolved	oxygen	twice	per	week)
	 	 •		initiate	the	alternate	source	supply	protocol
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The Canandaigua Lake watershed is fortunate to have over 40 percent of the watershed in some 

stage or type of forest cover. This forested area predominately includes much of the southern 

watershed municipalities of middlesex, italy, naples, south Bristol along with the town of 

Canandaigua.

the issue

Quality timber harvesting operations can be consistent with clean water 

that naturally flows from wooded areas. however, steep slopes and sensitive 

stream environments characterize most of the heavily forested areas within 

the watershed. Therefore, proper implementation of best management 

practices needs to be a priority when timber harvesting occurs.

The biggest risk to water quality associated with timber harvest practices 

stems from degradation of streams and their banks during stream crossings 

by heavy equipment, as well as the establishment of  haul roads, skid trails 

and staging/landing areas on the steep slopes where much of the logging 

occurs within the Canandaigua Lake watershed.  increased erosion and 

resulting sedimentation can smother stream and lake fish habitat 

and spawning areas with depositions of fine sediment.  in addition, 

the naturally phosphorus rich soil of the region can be deposited 

in Canandaigua Lake, resulting in increased nutrient loading with 

phosphorus-rich soil. Controlling soil erosion during and immediately 

following timber harvest operations is the key to protecting 

water quality of local streams and Canandaigua Lake. 

municipalities and the Watershed program are 

important partners in supporting sustainable 

timber harvesting and forest management in 

the Canandaigua Lake watershed. By promoting 

educational programs, offering stream arch 

culverts and considering reasonable regulations 

that protect water quality; municipalities 

can ensure the continued economic and 

environmental viability of timber harvesting as 

an important local industry.

110

forested 
Lands 
in the 

Watershed
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a.  advertise the arch culvert loan program provided by the Canandaigua Lake 

Watershed Council to increase use by timber harvesters and foresters. These 

arch culverts create temporary stream crossings, protecting streams from heavy 

equipment. They are available 

on loan, at no cost, to timber 

harvesters and foresters working 

in the Canandaigua Lake 

watershed area. advertise the 

arch culvert process through the 

timber harvest registry process. 

B.  Continue to assist municipalities 

who have already adopted or are 

considering adopting the model 

timber harvest Law, which 

provides uniform water quality 

protection and regulation 

within the Canandaigua Lake 

watershed. The model law 

recommends no harvest zones 

within 15 feet near streams, 

along with utilizing Bmps on 

haul roads and skid trails that 

exceed 15% slope to reduce 

erosion. 

C.  further promote the use of forestry best management practices throughout the 

watershed area. nYs forestry Best management practices (Bmp): The nYs deC 

has outlined a comprehensive set of practices in the nYs forestry Best management 

practices Bmp for Water Quality field guide (2011). These practices should be 

utilized by local foresters working within the Canandaigua Lake watershed area both 

during and immediately following logging operations. http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/

lands_forests_pdf/dlfbmpguide.pdf 

1. MiniMize soiL erosion froM tiMBer harvest oPerations 

strategies
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Logs inappropriately placed in a gully to act as a landing area, creating a possible log jam during a runoff event. 

available at: http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/lands_forests_pdf/dlfbmpguide.pdf
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a.  promote existing timber harvesting and forest management programs and organizations that provide 

education and workshops for Best management practices in forestry. These organizations include:

 •  New York Forest Owners Association (NYFOA) Western NY Chapter

 •  Cornell Cooperative Extension

 •  NYS DEC’s Forestry Best Management Practices for Water Quality

 •  WNY Chapter of the Society of American Foresters

 •  American Forest Foundation (Tree Farm)

B.  partner with sunY-esf, Cornell extension 

and forestry organizations to continue to host 

training workshops for land owners and forestry 

professionals focused on timber harvest Bmp and 

forest management innovations suitable for use in the 

Canandaigua Lake watershed.

a.  encourage municipalities to consider using open 

space funds to collaborate with local land trusts, 

such as the finger Lakes Land trust, to utilize 

Conservation easements on working forest lands. 

B.  for those municipalities that do not adopt the model 

Law, utilize the registration law to educate the logging 

community on the use of Bmps for erosion control in 

forestry practices and the potential water quality fines 

from deC.

C.  support nYs legislation to reduce disincentives associated with the nYs forest 

tax Law – 480a program to allow for increased enrollment. disincentives 

include the minimum acreage requirement (50 acres), ten  

year rolling enrollment commitment penalties, tax assessment classification, 

and the 6 percent stumpage payment.

2.  faCiLitate training and eduCation for Land oWners  

and forestry ProfessionaLs

3.  enCourage aCtive PartnershiPs 

BetWeen MuniCiPaLities and forestry 

ProfessionaLs

112

sediment	generated	
from	a	logging	
operation	two	miles	
upstream.
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The geologic setting of the Canandaigua Lake watershed, with its localized rich sand and gravel 

deposits and marginal deep shale-locked deposits of natural gas, provides important natural 

resources and commercial business opportunities for the local community. however, natural 

resource extraction in the form of sand/gravel mines and natural gas drilling can have significant 

impacts on surface and groundwater. active, inactive, and non-permitted sand and gravel mine 

sites throughout the watershed can pollute nearby streams by increasing sediment loads. The 

potential for high volume hydraulic fracturing for natural gas could have major implications for 

water quality due to the millions of gallons of water and hydrofracking fluid used to activate each 

gas well. trucking, spills, stormwater management concerns, additional roads, industrialization 

of rural areas, well casing leaks, water withdrawal from the lake, the lack of a comprehensive 

state inspection program and the shallow extent of the marcellus shale in relation to the bottom 

of the lake and groundwater—all pose real threats to watershed. 

the issue
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4.12 MININg ANd  

NATurAL gAS ExTrACTION

sand and graveL Mines

according to the nYs deC, seven permitted and an 

additional eight reclaimed sand and gravel mine sites 

are located within the Canandaigua Lake watershed. 

numerous other mine sites exist that are inactive or operate 

below the one thousand ton removal per year threshold 

requiring permitting by the deC. unrestricted runoff and 

sedimentation from bare mine banks can have an impact on 

nearby surface waters, resulting in:

• impaired stream flows

• diminished water clarity

• damaged fish habitats

once disturbed, mine banks are difficult to revegetate and 

continue to contribute to water quality problems  

over long periods of time.

naturaL gas extraCtion

Canandaigua Lake is the economic lifeblood of our region, 

providing high quality drinking water for over 65,000 people 

and supporting a thriving recreational and tourism industry. 

environmentally, the intact forested lands within our 

watershed provide the following ecological services: reduce 

flooding, protect Canandaigua Lake as a drinking water 

source, limit the amount of filtration needed and increases 

biodiversity and habitat quality of the lake and surrounding 

watershed. 

Based on these facts, the Watershed Council has requested 

that the nYs deC provide equal protection as the nYC 

and syracuse/skaneateles watersheds along with primary 

aquifers by prohibiting high volume hydraulic fracturing in 

the Canandaigua Lake Watershed and supporting a 4,000 

foot buffer from the watershed boundary. at this time, 

not enough information is known about the water quality 

impacts to surface and groundwater or the health impacts 

from air and water pollution. trucking, spills, stormwater 

management concerns, industrialization of rural areas, well 

casing leaks, the lack of a comprehensive state inspection 

program and the shallow extent of the marcellus shale in 

relation to the bottom of the lake and groundwater- all pose 

real threats to the watershed.
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a.  Work with deC to continue to maintain an inventory of 

active and inactive mining sites within the Canandaigua 

Lake watershed and periodically check these sites during 

storm events to evaluate pollution potential.

B.  provide educational materials on water quality protection 

to mine operators and municipalities.

C.  encourage municipalities to include mining operations in 

stormwater regulations in local land use zoning.

1. reduCe Water quaLity risks froM Mined sites Within the Watershed.

strategies

a.  Continue to encourage new York state to provide equal 

protection to Canandaigua Lake as it is providing to 

skaneateles Lake and the new York City Watershed. 

B.  Continue to support scientific study that looks at all of 

the cumulative impacts from high volume hydrofracking. 

encourage the us epa to look at the pennsylvania area 

very closely and take on a comprehensive monitoring 

program of private water wells near hydrofracking 

locations. high quality, comprehensive scientific 

examination will be critical to evaluating the potential 

impacts from high volume hydrofracking. 

C.  encourage watershed municipalities to prohibit high 

volume hydrofracking in the watershed portion of their 

municipality plus a 4,000 foot buffer to protect from 

potential groundwater contamination. 

d.  provide technical support and actively work with 

municipalities as they review possible local land use 

regulations and road use agreements regarding high 

volume hydraulic fracturing.

e.  encourage public and private water purveyors that use 

the lake or watershed streams to not provide water to 

hydrofracking operations. in addition, encourage deC 

to not allow the lake to be used as a withdrawal location 

for the hydrofracking industry. Water withdrawals will 

greatly increase truck traffic and will require millions of 

gallons of water per well.  

f.  recommend that municipal and private waste water 

treatment plants in the watershed not accept high volume 

hydraulic fracturing waste.

g.  recommend that municipalities, counties and state dot 

do not use brine from high volume hydraulic fracturing 

for deicing agents on municipal or private roads in the 

watershed.

h.  in the event hydrofracking is allowed within the 

watershed boundaries, the Watershed program would 

partner with deC and municipalities to monitor 

hydrofracking sites and waste disposal.

2.  ProteCt the Canandaigua Lake Watershed froM iMPaCts  

reLated to high voLuMe hydrauLiC fraCturing

 image courtesy Brad Cole,

geology.com
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soils, surface water and groundwater can all be contaminated with hazardous wastes, petroleum, 

chemicals, heavy metals, and other substances. The impacts of contamination all depend on the 

pollutant. Contamination can pose risks to public health, making water unfit for drinking or 

recreation. Contamination can also degrade wildlife habitat and can be toxic to plants and animals. 

The watershed has very little industry that would contribute significant amounts of chemical 

pollutants to the lake. however, individual sites may pose a risk. There are various sources of 

potential chemical contamination, including inactive hazardous waste sites, petroleum bulk storage, 

accidental spills, illegal dumping and inactive landfills. 

new York state is the lead agency overseeing hazardous waste sites, petroleum bulk storage, spills, 

and landfills and ensuring their cleanup. new York state is ultimately responsible for setting and 

enforcing the rules and regulations for these sites. however, the Watershed program can provide 

support to new York state by providing technical assistance on remediation efforts. The Watershed 

manager and inspector provide enhanced monitoring of the watershed and make new York state 

aware of any potential problems. 

the issue
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4.13 ChEMICAL CONTAMINATION 

PrEvENTION

runoff from a driveway carrying automobile oil. 
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remediation of contaminants from the former manufactured gas plant along sucker Brook. 

inaCtive hazardous Waste sites

The watershed has a few inactive hazardous waste sites 

within its boundaries, each classified by its stage in the 

remediation process and the program through which it is 

being remediated (from the deC remedial site database, 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/index.

cfm?pageid=3).

•  Former Voplex Plant Canandaigua (C): This site has 
been used for various manufacturing projects in the 

past. elevated levels of volatile organic compounds 

were found in the site, necessitating remediation efforts 

administered through the state superfund program. 

substantial efforts have been made to clean up the site, but 

progress and monitoring has stopped since the owner’s 

bankruptcy. The site is in a manufacturing corridor, with 

great redevelopment possibilities. This site has brownfield 

possibilities if a new owner is willing to provide final clean-

up along the existing building foundation.

•  Former Labelon Corporation Facility Canandaigua (C): 
This site has been used to manufacture many different 

things over the past 100 years. testing of the site found low 

levels of petroleum and chlorinated solvents, with specific 

concern for trichloroethene. This site is overseen by the 

Brownfield Cleanup program and is classified as a non-

registry site.

•  Canandaigua Multi-Brownfield Site Redevelopment Project 
Canandaigua (C): This 7 parcel plot of land was former 

used for restaurants, a mobile home park, a dry cleaner 

and a gas station. This site is administered under the 

Brownfield Cleanup program and is a non-registry site. The 

environmental conditions of the site are currently under 

review by the deC. This project site is at the north end of 

Canandaigua Lake with surface flow not in the watershed, 

but ground water flow may still impact Canandaigua Lake. 

redeveloping the site through the brownfield clean-up 

program will provide a net benefit to the overall water 

quality of the area. 

•  RGE—Canandaigua (C) - Clark St.: Coal tars were found 
on this site, with some evidence that these were affecting 

sediments in sucker Brook. Through the voluntary Cleanup 

program, this site has been cleaned up. 

•  RGE—Canandaigua (C) - South Main St.: The former 
manufactured gas plant showed evidence of coal tar, with 

concerns about volatile organic compounds, polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons, and cyanide. This program is 

administered through the voluntary Cleanup program and 

is a non-registry site. This site was cleaned up in 2012.

•  Boyce Property Canandaigua (C): This site has been 
successfully remediated and has been removed from the 

nYs registry. previous concerns were for contamination 

from petroleum and waste solvents.
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sPiLLs

spills can happen anywhere in the watershed and can 

vary from leaks when a resident changes their own car 

oil to a trucker overturning to underground spills that go 

unnoticed for years. Though most spills are accidental, 

proper precautions can prevent some spills. in others, it is 

difficult to predict and prevent the spill. When this occurs, 

the amount of time to containment is critical. The longer a 

spill is uncontained, the more the contaminant can spread. 

This makes cleanup more difficult and costly. 

inaCtive LandfiLLs

The Canandaigua Lake Watershed has 5 inactive 

landfills, located in the town of Canandaigua, the City of 

Canandaigua, town of south Bristol, the village of rushville 

and the village of naples. Though inactive landfills are not 

currently being utilized, they may still impact water quality 

through leachate. many inactive landfills are not properly 

lined and the impacts to water quality are unknown. more 

active management of these sites is therefore recommended. 

iLLegaL duMPing

illegal dumping refers to the dropping of trash or liquids, 

including chemicals, in non-designated sites. sites may 

include the side of the road, a vacant lot, or even a storm 

drain. Because there is no control of runoff at illegal 

dumping sites, these areas can contaminate nearby water 

resources. (epa) previous efforts have cleaned up some 

illegal dump sites.

junk/saLvage yards

Junk and salvage yards can range from storing 

a few old cars on someone’s residential 

property to the storage of dozens of cars 

for recycling automotive parts. Water 

quality concerns of junk and salvage 

yards depend on the number and types of 

activities, and can include oil and grease, 

heavy metals, mercury, petroleum 

hydrocarbons, organics and many 

more. 

PetroLeuM and CheMiCaL BuLk storage

There are over 181 known petroleum and Chemical bulk 

storage facilities in the towns around the lake. Bulk storage 

of petroleum and chemical substances is highly regulated in 

new York. however, improper housecleaning, overfilling, 

loading and unloading problems, poor inspection and 

maintenance, and susceptibility to natural hazards can all 

result in contamination from bulk storage facilities. 

deC Bulk storage database (http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/

extapps/derexternal/index.cfm?pageid=4)
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a.  Continue to provide technical assistance from the Watershed manager and 

inspector to the deC for investigation, containment, and remediation of 

contaminated sites and spills.

B.  enhance access to training to all relevant local officials dealing with hazardous 

waste spills.

C.  evaluate current spill containment materials with the relevant emergency 

management offices and determine if more is needed at the local level. Work to 

acquire any necessary materials. 

d.  assist responsible parties to further remediation efforts and to help make these 

areas once again economically productive. former volplex plant is one example 

of a possible partnership location.

a.  Conduct educational outreach on proper storage of petroleum and other chemical products, specifically addressing 

accidental spill notification procedures and proper inspection and maintenance. The Council could partner with 

commercial home oil heating providers to work with rural home owners. 

B.  Consider increasing hazardous waste drop-offs for residents in the watershed. specifically, ontario County should evaluate 

the feasibility of increasing their drop-offs to two times a year- once in the spring and in the fall. in addition, it would be 

advantageous to allow residents in middlesex, potter and italy to participate in the program. 

1.  Continue and enhanCe state and LoCaL CoLLaBoration on CheMiCaL 

reguLation vioLations, sPiLLs and reMediation 

2.  reduCe aCCidentaL sPiLLs of CheMiCaLs froM 

residentiaL uses

reLevant Parties inCLude 

the deC, the yates 

and ontario County’s 

eMergenCy Coordinator’s 

offiCes, the Watershed 

CoMMission and the 

Watershed CounCiL.

strategies
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3.  Prevent and enforCe reguLations on iLLegaL duMPs

a.  Continue field checking sites by the Watershed inspector and the Watershed manager for illegal dumping.

B.  encourage municipalities and sheriff’s offices to better enforce their illegal dumping and littering regulations. post “no 

dumping” signs in known illegal dumping areas, listing fines and phone numbers for reporting dumping. 

C.  Work with sheriff’s offices on establishing trail cameras at illegal dump sites where repeated dumping occurs. The 

sunnyside road area has an active illegal dumping site where this could be appropriate.

4.  Prevent Water ContaMination froM junk/saLvage 

yards and inaCtive LandfiLLs

a.  evaluate municipal codes for any weaknesses in addressing junk/salvage yards and junk storage on residential property. 

B.  assist municipal code officers enforce junk/salvage yard and residential property regulations through watershed field 

assessments by the Watershed inspector and manager.
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5. CONCLuSION

Canandaigua Lake is the lifeblood of our community, enriching our 
experiences and supporting our economy. This comprehensive update of 
the watershed management plan is the strategic vision for protecting the 
lake for present and future generations. every action that takes place in 
the watershed, whether large or small, contributes to the overall health 
of the lake. The protective actions we implement through this plan will 
cumulatively determine the legacy we leave to future generations.  
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encompassing the principles of integrated watershed management, this plan has a purposefully broad scope and range of 

techniques. Threats come from deep in the headwaters to the lake shore, from residential to agricultural lands, from recreation 

to commercial businesses.  no single land use or single economic sector is responsible for water quality risks, but instead all 

are. This plan is comprehensive, incorporating diverse land uses and economic sectors, governmental entities, and private 

citizens.

Through this updated plan, we have built on the knowledge gained and projects completed over the last fourteen years to 

develop a more comprehensive strategy to protect Canandaigua Lake and its surrounding watershed from existing and 

emerging threats.  The specific actions identified in this plan have been developed to manage and reduce the impacts from 

the wide ranging potential sources of pollution that are identified through our water quality research and the 13 management 

categories.  These thirteen categories are all interdependent and therefore have strategies and actions that can transcend 

a specific category.  This watershed management plan is designed to tackle each problem through five main protection 

approaches of: research, education, restoration, open space protection and regulation. These actions will provide protection 

from the individual site level all they way to actions that can have watershed wide impacts. 

The real strength of this watershed protection effort comes from the collaboration amongst the many organizations working 

to protect the lake.  The Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council is the lead agency coordinating the implementation of this 

plan and the overall protection efforts of the watershed. The Council is a unique entity, established fifteen years ago through 

an intermunicipal agreement by the fourteen municipalities and the various partners.  The Council provides a framework 

for decision making and consistency across municipal boundaries, creating synergies rather than conflict.  The Council also 

provides annual funding and oversight for the position of Watershed program manager, water quality monitoring program, 

education programming and base level funding for restoration projects.  The watershed directly benefits from the Council’s 

leadership, collaborative nature, and program funding.  

The successful implementation of this plan also relies on many partnerships. The Canandaigua Lake Watershed association is 

a citizen’s group working to protect the lake. The Council and association work together closely, collaborating on projects and 

facilitating communication between the Council and the community.  in addition, the Council and finger Lakes Community 

College collaborate on research and water quality monitoring. The Watershed Commission, through the Watershed inspector, 

implements watershed rules and regulations that deal mainly with onsite wastewater systems.  The Watershed inspector and 

program manager work closely on many activities including the inspection of construction sites. The Council also works with 

the finger Lakes Land trust, the local soil and Water Conservation districts, planning departments, Cornell extensions, the 

nature Conservancy, and many others.

ultimately, protection of the lake relies on the support of watershed residents. This plan is intended to be used by the entire 

watershed community to protect the beauty of the lake and its watershed, preserve drinking water quality, enrich recreational 

opportunities, enhance aquatic habitat, and expand the local economy and well-being of the Canandaigua Lake watershed 

community. many small actions led to significant improvements to the watershed. Through involvement of the entire 

watershed community, our legacy can be one of collaborative, inclusive management and a high quality lake that supports our 

community. 

The following table breaks down each of the strategies and provides critical information for implementation including, 

approximate timeline, approximate cost, potential partners, benchmarks for success and which of the five protection 

approaches will be utilized.
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Partner Abbreviation Partner Abbreviation 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council WC Finger Lakes Community College FLCC 

Canandaigua Lake Watershed Association WA Nature Conservancy TNC 

NYS- Dept. of Environmental Conservation DEC County Planning Department P 

Soil and Water Conservation District SWCD County Public Works PW 

Cornell Cooperative Extension CCE Genesee Finger Lakes Regional Planning Council GFL 

Finger Lakes Land Trust FLLT NY Dept of Transportation DOT 

Finger Lakes Institute FLI United State Geologic Survey USGS 

Municipalities Munis Watershed Commission (Inspector) WI 

Department of Health DOH Natural Resource Conservation Service NRCS 

Ontario/Yates County Emergency Management EM OC Information Services IS 

 

Partners List With aBBreviation 

Cost estiMates:

$ = $1,000-$10,000    $$= $10,000- $25,000  $$$= $25,000-$100,000  $$$$= >$100,000

Table key

APPENdIx 1. 

IMPLEMENTATION TABLE
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1 Increase municipal management of stormwater

1A Assist municipalities meet MS4 regulations. x x x x x Ongoing
WC, Munis, WA, 

SWCD
$$ Yearly compliance 

1B
Encourage adoption of Enhanced Phosphorus Treatment 

Standards for new development.
x x

2015- 

ongoing
Munis, WC $ # of municipalities adopted

1C
Continue and enhance the review of development plans and 

inspections of construction sites.
X x Ongoing WC, Munis $

# of plans reviewed and 

sites inspected

1D
Inventory and evaluate stormwater ponds and promote 

enhancements.
x x

2015- 

ongoing
WC, Munis $$

# of ponds evaluated and 

enhanced

1E Host stormwater and erosion control trainings. x x Ongoing
SWCD, WC, P, 

Munis
$

# of trainings and # of 

people trained

1F
Conduct outreach on stormwater runoff and green 

infrastructure.
x X Ongoing WC, WA, $

# of mailings and 

presentations

1G Continue and enhance the storm drain marking program. x Ongoing WC, WA, Munis $
# of storm drain markers 

installed

1H
Assist PBs and ZBAs on decisions that can impact water 

quality/quantity
x x Ongoing 

WC, P, GFL, 

SWCD
$

workshops and attendance 

at PB and ZBA meetings 

2 Encourage local-level comprehensive land use planning

2A
Improve regulatory protection of environmentally sensitive 

areas.  
X x

2014- 

ongoing 

P, WC, WA, 

Munis
$$

adoption of various laws 

and municipalities

2B
Incorporate green infrastructure, low impact development, 

and urban forestry in development designs. 
X x

2014- 

ongoing 

P, WC, WA, 

Munis
$

adoption of various laws 

and municipalities

2C
Develop standards for the maximum allowable impervious 

surface coverage for the developable portion of the parcel.
X x

2014- 

ongoing 

P, WC, WA, 

Munis 
$

model standards 

established

3 Expand green infrastructure and low impact development

3A
Encourage prioritization of highly important lands for open 

space projects.
x x x

2013- 

ongoing 
WC, FLLT, WA, P $$

natural capital study 

complete

3B
Continue and enhance green infrastructure/stormwater 

retrofit projects.
x x x x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

SWCD
$$$$

# of GI projects installed 

per year 

3C
Consider an incentives program for green infrastructure and 

LID projects. 
x X x

2016- 

ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

SWCD, P
$$

Adoption of an incentives 

program 

3D Develop funding mechanisms for green infrastructure. x x
2017- 

ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

SWCD, P
$$$$ TBD

1
Improve educational programs on fertilizer and pesticide 

use.

1A
Coordinate and enhance educational outreach on lawn and 

landscape practices.
x Ongoing

WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$$

# of new publications and 

mailings 

1B Promote the NYS DEC fertilizer ban to the public. x Ongoing WC, WA, DEC $
# of presentations and 

mailings 

1C
Promote the City Turf and Landscape Management Policy

x x Ongoing
WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$

# of presentations and 

mailings 

1D
Place Integrated Pest Management information on the 

website. x
Ongoing

WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$

# of new publications and 

mailings 

1E Conduct outreach on Integrated Pest Management.
x

Ongoing
WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$

# of new publications and 

mailings 

1F
WA development of a lake-friendly lawn care company 

standard.
x

2016- 

ongoing 

WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$

# of new publications and 

mailings 

1G
Encourage use of green infrastructure on 

residential/commercial properties.
x Ongoing

WC, WA, CCE, 

SWCD, Munis
$

# of new publications and 

mailings 

2 Monitor streams and lake for pesticides

2A Conduct baseline pesticide water quality study in lake.

x x
2017- 

ongoing WC, WA, USGS $

Certified lab results for 

multiple lake and stream 

locations 
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1
Increase educational and technical support for local 

highway officials

1A
Collaborate to ensure proper culvert sizing and 

environmental permits.
x x Ongoing

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis $$$$

# of culverts sized 

through looking at the 

whole drainage area 

1B Host Cornell Local Roads Program training.
x

2016- 

ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis $

Training event and # of 

attendees 

1C
Apply for grant funding for road and roadside ditch 

management. 
x x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis $$$$

Successful grants, miles 

of roads stabilized 

1D
Encourage ditch design and management that reduces 

erosion. x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis $$

# of trainings with local 

highway officials 

2 Reduce roadside ditches as a source of sediment pollution

2A Identify erosion risks and prioritize management.

x x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis, WI $

Communicate road bank 

issues with highway 

superintendents

2B Stabilize highly eroding roadside ditch banks.

x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis, WI $$$$

# of miles of road bank 

ditches stabilized

3
Break the hydrologic connection from the landscape to the 

roadside ditches to the streams.

3A Encourage on-site retention/infiltration of stormwater.

x x X Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis, WI $$

Site plan review 

requirements, # of field 

outreach efforts 

3B Encourage the use of cross culverts and levelers.

x x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis, WI $$$

# of field outreach 

efforts 

3C Educate landowners on roadside ditch hydrology.

x Ongoing 

PW, WC, SWCD, 

Munis, WI $

# of mailings and field 

outreach efforts 

4
Reduce the impact of de-icing salts on tributary water 

quality.

4A
Continue monitoring salt concentrations in the lake and 

tributaries. x X Ongoing FLCC, WC $ Annual monitoring 

4B
Ensure proper salt/sand mixing and loading, truck calibration 

and sensible salting education programs

x Ongoing Munis, WC, WA $$$

# of trucks with 

calibration equipment, # 

of salt storage barns  

5
Manage stormwater runoff and spills at highway 

department facilities

5A
Ensure proper chemical management and building 

designs/maintenance at highway facilities. x x Ongoing Munis, WC, DEC $$

Audits of each highway 

facility 

5B

Document spill and leak prevention and response practices 

and staff training. Verify compliance with DEC bulk fuel and 

chemical storage regulations. x x Ongoing Munis, WC, DEC $$

Audits of each highway 

facility 

5C
Treat highway facility runoff with bio-retention and filter 

areas. 

x x Ongoing Munis, WC $$

# of highway facilities 

with stormwater 

management solutions 
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1
Monitor streambanks and shorelines for erosion and lack of 

buffers

1A Complete a comprehensive update to the GIS stream layer.

x
2016- 

ongoing

IS, P, WC, 

SWCD, Munis $$

Comprehensive update 

of stream mapping 

1B
Continue to visually survey and evaluate streamside and 

shoreline areas. x Ongoing WC, Munis $

Field inspections during 

storm events 

2 Protect, restore and stabilize streamside areas

2A
Identify streamside and shoreline landowners and conduct 

educational outreach. X x
2016- 

ongoing WC, WA, IS $ # of mailings 

2B

Provide funding and/or technical assistance to private 

landowners on stream improvements where there will be 

public benefit. x Ongoing 

WC, Munis, WA, 

SWCD $$$$ # of projects completed 

2C
Encourage use of open space plans to protect critical 

streamside areas. x x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

FLLT $$$$ # of projects completed 

2D
Work with farmers to expand streamside protection 

measures on farms. x x Ongoing 

SWCD, Munis, 

WC $$$$ # of projects completed 

2E
Encourage adoption of setback and overlay ordinances in 

streamside areas.
x

2016- 

ongoing Munis, WC, WA $

# of towns adopting 

setback laws from 

streams

3 Protect shoreline areas

3A
Encourage softer vegetative/rock shoreline management 

strategies. x x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, 

DEC, WA $ # of laws enacted 

3B
Encourage improvements to zoning ordinances within 100 

feet of the lake. X x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, P, 

WA $

# and quality of laws 

adopted 

3C
Encourage Zoning Board of Appeals to not grant variances to 

stream and shoreline setbacks. X x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, P, 

WA $ # of variances granted 

3D Encourage dock designs that protect water quality.
x X Ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

DEC $

Strict enforcement of 

dock law 

3E
Ensure the Uniform Docks and Moorings Law is uniformly 

enforced and variances aren't granted. x Ongoing Munis, WC, P $

Strict enforcement of 

law 

1 Protect, restore and create wetlands and floodplains

1A
Complete the Natural Capital Project and utilize for public 

education. x X
2016- 

ongoing 

WA, WC, FLLT, 

FLCC $$

Natural capital study 

complete 

1B
Utilize municipal funds and incentive programs to promote, 

restore, and create wetlands and floodplains. x x Ongoing 

Munis, WC, 

FLLT, WA $$$$

Acres of wetlands 

restored/created 

1C
Encourage adoption of local laws and/or site plan review 

process for wetland and floodplain protection/restoration.
x

2016- 

ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

P $

Enhanced wetland and 

floodplain regulations 

1D
Encourage wetland mitigation banking through partnerships 

to add wetlands in the watershed.
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

Munis, WC, 

FLLT, WA, DEC $$$$

Net increase in wetlands 

through banking 

2 Expand floodplain regulations

2A Work to get update to flood zone studies and mapping.

x x
2017- 

ongoing

FEMA, Munis, 

WC $$$

Selected areas get 

updated floodplain maps 

2B
Encourage adoption of local laws beyond National Flood 

Insurance Program minimums.
x

2017- 

ongoing Munis, WC $$

# of municipalities adopt 

laws above minimum 

standards 

2C Host training events for local floodplain administrators.
x x

2016- 

ongoing Munis, WC, DEC $

# of training events and 

attendees

2D Encourage participation in the Community Rating System.
x x

2016- 

ongoing Munis, WC, DEC $$ Participation in CRS

2E
Educate landowners both in and out of the flood zone on 

flood risks, insurance and protection measures x
2016- 

ongoing 

Munis, WC, WA, 

DEC $

# of training events and 

attendees
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1
Encourage municipalities to strengthen onsite wastewater 

system rules and regulations

1A
Encourage adoption of inspection of onsite system at deed 

transfer local law
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

1B
Encourage improvements to requirements for onsite system 

design, repairs, and upgrades.
x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

1C
Encourage verification of onsite systems location and 

suitability prior to site plan reviews and building permits.
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

1D
Encourage requirements for onsite system inspections every 

5 years within 200 feet of the lake.
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

1E
Consider a local law requiring verification that rental 

property occupancy matches onsite system capabilities.
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

1F
Formalize relationship between Watershed Inspector and 

municipalities on stricter onsite system code.
x x

2016- 

ongoing 

WI, WC, Munis, 

DOH, SWCD $

# of municipalities 

adopting law 

2 Finalize and maintain spatial database of onsite systems

2A Convert all records of onsite systems into a GIS database.
x

2015- 

ongoing WI, WC, SWCD $$

All paper files in GIS 

database 

2B Track all enhanced treatment onsite systems.

x x
2015- 

ongoing WI, WC, SWCD $

Tracking systems for 

enhanced treatment 

systems 

3
Educate landowners on proper onsite system use and 

maintenance

3A Continue to provide realtor workshops.
x Ongoing 

 WC, WI, SWCD, 

DOH $ # of workshops

3B Conduct educational workshops for onsite system owners.
x Ongoing 

 WC, WI, SWCD, 

DOH $ # of workshops

3C Send educational mailings to all onsite system owners.
x

2016- 

ongoing 

 WC, WI, SWCD, 

DOH $ # of mailings 

3D
Conduct targeted outreach to enhanced treatment unit 

owners. x
2016- 

ongoing 

 WC, WI, SWCD, 

DOH $ # of mailings 

3E
Create and distribute a list of funding sources for 

economically-disadvantaged onsite owners. X Ongoing 

 WC, WI, SWCD, 

DOH $ # of mailings 

4
Improve and extend centralized wastewater collection and 

treatment where appropriate

4A
Provide technical assistance to the Village of Naples on 

sewer and wastewater treatment facility implementation. X X 2017?

WC, WI, P, PW, 

DOH $$$$

Insulation of sewer 

system 

4B
Provide technical assistance to the Village of Rushville on 

their inflow/infiltration study. X X X
2015- 

ongoing WC, WI, DOH $$$ Completed study 

4C
Work on future sewer and centralized wastewater 

treatment projects. X Ongoing 

PW, Munis, WI, 

WC, DOH $$$$ TBD

4D
Encourage permission from county for out-of-district users 

to connect to nearby existing sewer lines. X Ongoing 

PW, Munis, WI, 

WC, DOH $$ TBD

5 Continue and enhance collaboration on SPDES facilities

5A
Ensure Watershed Inspector has access to all SPDES facility 

sampling data.
X

2015- 

ongoing

WI, DEC, WC, 

DOH $

Transfer of information 

from DEC to WI 

5B
Coordinate enforcement and remediation of SPDES permit 

violations.
X

2015- 

ongoing

WI, DEC, WC, 

DOH $

Successful remediation 

of permit violations 

6
Prevent water contamination through use of toilets, sinks, 

and stormwater drains for disposal.

6A
Review science on pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, cleaning 

products, and toxic substances in home wastewater. X X
2015- 

ongoing 

WC, WI, DOH, 

DEC $ Continued research

6B Assist with pharmaceutical drop off programs.

X
2015- 

ongoing 

WC, WI, DOH, 

DEC, Sheriff $$

Enhanced educational 

efforts, advertisements 

6C Encourage additional household hazardous waste drop offs.

X
2015- 

ongoing 

WC, WI, DOH, 

DEC, Sheriff $$$

Additional drop off per 

year/ additional location 

6D

Encourage stores to post educational materials on proper 

disposal of pharmaceuticals, cleaning products and toxic 

substances. X
2015- 

ongoing 

WC, WI, DOH, 

DEC, Sheriff $

Enhanced educational 

efforts, advertisements 
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1
Promote and partner on the programs offered by Soil and 

Water and NRCS.

1A Encourage farms to adopt healthy soil practices.
X

2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $ TBD

1B
Promote best management practices that are compatible 

with Mennonite interests.
X X

2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $

Successful projects with 

Mennonite farmers 

1C
Support and enhance grant funding for farm applications 

where beneficial x x
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$$

Continued cost share 

support 

1D

Encourage NRCS and SWCD to showcase existing best 

management practices and invigorate the Agricultural 

Program Committee. X X
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$

More public display of 

successful projects 

1E
Encourage farmer compliance with Highly Erodible Lands 

and tolerable soil loss requirements. X X X
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$

NRCS enforcement of 

these requirements 

1F

Work with farms that spread liquid manure to take 

precautions, including weather considerations and manure 

incorporation. X
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$

Reduction in farm liquid 

manure runoff during 

storm events 

1G
Encourage 100 foot buffer from watercourses and road 

ditches when spreading manure even if there is a vegetative 

buffer and/or 24 hour incorporation X X X
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$

Reduction in farm liquid 

manure runoff during 

storm events 

1H

Utilize alternative sources to fund ag. water quality projects 

if farmer does not want to participate in federal/state 

program requirements X X X
2015- 

ongoing 

SWCD, NRCS, 

WC, CCE $$$

WC and WA funding of 

projects 

2
Promote buffers between agricultural lands and adjacent 

streams and roadside ditches. 

2A
Encourage the use of open space funds to protect critical 

streamside and roadside buffers.
X X

2015- 

ongoing 

Munis, FLLT, 

WC, WA, SWCD $$$$

# of projects 

implemented 

2B
Promote and distribute information on funding sources for 

vegetative buffers.
X

2015- 

ongoing 

Munis, FLLT, 

WC, WA, SWCD $

# of projects 

implemented 

2C Work with farmers to reduce the ditching of streams.

X X
2015- 

ongoing 

Munis, FLLT, 

WC, WA, SWCD $

Increase communication 

with farmers to not ditch 

streams 

2D
Restore the hydrologic connection between streams and 

their downstream wetlands.
X

2015- 

ongoing 

Munis, FLLT, 

WC, WA, SWCD $$$ # of projects completed 
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1
Establish an early detection and rapid response protocol 

for invasive species

1A
Continue working with local invasive species and academic 

institutions to understand invasion risks.
X X

2015- 

ongoing

FLI, WA, WC, 

SWCD, FLCC $

Presentations by experts 

to watershed 

organizations 

1B
Continue and enhance monitoring for early detection of 

invasive species, with specific emphasis on Hydrilla.
X

2015- 

ongoing

FLI, WA, WC, 

SWCD, FLCC $$

Annual investigation of 

invasive species at hot 

spots 

1C
Create a group of trained volunteers to monitor for invasive 

species. X X
2015- 

ongoing

FLI, WA, WC, 

SWCD, FLCC $$

Maintain trained 

volunteers 

1D
Continue and enhance efforts to monitor and eradicate 

water chestnut from the West River. x
2015- 

ongoing

FLI, WA, WC, 

SWCD, FLCC $$$

Eradication of water 

chestnut 

2 Prevent the spread of invasive species from recreation

2A
Promote the local funding of the Watercraft Steward 

Program and advocate for continued state funding.
X X

2015- 

ongoing WA, WC $$

Maintain and enhance 

watercraft steward 

program 

2B
Put signage on boat cleaning techniques at all boat launches 

and points of interest on the forthcoming water trail. X
2015- 

ongoing WA, WC, FLI $$$

High quality signs at 

each launch 

2C
Evaluate the need and feasibility of installing boat wash 

stations and invasive species disposal containers.

X
2015- 

ongoing WA, WC, FLI $$$$

Installation of boat 

watch station at North 

End only if permanently 

and/or self funded 

2D
Conduct outreach and education on invasive species to area 

residents. X
2015- 

ongoing WA, WC, FLI $$

# of workshops and 

mailings

3
Develop protocol for monitoring and managing harmful 

algal blooms

3A
Work with partners to maintain and enhance an algal bloom 

monitoring protocol for toxins. X
2015- 

ongoing 

DEC, FLCC, WC, 

WA, DOH $

Obtain protocol from 

DEC and DOH 

3B
Ensure watershed management is addressing factors that 

increase algal blooms.
X

2015- 

ongoing 

DEC, FLCC, WC, 

WA, DOH $$$$

Maintain phosphorus 

levels below 10 

micrograms per liter 

4 Develop a fish kill action plan

4A
Host a meeting to review the 2013 and 2014 fish kill and to 

determine governmental role in response.

X X
2015- 

ongoing

DEC, DOH, 

Munis, WC, EM $

Meeting occurred and 

recommendations 

established for 

government 

involvement 

4B
Determine thresholds for governmental involvement in fish 

kill management and plans should thresholds be met.

X X
2015- 

ongoing

DEC, DOH, 

Munis, WC, EM $

Meeting occurred and 

recommendations 

established for 

government 

involvement 

4C
Develop educational materials on safe fish collection and 

disposal and when/how to report fish kills.
X

2015- 

ongoing

DEC, DOH, 

Munis, WC, EM, 

WA $

Educational materials 

developed and mailed
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1 Ensure safe water quality for public swimming beaches

1A
Periodically assess water quality monitoring wells in the 

Kershaw Swim Beach. X
2015- 

ongoing 

DEC, DOH, City, 

WC $

Wells are sampled and 

results provided 

1B
Act as a local clearinghouse for water quality monitoring 

data from public swimming beaches.
X

2016- 

ongoing WC, Munis $

Sample results for 

different beaches sent 

to WC 

1C
Consider larger setbacks from public beaches for boaters, 

especially at Kershaw Beach. X X
2016- 

ongoing City, WC, DOH $ TBD

2
Reduce the impact of boating on water quality and 

important ecosystems

2A
Advertise existing boat pump stations and possibly 

construct more pump stations. X
2017- 

ongoing 

Munis, DEC, 

WC, WA $$

Better advertisement of 

boat pump stations

2B
Consider constructing transient use docks at the north end 

area to allow easier access to restroom facilities.
X

2017- 

ongoing 

Munis, DEC, 

WC, WA $$$$

Obtain grant to install 

dock for transient use 

only 

2C
Encourage boat owners to keep engines in good working 

order and to use low impact techniques in sensitive areas.
X

2017- 

ongoing 

Munis, DEC, 

WC, WA $

Educational information 

at launches 

2D
Educate the public on how to prevent the spread of invasive 

species and fish diseases.

X
2017- 

ongoing 

Munis, DEC, 

WC, WA $$

Educational information 

at launches and mailings 

3
Increase compatibility among different recreational uses 

and improve safety

3A
Create the Water Trail for Canoes and Kayaks and promote 

its use.

X X
2016- 

ongoing

USPS, WC, WA, 

Munis, PW $$$

Creation of the water 

trail plan and installation 

of numerous access and 

destination points 

3B
Strictly enforce boat slip restrictions under the Uniform 

Docks and Moorings Law.
X

2016- 

ongoing

USPS, WC, WA, 

Munis, PW $$ No variances 

3C
Increase enforcement of noise reckless boating and speed 

violations.
X

2016- 

ongoing

USPS, WC, WA, 

Munis, PW, 

Sheriff $$

Increased boat hours for 

sheriff 

3D

Strictly scrutinize projects that would promote additional 

boat access in the northern third and further boat 

congestion. X
2016- 

ongoing

USPS, WC, WA, 

Munis, PW $

No additional tier 2 

facilities in northern 

third of the lake 

4
Ensure marinas are not contributing to water quality 

problems

4A
Verify that all marinas are complying with SPDES 

requirements. X
2016- 

ongoing 

DEC, WC, WA, 

Munis $

Periodic inspections of 

all marinas 

4B
Conduct a workshop for marina operators and provide 

educational materials on best management practices. X
2016- 

ongoing 

DEC, WC, WA, 

Munis $ Workshop completed 

4C
Encourage marina owners to post educational materials and 

host workshops for members.
X

2016- 

ongoing 

DEC, WC, WA, 

Munis $

Provide and install 

educational materials at 

marinas 

5
Protect important fish habitat in Canandaigua Lake and the 

Naples Creek Complex

5A
Support projects in the Naples Creek Complex to protect 

and enhance fish habitat. X X
2015- 

ongoing DEC, WC, WA $$$$ Study complete 

5B
Complete study of near shore littoral zone to identify and 

prioritize areas for protection. X X 2016 DEC, WC, WA $$ # of projects completed 
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ID Strategies

Management 

Approach

Time-

frame

Potential 

Partners

1 Continue to manage lake levels using the Guide Curve

1A
Continue to monitor lake levels daily and post to NOAA 

website. X X Ongoing 

1B

Access the feasibility of gathering continuous and 

instantaneous lake level readings and making readings 

publically-available. X X
2015-

ongoing City, WC, USGS $$

Lake level readings 

available through 

internet

1C
Continue to manage lake levels using the Guide Curve, 

weather, and institutional knowledge.

X X
2015-

ongoing City, WC $

reduced low and high 

level frequency through 

lake level management

2
Implement drought management protocols when 

necessary

2A
Assist in the implementation of the Drought Water Use and 

Lake Level Management Strategy. X
2015 -

ongoing City, WC $

2B
Encourage the 4 other water purveyors to implement the 

Drought Water Use and Lake Level Management Strategy. X X 2017 WC, and City $

Policy implemented by 

other purveyors

2C Educate the public on the Drought Management Protocol.

X X 2016 Munis, WC $

mailings, public service 

announcements

1 Minimize soil erosion from timber harvest operations

1A
Advertise the arch culvert loan program to timber harvesters 

and foresters. 
X X 2016 WC, Munis $

mailings, handouts 

located at southern 

watershed towns

1B
Continue to assist municipalities adopt and implement the 

Model Timber Harvest Law. X 2017 Munis, WC $

# of municipalities that 

adopt law

1C
Promote the use of forestry best management practices as 

described by the DEC field guide. X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns

2
Facilitate Training and Education for Land Owners and 

Forestry Professionals

2A
Promote existing programs and organizations that provide 

education on forestry best management practices. X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns

2B
Continue to host training workshops for land owners and 

forestry professionals. X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns

3
Encourage active partnerships between municipalities and 

forestry professionals

3A
Encourage the use of Open Space Funds for Conservation 

Easements on working forest lands. X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns

3B
Utilize the registration law to educate the logging 

community on erosion control and water quality fines. X X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns

3C
Work to reduce disincentives associated with NYS Forest Tax 

Law - 480a. X
2015 -

ongoing

WC, DEC, ESF 

and Munis $

print and make field 

guide  avail at towns
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ID Strategies

Management 

Approach
Time-

frame

Potential 

Partners

1
Reduce water quality risks from mined sites within the 

watershed

1A
Maintain an inventory of active and inactive mining sites and 

periodically check for pollution during storm events. X 2017

WC, WI, DEC, 

Munis $

GIS map and field survey 

with DEC

1B
Provide educational materials on water quality to mine 

operators and municipalities. X 2018

WC, WI, DEC, 

Munis $ DEC materials printed

1C
Encourage inclusion of mining operations in local stormwater 

regulations. X 2016

WC, WI, DEC, 

Munis $

include in local 

regulations

2
Protect against impacts related to high volume hydraulic 

fracturing

2A
Encourage NYS to provide protection equal to that for 

Skaneateles Lake and the NYC Watershed. X X 2016

DEC, Munis, 

WC, WA $

state level equal 

protection

2B
Support scientific research on the cumulative impacts from 

high volume hydrofracking. X X 2016 Munis, WC, WA $$ DOH and other studies

2C
Encourage municipalities to prohibit high volume 

hydrofracking in the watershed plus a buffer.
X X 2016  Munis, WC, WA $$

# of municipalities  with 

local law adoption

2D

Provide technical support on municipal review of land use 

regulations and road use agreements pertaining to 

hydrofracking. X X 2016 Munis, WC, WA $

WC involvement and 

assistance

2E
Encourage public and private water purveyors to not provide 

lake water to hydrofracking operators. X X 2016 Munis, WC, WA $ TBD

2F
Recommend that municipal and private wastewater 

treatment plants not accept hydrofracking waste. X X 2016 Munis, WC, WA $

policies established at 

each WWTP

2G
Recommend that hydrofracking brine not be used as a 

deicing agent on roads.
X X 2016

DOT, Munis, 

WC, WA $

policies established at 

each municipal and DOT 

facility

2H
Monitor hydrofracking sites and waste disposal if 

hydrofracking is permitted. X X 2016 DEC, Munis, WC $$

weekly inspections 

during active period

1
Continue and enhance state and local collaboration on 

chemical regulation violations, spills and remediation

1A

Provide technical assistance to DEC for investigation, 

containment, and remediation of contaminated sites and 

spills. X X Ongoing DEC, WC $

1B Enhance access to training for all relevant local officials.
X Ongoing DEC, WC $

1C
Evaluate current spill containment materials and acquire 

more materials if necessary. x x 2015 DEC, WC, OC $$

1D
Assist on grant proposal writing to help further remediation 

efforts. X
2016- 

ongoing $

2 Reduce accidental spills of chemical from residential uses

2A
Conduct outreach on proper storage of petroleum and other 

chemical products. X X
2016 -

ongoing

DEC, WC, WI, 

WA $

2B
Consider increasing frequency and geographic extent of 

hazardous waste drop-offs. X X
2016 -

ongoing OC, WC $$$

3 Prevent and enforce regulations on illegal dumps

3A Continue field checking sites for illegal dumping. X X
2015 -

ongoing WC $

3B
Encourage better enforcement of illegal dumping and 

littering regulations. X
2015 - 

ongoing DEC, Munis, WC $

3C
Establish trail cameras at illegal dump sites with repeated 

dumping. X
2015 

ongoing DEC, WC $$

4
Prevent water contamination from junk/salvage yards and 

inactive landfills

4A
Evaluate municipal codes for weaknesses in addressing 

junk/salvage yards and junk storage in residential areas. X X 2016 WC, P, Munis $

4B
Assist in junk/salvage yard enforcement through watershed 

field assessments. X X 2017 WC, P, Munis $
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APPENdIx 2. 

INTErMuNICIPAL AgrEEMENT

reauthoriZation

intermuniCipaL agreement

regarding

Canandaigua Lake Watershed CounCiL

this agreement, effective as of the 1st day of January 2015 by and between the towns of Bristol, Canandai-
gua, gorham, hopewell, italy, middlesex, naples, potter, south Bristol; the villages of naples, newark, palmyra, 
rushville; and the City of Canandaigua to continue the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council, adopt the update 
of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan and continue to fund the Watershed Council to imple-
ment the Watershed protection program. 

Witnesseth that:

Whereas, pursuant to article 5-g section 119-o and 239-n of the general municipal Law of the state of 
new York, section 64 of town Law, and article 4 of village Law, municipalities have the authority to enter into 
contracts and intermunicipal agreements necessary to carry out their respective functions for the benefit of the 
municipality; and

Whereas, the municipalities identified in this agreement desire to continue the cooperative agreement origi-
nally made on december 10th, 1999.  this agreement created the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council along 
with adopting and funding the original Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan.  this agreement was 
reauthorized in 2004 and 2010; and

Whereas, Canandaigua Lake and its surrounding 174 square mile watershed provides numerous benefits to 
the region including drinking water for approximately 70,000 people, varied recreational opportunities, scenic 
beauty, natural Capital and ecological significance; and

Whereas, the goal of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council is to protect the lifeblood of this region- 
Canandaigua Lake and its surrounding watershed by maintaining and enhancing the high water quality of this 
watershed through the continued implementation of the comprehensive watershed protection program; and

Whereas, the parties to this agreement, desire to continue the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council, herein-
after referred to as the Watershed Council, that will provide the necessary leadership, coordination and commit-
ment to successfully administer and oversee the implementation of the Watershed protection program and the 
2014 update to the Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan as approved by the Watershed Council; and 
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Whereas, the participating municipalities will work together cooperatively in the decision-making process 
and share the leadership and ownership in implementing the Watershed program as outlined in the Watershed 
Council bylaws.  the Watershed Council utilizes five protection themes of research, education, restoration, open 
space protection and regulation to provide comprehensive level protection.

noW, therefore, in consideration of the terms and conditions herein contained, the parties to this agree-
ment do hereby agree as follows:

1. the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council is hereby continued as the official intermunicipal entity created by 
the fourteen municipalities in 1999 to implement the Watershed protection program.

2. this intermunicipal agreement is voluntary and will not be construed so as to interfere with or diminish any 
municipal powers, authority, or regulatory authority of any of the participating municipalities.

3. the Comprehensive update of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed management plan is hereby adopted by each 
respective municipality.  the Watershed Council provided the coordinated seQr review of the plan update and 
has issued a negative declaration documenting that no substantial negative impacts will occur as the result of 
the adoption of the updated plan.

4. the Watershed Council will approve a budget each year and the participating municipalities will provide the 
necessary funding by march 31st of each year based on the fair share funding formula adopted in 1999 and 
updated each year.  the Watershed Council will approve the updates to the fair share funding formula for each 
year and will send a copy of the funding formula and calculations to each of the municipalities by January 15th 
of each year.

5. the participating municipalities shall appoint one publicly elected representative (i.e. municipal supervisor, or 
municipal board member and an alternate representative (another publicly elected representative) to the Wa-
tershed Council.  in the case of the two non-watershed water purveying municipalities (newark and palmyra), 
they can send their chief water treatment plant operator or water authority representative as an alternative to the 
publicly elected representative.

6. the term of this agreement shall commence January1st, 2015 and terminate december 31st, 2019.  this agree-
ment shall be automatically renewed for four additional five-year terms, unless either party notifies the other 
party of its intent not to renew within 90 days of the expiration of any term or renewal term.

7. this agreement authorizes the Watershed Council to enter into contracts within the limits of, and subject to, 
the appropriations provided by the participating municipalities and other funding sources.

8. the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council will act as the official stormwater Coalition for any of the munic-
ipalities in the watershed that have to comply with the federally and state mandated municipal separate storm 
sewer system regulations and will provide assistance to these municipalities to meet and exceed the Clean Water 
act derived regulatory requirements.

9. the Watershed Council is required to carry insurance with a minimum aggregate of $2 million in general 
liability coverage, $1 million in hired and non-owned auto coverage, $1 million umbrella liability and $1 mil-
lion in public officials coverage.  all such insurance policies shall list each of the participating municipalities as 
additional insureds.  
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10. the Watershed Council shall indemnify and hold harmless the fourteen municipalities named in this agree-
ment, its officers, employees and agents from and against any and all liability, damage, claims, demands, costs, 
judgments, fees, attorneys' fees or loss arising directly or indirectly out of the negligent acts or omissions hereun-
der by the Watershed Council, Watershed program manager or third parties under the direction or control of the 
Watershed Council or Watershed program manager and to provide defense for and defend, at its sole expense, 
any and all claims, demands or causes of action directly or indirectly arising out of the acts or omissions referred 
to in this paragraph and to bear all other costs and expenses related thereto.

11. the parties to this agreement desire to continue to provide for the day to day coordination of the Watershed 
program through a Canandaigua Lake Watershed program manager, hereinafter referred to as the Watershed 
program manager.

12. the Watershed Council will provide direct oversight and control of the Watershed program manager.  the 
Watershed program manager duties will include but not limited to: water quality research on the lake and 
streams,  technical assistance to the municipalities on water quality and flood control projects, assist residents on 
water quality issues, investigate sources of pollution and develop management strategies to solve those sources of 
pollution in partnership with other relevant agencies, grant application assistance to the Watershed Council and 
member municipalities, technical reports, educational outreach, ms4 assistance, provide regulatory assistance to 
the municipalities including site inspections and plan reviews and act as the official spokesperson for the water-
shed program.

13. the Watershed Council will have ultimate authority over all municipal contributions made to the Watershed 
Council.

14. the City of Canandaigua will provide the necessary facilities, accounting, worker’s compensation insurance 
and support for the Watershed manager to carry out the implementation of the plan as agreed to in the agree-
ment for services between the Watershed Council and City of Canandaigua. the Watershed Council will abide 
by the nYs human rights Law with respect to hiring practices.

15. that any party to this agreement may terminate its participation within the Council at any time but must do 
so upon giving written notice to all other participating municipalities that such party will terminate its participa-
tion in the Council, the reasons for the termination and the effective date of such termination, such written no-
tices to be given at least 30 days prior to the date such termination shall take effect. no refunds will be provided 
to any party that terminates its participation for that year. Withdrawal from the agreement by one party shall not 
operate to terminate the agreement, which shall continue in full force and effect with respect to the other parties. 

16. if any term or provision of this agreement or the application thereof shall, to any extent, be invalidated or 
unenforceable, the remainder of this agreement or the application of such term or provision, other than those to 
which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall be unaffected thereby, and each term and provision of the agree-
ment shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

17. if the Council should cease to exist in accordance with the bylaws, the funds still available will be returned to 
the parties to this agreement under the same formula as originally gained.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the following parties through their Chief Elected Officials have executed 

this agreement. 

 

Municipal Signatories 
 

____________________    ____________________ 

Supervisor Robert Green    Supervisor Pamela Helming 

Town of Bristol     Town of Canandaigua 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Supervisor Fred Lightfoote   Supervisor Margaret Hilton 

Town of Gorham     Town of Hopewell 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Supervisor Margaret Dunn   Supervisor Robert Multer 

Town of Italy     Town of Middlesex 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Supervisor John Cowley    Supervisor Leonard Lisenbee 

Town of Naples     Town of Potter 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Supervisor Barbara Welch   Mayor Brian Schenk 

Town of South Bristol    Village of Naples 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Mayor Peter Blandino    Mayor Chris Piccola 

Village of Newark     Village of Palmyra 

 

 

____________________    ____________________ 

Mayor Jon Bagley     Mayor Ellen Polimeni 

Village of Rushville    City of Canandaigua 
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2015 Watershed Council

Fair Share Formula

Breakdown of Criteria used in the Formula

Municipality Gal. Shore  % of Pop. Watershed Tourism

Use line w'shed Den. Assess $

Measurement millions miles % sq- mile millions-$ Range Two of the criteria change each year: gallons used and

Cdga City 1,315 1.5 1.4 2449.7 368.4 7 Watershed assessed value.   

V. Newark 1,047

T. Canandaigua 11.5 16.0 134.6 709.4 4 Both City of Canandaigua and Newark used approx 100million gallons less in 2013

Gorham 159 7 17.5 73.4 398.2 3

South Bristol 33 7.4 9.9 41.5 340.8 4

V. Palmyra 452

Middlesex 7.5 18.4 44.2 157.0

Naples 19.0 32.4 72.7 3

V. Naples 70 0.8 1128.8 51.3 3

Rushville 40 0.3 969.1 21.7

Italy 0.4 9.5 27.4 37.4

Hopewell 1.8 94.3 28.7 1

Potter 3.3 49.8 3.7

Bristol 0.3 59.0 2.4

Approved Formula Watershed Council

2015 2014 2000

Municipality Gal. Shore % of Pop Watershed Tourism Total % of Annual Comparison Comparison

Use line w'shed Den Assess $ Score Total Municipal Cost

Cdga City 72.4 1.3 0.7 10.5 31.6 10.0 126.6 25.3% 24,318$ 23,853$ 24,028$

V. Newark 57.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 57.7 11.5% 11,077$ 10,978$ 14,827$

T. Canandaigua 0.0 10.0 8.4 0.6 60.9 5.7 85.6 17.1% 16,448$ 15,581$ 11,582$

Gorham 8.8 6.1 9.2 0.3 34.2 4.3 62.8 12.6% 12,073$ 11,318$ 9,306$

South Bristol 1.8 6.4 5.2 0.2 29.3 5.7 48.6 9.7% 9,338$ 8,881$ 6,899$

V. Palmyra 24.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.9 5.0% 4,782$ 4,529$ 5,004$

Middlesex 0.0 6.5 9.7 0.2 13.5 0.0 29.9 6.0% 5,739$ 5,383$ 4,676$

Naples 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.1 6.2 4.3 20.7 4.1% 3,969$ 3,740$ 3,959$

V. Naples 3.9 0.0 0.4 4.8 4.4 4.3 17.8 3.6% 3,420$ 3,213$ 3,670$

Rushville 2.2 0.0 0.2 4.2 1.9 0.0 8.4 1.7% 1,609$ 1,488$ 1,689$

Italy 0.0 0.3 5.0 0.1 3.2 0.0 8.7 1.7% 1,666$ 1,562$ 1,391$

Hopewell 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.4 2.5 1.4 5.2 1.0% 1,007$ 954$ 915$

Potter 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.2 0.3 0.0 2.3 0.5% 436$ 410$ 440$

Bristol 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.1% 119$ 110$ 110$

499.8 100.0% 96,000$ 92,000$ 88,500$

Weights 7 1 1 1 3 1 96,000.00
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